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Executive Committee
Agenda – Context Notes
For meeting of February 10, 2016
Revised: Feb. 4/16
Agenda
No.
8.1.4

LG/CF

The Executive Committee may wish to discuss if the Chair and/or staff will attend
the April 29, 2016 Howe Sound Community Forum on Gambier Island, hosted by
the Gambier Island trustees. EC agreed to contribute $1,000 towards the meeting
costs from TAS budget.

8.1.5

LG/CF

The Province of BC is inviting feedback until March 25, 2016 on the second phase
of B.C.'s Climate Leadership Plan. The Province has produced a Consultation Guide
for the public to read before providing comments. The Province is inviting comments
on how the Province can reduce greenhouse gas emissions and take advantage of
the low carbon economy of the future. Input can be provided through an online form,
a detailed survey (not yet posted) or via e-mail to climateleadershipplan@gov.bc.ca.

From

Context Notes

Chair could consider notifying trustees for individual responses.
8.1.6

LG/CF

The Chair of San Juan County plans to send a letter to the Islands Trust Council
Chair proposing an urgent joint letter supporting Washington State Senate
Committee Bill 6418 concerning improvements to oil transportation safety (See
related agenda item 11.4). Staff understands that, among other purposes, the bill
will require refineries and other marine terminals in Washington State to update their
oil spill contingency plans to address new types of crude oil such as diluted bitumen,
and will require the Washington Pilotage Commission to adopt contemporary rules
to improve protections for vessels that transport oil.
Islands Trust has a Transborder Island Agreement with San Juan County that
supports joint activities in support of shared values, including protection of the
environment. Staff will provide verbal advice on this topic at the meeting.

8.2.3

DM

At the January meeting, the Executive Committee asked staff to bring back the
Senior Aboriginal Business Case for reconsideration. The attached business
case is the one from last year, updated with dates and dollar amounts to this
year. There is an RFD at 8.2.2 of this meeting agenda that combines this
proposed position with marine threats issues; therefore, further action on this
item will depend on the decision of the Executive Committee on item 8.1.4.

11

LG/CF

In accordance with the EC’s policy (2.4.vi), correspondence items are for
information only, unless raised for action by a member of the EC. In some
instances, correspondence to others is included, if it relates to the Executive
Committee’s business.

12.1

RH

The EC work program is amended before each meeting with suggested
priorities proposed by staff. By resolution, the EC can provide direction
regarding new items or the order of priorities.
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Executive Committee
Minutes of Regular Meeting
Date:

Wednesday, January 20, 2016

Location:

Islands Trust Victoria Boardroom
200-1627 Fort Street, Victoria, BC

Members Present

Peter Luckham, Chair
Laura Busheikin, Vice Chair
Susan Morrison, Vice Chair
George Grams, Vice Chair

Staff Present

Russ Hotsenpiller, Chief Administrative Officer
Lisa Gordon, Director, Trust Area Services
David Marlor, Director, Local Planning Services
Cindy Shelest, Director, Administrative Services
Clare Frater, Trust Area Policy Analyst
Jas Chonk, Recorder and Deputy Secretary

1.

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order at 8:46 am. Chair Luckham acknowledged that the meeting was
being held in traditional territory of the Coast Salish First Nations.

2.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
2.1.

Introduction of New Items
6.2.1
11.8

2.2.

Tony Law re March Trust Council
Marv Coulthard re SSI rezoning bylaw 485

Approval of Agenda
By General Consent, the agenda was approved as amended.
2.2.1. Agenda Context Notes
Provided for information.

3.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES
3.1.

November 25, 2015
By General Consent, the Minutes of the November 25, 2015 Executive Committee
Meeting were adopted as presented.

3.2

December 8, 2015
By General Consent, the Minutes of the December 8, 2015 Executive Committee Meeting
were adopted as presented.

Executive Committee Minutes of Meeting – Draft January 20, 2016
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Vice Chair Laura Busheikin joined the meeting at 8:50 am.
4.

FOLLOWUP ACTION LIST AND UPDATES
4.1.

Followup Action List
Provided for information.

4.2.

Director/CAO Updates
Directors provided updates on their follow up action list items and current activities.

4.3.

Local Trust Committee Chair Updates
Executive Committee members provided verbal updates on recent activities in their roles
as local trust committee chairs.

5.

BYLAWS FOR APPROVAL CONSIDERATION
5.1

Denman Island Local Trust Committee Bylaw No. 216 (LUB Amendment)
The purpose of proposed Bylaw No. 216 is to create the conditions which will allow for a
second set of cooking facilities for the use of customers in association with a Home-based
Guest Accommodation operation (often referred to as bed and breakfast home
occupations) as permitted by the Denman Land Use Bylaw.
EC-2016-001
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Executive Committee approve Denman Island Local Trust Committee Bylaw
No. 216, cited as “Denman Island Land Use Bylaw 186, Amendment No. 1, 2015”,
under Section 24 of the Islands Trust Act.
CARRIED

5.2

Bowen Island Municipality Bylaw No. 401
Bowen Island Municipality has referred Bylaw 401 to the Executive Committee after first
reading. It is a ‘non-OCP’ bylaw that requires comment only, rather than approval. Staff
recommends that the Executive Committee advises that the bylaw is not contrary to or at
variance to the Islands Trust Policy Statement.
EC-2016-002
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Executive Committee advise Bowen Island Municipality that the Bylaw
401, cited as “Bowen Island Municipality Land Use Bylaw No. 57, 2002,
Amendment Bylaw No. 401, 2015” is not contrary or at variance to the Islands
Trust Policy Statement.
CARRIED

Executive Committee Minutes of Meeting – Draft January 20, 2016
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5.3

Salt Spring Island Local Trust Committee Bylaw No. 483 (LUB Amendment)
The purpose of proposed Bylaw No. 483 is to amend Salt Spring Island Land Use Bylaw
No. 355 to include a definition of “abattoir,” and to permit an “abattoir” as a principal use
on a 3.3 hectare industrial-zoned property at 1449 Fulford-Ganges Road.
EC-2016-003
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Islands Trust Executive Committee approve Salt Spring Island Local Trust
Committee Bylaw No. 483, cited as “Salt Spring Island Land Use Bylaw, 1999,
Amendment No. 1, 2015,” under Section 24 of the Islands Trust Act.
CARRIED

5.4

Salt Spring Island Local Trust Committee Bylaw No. 485 (LUB Amendment)
The purpose of proposed Bylaw No. 485 is to amend Salt Spring Island Land Use Bylaw
No. 355 to permit a private boat club house and a parking lot for a private boat club as
principal uses on a 0.83 hectare (2.06 acre) residential-zoned property at 150 Douglas
Road.
EC-2016-004
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Islands Trust Executive Committee approve Salt Spring Island Local Trust
Committee Bylaw No. 485, cited as “Salt Spring Island Land Use Bylaw, 1999,
Amendment No. 3, 2015,” under Section 24 of the Islands Trust Act.
CARRIED

6.

TRUST COUNCIL MEETING PREPARATION
6.1

Post December Council Joint Session
6.1.1. Roundtable
Executive Committee members and senior management provided feedback
regarding the December 2015 Trust Council meeting, noting what went well and
identifying areas for future improvement.
6.1.2 Trustee Comments/Feedback
6.1.2.1 Trustee Peter Grove
Staff to investigate how agenda packages can be improved for Trust Council
meetings.

6.2

Draft March 2016 Trust Council Schedule
Executive Committee members reviewed the draft meeting program and made some
amendments, staff to return the revised schedule to the next meeting.

Executive Committee Minutes of Meeting – Draft January 20, 2016
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6.3

Draft Trust Council Continuous Learning Plan
Received as information.

6.4

Draft Session Outline – First Nations Session

Staff to return with a revised session outline to the February 10 meeting.
7.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE PROJECTS
7.1

Trust Council Initiated
7.1.1 Adaptation Strategy – Principles and Objectives
Staff provided update indicating the Adaptation Strategy principles had yet to be
commented on by Ministry of Community Sport and Cultural Development.
7.1.2 Transition Plan – Project Charter (revised)
Staff to provide update to Executive Committee for the February 10 meeting.
7.1.3 Transition Plan – Annotated Table of Contents – v.5
Received as information.

The meeting recessed at 11:10 am.
The meeting reconvened at 11:15 am.
7.1.4 Consideration of a new Council Committee focused on marine issues
EC-2016-005
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Executive Committee request Staff to return by February 10 with an
analysis of current capacity, roles and process to respond to marine threats and
recommendations for how to increase that capacity, improve process and clarify
roles, which could include a new council committee.
CARRIED
7.2
8.

Executive Committee Initiated

NEW BUSINESS
8.1.

Trust Area Services
8.1.1

LTC Chairs report on local advocacy topics

The Executive Committee members provided verbal updates on local advocacy topics
arising from local trust committee meetings.

Executive Committee Minutes of Meeting – Draft January 20, 2016
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8.1.2 RFD - Advocacy about federal environmental assessments
EC-2016-006
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Executive Committee request staff to draft a letter for the Chair’s
signature to the federal Minister of Environment and Climate Change
1. requesting that the Minister consider the Islands Trust’s concerns with the
treatment of marine shipping during federal environmental assessments prior
to making any decision that would increase marine traffic in the Salish Sea,
and
2. suggesting that the Minister consider during any review of the federal
environmental assessment regime the Islands Trust’s suggestions on ways to
improve public participation in environmental assessments.
CARRIED
The meeting recessed at 12:00 pm.
The meeting reconvened at 12:23 pm.
8.1.3

RFD - AVICC 2016 Resolutions
EC-2016-007
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Executive Committee direct staff to draft a resolution and backgrounder
on two items as discussed (Development Permit Enforcement and a 20-year
management plan for marine shipping in the Salish Sea) for submission to the
Association of Vancouver Island and Coastal Communities 2016 convention for
Executive Committee’s consideration on February 10, 2016.
CARRIED

8.1.4

Briefing – Gambier LTC request for Howe Sound Management Plan advocacy
EC-2016-008
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Executive Committee request staff to allocate $1000 to Gambier Island
Local Trust Committee to host Howe Sound Community Forum.
CARRIED
EC-2016-009
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Executive Committee resolves not to request a Howe Sound
Management Plan until the Howe Sound Forum members better define what the
request entails and resolves to offer up to $1000 from the 2016-17 budget towards
the costs of hosting the April 2016 Howe Sound Community Forum.
CARRIED

8.1.5 Briefing – Status of input from Ferry Advisory Committees
By General Consent, the Executive Committee requested staff to contact Gabriola and
Chemainus - Thetis Island - Penelakut Island Ferry Advisory Committees and draft a
Request for Decision for a Chair letter to Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure for
the February 10 meeting.
Executive Committee Minutes of Meeting – Draft January 20, 2016
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8.1.6

RFD – Guidelines for promoting island events
EC-2016-010
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Executive Committee approve the guidelines for promoting island events
as amended.
CARRIED

8.1.7 Draft procedure – Public Input to Trust Council’s Budget Process
Received as information.
8.2

Local Planning Services
8.2.1

Jeff Stanhope, Innovation, Science and Economic Development re Letter of
Understanding
EC-2016-011
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Executive Committee direct the Director of Local Planning Services to forward
the letter to Local Trust Committees.
CARRIED

8.3

Administrative Services

8.4

Executive/Trust Council
8.4.1

Executive Committee Policy 8.4.i CAO Contingency Succession Plan – for annual
review

Received as information.
8.4.2

Draft 2015 UBCM Report

By General Consent, the Executive Committee directed staff to circulate to Trustees.
8.4.3

EC meeting schedule
EC-2016-012
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That staff ask Select Committee - Review of Victoria Office Location to reschedule
their March 2 meeting due to conflict with Executive Committee meeting date.
CARRIED
EC-2016-013
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That staff return with proposal for two new Salt Spring and Gabriola office location
meeting dates and return amended 2016 schedule to February 10 meeting.
CARRIED
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8.4.4

Briefing – ALC Delegation of Decision-Making
EC-2016-014
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That staff report be forwarded to Salt Spring Island Local Trust Committee.
CARRIED

9.

CLOSED MEETING
EC-2016-015
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the meeting be closed to the public subject to Sections 90(1)(c)(g) and (i) of the
Community Charter in order to consider matters related to employee relations, litigation
affecting the Islands Trust and receipt of advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege
and that staff attend the meeting.
CARRIED
The meeting closed to the public at 1:45 pm and reopened at 2:10 pm.

10.

RISE AND REPORT DECISIONS FROM CLOSED MEETING (if applicable)
No decisions to report.

11.

CORRESPONDENCE (for information unless raised for action)
11.1

Jan Slakov re Follow up from December Trust Council

Received for information.
11.2

Debbie Holmes re Galiano covenants

Received for information.
11.3

Trustee Tony Law re Unique Amenities

Received for information.
11.4

Mayne Island Conservancy Society re Mitigating Risks Associated with Shipping
Traffic
EC-2016-016
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Executive Committee request Chair Luckham to write in response to December
13, 2015 letter from Mayne Island Conservancy declining the advocacy request.
CARRIED

11.5

Assoc. of Denman Island Marine Stewards (ADIMS) re support of new Marine
Committee

Received for information.
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11.6

Ministry of Environment re new spill response regime

Received as information.
11.7

Jan Slakov re Protecting the Marine Environment

Received for information.
11.8

Marv Coulthard re SSI rezoning bylaw 485

Received for information.
12.

WORK PROGRAM
13.1.

Review and amendment of current work program
By General Consent, the Executive Committee endorsed the Work Program dated
January 14, 2016, as presented.
EC-2016-017
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
That the Executive Committee request staff to bring back business case and Request for
Decision revisiting First Nations liaison to the February 10 meeting.
CARRIED

13.

NEXT MEETING – February 10, 8:45 a.m.

14.

ADJOURNMENT
EC-2016-018
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
To adjourn the meeting.
CARRIED
The meeting adjourned at 2:26 pm.

____________________________________
Peter Luckham, Chair

Certified Correct

____________________________________
Jas Chonk, Recorder and Deputy Secretary

Executive Committee Minutes of Meeting – Draft January 20, 2016
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Executive Committee
Follow-up Action List
Rev:Feb 4/2016

EC Mtg

Bold = regular items

WHO / Activity

WITH/TO

TARGET

w/DM

Done
asap
Feb 10
Feb 10
Feb 10
Feb 10
Feb 10
Pending

RUSS HOTSENPILLER
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Aug 5/15

Return with RFD and business case for First Nations liaison
7.1.1-7.1.3 Adaptation Strategy / Transition plan – Meet with the Ministerial staff
6.4 Liaison with John Rampanen re First Nations session
6.3 Amend Continuous Learning schedule
6.2 Amend March Council schedule
6.1 Review Trust Council roundtable issues with Exec Coordinator / Directors
4.1 Assign FUAL duties for future EC meetings
7.4.3 Add wording about safety to LTC Chair Toolkit

w/JC
w/JC

DAVID MARLOR
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Nov 25/15
Nov 25/15
Nov 25/15
Nov 25/15
Oct 6/15

Return with RFD and business case for First Nations liaison
I/C collect suggestions for new speaking notes and convey to communications staff
8.4.4 Refer ALC briefing to Salt Spring LTC to consider
8.2.1 Notify LTCs that the LOU is cancelled and that they can pursue individual
approaches or ask Trust Council for a trust-wide approach.
5.4 Advise DILTC of EC decision re Bylaw 216
5.3 Advise BIM of EC decision re Bylaw 401
5.2 Advise SSILTC of EC decision re Bylaw 483
5.1 Advise SSILTC of EC decision re Bylaw 485
9.1.2 Investigate advocacy possibilities re eligibility for Southern Gulf Islands and
Bowen Island for grants from the Islands Coastal Economic Trust or similar programs
9.4.1 Draft Chair letter to Chair F. Leonard requesting a delegation to Vancouver Island
Panel of ALC
9.2.4 Bring recommendations re Policy 4.1.ix to future EC meeting
5.3 provide Gambier LTC with bylaw enforcement update
9.2.1 Develop draft flow chart illustrating Bylaw process decision-making for Chair
toolkit

w/RH

Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
Done

w/MR

Mar 2016
Done

w/MD

Jun 2016
Done

w/RK

Mar 2016

LISA GORDON
Legislative Monitoring Chart (bi annual)
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16

Jan 20/16

Jan 20/16

Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Nov 25/15
Oct 28/15
Oct 28/15
Oct 28/15

11.4 Draft Chair letter to Mayne Island Conservancy declining the advocacy request
8.1.6 Staff to add positive tone to guidelines for promoting island events (no need to
return to EC)
8.1.5 Staff to contact Gabriola and Chemainus - Thetis Island - Penelakut Island Ferry
Advisory Committees and draft RFD for Chair letter to Minister of Transportation and
Infrastructure
8.1.4 Inform Gambier LTC that EC will not request a Howe Sound Management Plan
until the Howe Sound Forum members better define what the request entails and offer
up to $1000 from the 2016-17 budget towards the costs of hosting the April 2016 Howe
Sound Community Forum.
8.1.3 Return with resolutions for AVICC / UBCM about DP enforcement and a 20-year
plan for Port Metro Vancouver
8.1.2 Draft Chair letter to Federal Minister of Environment re scope and timing of
decisions related to environmental assessments and advise the Gambier LTC.
8.1.1 Staff to inquire into the status of the Gabriola bridge study
7.1.4 Return with analysis of current capacity, roles and process to respond to marine
threats and recommendations for how to increase that capacity, improve process and
clarify roles, which could include a new council committee.
Follow up on Chair letter sent to Aborigional Aquaculture Assoc.
8.1.3 Draft Chair letters to Trust Area MPs
8.1.2 Further research re gift giving guidelines and prepare one-page procedure on FN
gift giving
8.1.2 Contact FN offices about appropriate gifts and populate database

w/CF

Mar 2016
Feb

w/PH

Done
Feb 10

w/SM
Done
w/CF
w/CF
w/CF
w/CF

Feb 10
Done
Done
Feb 10

w/PL
w/PH

Feb
Done
March
2016
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Feb 25/15

Organize media training for EC members + Trustees Grove, Mamoser and Nicholas
9.1.2 Seek advice from MCSCD and MARR staff re Aboriginal Aquaculture Assoc.
8.1.10 Draft Chair letter to NCC (re parts 1, 2, 4) re Grace Islet

Aug 12/14

7.1.3 Add to EC agenda: review 1 year pilot of web-posting committee agendas

Oct 6/15
Oct 6/15

w/PH
w/RH

March 8
2016
2016

w/DM/CS

Mar 2

CINDY SHELEST

JAS CHONK
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16

Jan 20/16

Jan 20/16
Jan 20/16

Nov 25/15

Dec 8/15
Oct 28/15

Jan 20 minutes
8.4.3 Return with proposal for two new SSI and Gabriola office locations and ask Select
Committee to reschedule due to conflict with EC meeting date.
8.4.2 Circulate to trustees after getting last minute edits from EC members
8.1.3 Ciruculate notice to trustee for AVICC Executive opportunity
6.1 Discuss with CAO any changes suggested in Trust Council roundtable, e.g. what S
Morrison said about filling in the in camera resolutions for future Trust Councils and L
Busheikin said about page numbering / headers for navigation in package and what
several people said about splitting the business agenda from the session agenda.
3.2 Have Dec 8 minutes signed off and post
3.1 Have Nov 25 minutes signed off and post
CARMEN THIEL
8.1 Develop briefing and plan session for TC re electronic meetings
EC MEMBERS
5.1 contact potential presenters re First Nations education
11.2 Trustee Morrison to send item 11.2 to Trustee Rogers

Feb 10
Feb 10
Done
Done
Done

Done
Done
Mar
Done
Done
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16-17 Budget public consultation / survey
2015-16 Annual report

Communications
Build capacity for water advocacy
15/16 Strategic plan
RFD to March TC re policy statement policies

Media Training
Build searchable image library

TPC

Website - import all pdfs

February meeting prep
Propose Intergovernmental Advisor (Marine / FN) Position

TAS Work Program - 2016

CAO Orientation

Tankers / Freighters / Oil spills

Assist with hiring and orienting Exec Coord

Anchorages
Marine envt

PMDPs Quarterly reviews / updates
Sponsor a panel at 2016 Salish Sea Conference
Set performance measures / benchmarks
Revise operations manual
Team meetings

Derelict vessels

HR / Leadership

Howe Sound
Advocacy
Legend

LPS consultation

Cooperation with others
Priority

Advocacy session at June TC

Priority 3

Decision-making flowchart
Review policies & in camera briefing

Priority 2

Fallow deer (CRD/Mayne)

Priority 4

Guidelines for First Nations gifts

Priority 5

MOU re Crown Land w FLNRO

With LPS

Aboriginal Aquaculture Association

With all staff
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REQUEST FOR DECISION

To:

For the Meeting of:: February 10, 2016

Executive Committee

Date: February 4, 2016
SUBJECT:

BOWEN ISLAND – LUB BYLAW 402 – S.15 LETTERS PATENT REFERRAL

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the Executive Committee advise Bowen Island Municipality that the Bylaw 402,
cited as “Bowen Island Municipality Land Use Bylaw No.57, 2002, Amendment Bylaw No.
402, 2015” is not contrary or at variance to the Islands Trust Policy Statement.
DIRECTOR COMMENTS: Bowen Island Municipality has referred Bylaw 402 to the Executive
Committee after first reading. It is a ‘non-OCP’ bylaw that requires comment only, rather than
approval. Staff recommends that the Executive Committee advises that the bylaw is not
contrary to or at variance to the Islands Trust Policy Statement.

IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION
ORGANIZATIONAL: None
FINANCIAL: None
POLICY: None
IMPLEMENTATION/COMMUNICATIONS: Communication to Bowen Island Municipality before
March 4, 2016 on the Executive Committee decision.
OTHER: None

1.0 BACKGROUND:
Note 1 - the term “Bowen Municipality” or “Bowen Island Municipality” is used in the
Islands Trust Act, regulations and Policy, and the term “The Municipality” is used in the
Bowen Island Municipality Letters Patent. All are deemed to mean the same. For the
purpose of this report, the term “the Municipality” shall be used, except where quoting
from legislation.
Note 2 – the Bowen Letters Patent refer to “Islands Trust”, while the authority for bylaw
approval is the “Executive Committee”. Both are deemed to mean the same thing. For
the purpose of this report, the term “Executive Committee” shall be used, except where
quoting from legislation.
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1.1 Bowen Island Land Use Bylaw Amendment 402 – First Reading
Proposed Bylaw No. 402 is a Land Use Bylaw Amendment to permit the rental of limited speed
motorcycles (scooters) on Bowen Island. The Bowen Island Land Use Bylaw currently prohibits
the rental of personal watercraft, all-terrain vehicles, motorcycles or limited speed motorcycles.
As stated in the November 9, 2015 Bowen Island staff report, the Province of British Columbia
defines a limited speed motorcycle as a motorcycle that has a maximum 50cc motor and a
maximum speed of 70km/hr.
The Municipality was recently approached by potential business operators with the intent of
running a scooter rental business on Bowen Island. Instead of a site specific rezoning, the
Municipality recognizes the rental of limited speed motorcycles as a benefit to the entire
community, and therefore is undertaking the land use bylaw amendment. The proposed
amendment would also support a number of the Official Community Plan objectives and policies
related to transportation, economic development and environmental sustainability. Bowen Island
staff state that the proposed amendment would help provide alternative transportation choices
that are more environmentally friendly and cost-effective for residents, businesses and visitors,
as well as improve accessibility to eco-tourism on the island (November 9, 2015 staff report).
Current Land Use Bylaw:
In the General Regulation section of the Bowen Island Land Use Bylaw currently includes a
restriction on rentals of limited speed motorcycles for all of Bowen Island:
“3.3 The following uses are prohibited in all zones, except as otherwise specifically
stated in this Bylaw:
3.3.5 Rental of personal watercraft, all terrain vehicles, motorcycles or limited
speed motorcycles;”
Proposed Bylaw No. 402:
Proposed Bylaw No. 402 intends to remove the prohibition on ‘limited speed motorcycles’ so the
Land Use Bylaw would read:
“3.3 The following uses are prohibited in all zones, except as otherwise specifically
stated in this Bylaw:
3.3.5 Rental of personal watercraft, all terrain vehicles, or motorcycles;”
First Reading:
The Bowen Island Municipal Council gave First Reading to proposed Bylaw No. 402 on
January 11, 2016.
1.2 Bowen Island Letters Patent
The relevant sections of the Bowen Island Letters Patent related to the Executive Committee’s
responsibilities in consideration of municipal bylaws are summarized as follows:


Section 15 states that “where a municipality proposes to adopt a bylaw, other than an
official community plan bylaw, which has any reference to a matter included in the Trust
Policy Statement, the municipality shall refer the proposed bylaw to the Islands Trust
prior to third reading of the proposed bylaw, and the Islands Trust must advise the
Council if it has any objections to the proposed bylaw within 45 days after the date of the
referral, subject to the provisions of, and procedures which may be established in an
agreement between the municipality and the Islands Trust pursuant to section 17.0 of
these Letters patent, after which time Council may proceed with the proposed bylaw
subject to Section 15.1 of these Letters Patent.

Islands Trust
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1.3 Islands Trust Policy 1.3.i [Policy Statement Implementation Policy]
Islands Trust Policy 1.3.i is the Policy Statement Implementation Policy. Relevant sections of
the Policy in regards to a referral between first reading and a public hearing are included below:
1.

Policy D1.4 of Policy Statement Implementation Policy states that:
The Islands Trust Policy Statement require local trust committees in the official
community plan and regulatory bylaws, and island municipalities under Section 38 (1) of
the Islands Trust Act to address certain matters from the Policy Statement, or explicit
reasons and justifications for not doing so. A bylaw will not be contrary to or at variance
with the Policy Statement if it fails to include a particular policy or regulation, so long as
the bylaw contains sufficient reason or justification for not doing so.

2.

Policy D1.5 of Policy Statement Implementation Policy states that:
Where an updated bylaw does not include a particular policy or regulation required by
the Policy Statement and the bylaw sets out reasons for that, the Executive Committee
and Trust Council will assess the sufficiency of those reasons using such criteria as:
a) whether the reasons are explicitly set out such that it is clear that the local trust
committee directed its attention to the matter in question and made a considered
decision not to include the policy or regulation.
b) whether the reasons have to do with particular local circumstances that may not
have been contemplated in the drafting of the Policy Statement.
c) whether the reasons arise from the necessity of balancing two or more components
of the Policy Statement that cannot be achieved simultaneously.
d) whether existing planning studies or reports relied on by the local trust committee
indicate that the Policy Statement is inapplicable in the circumstances.

1.4 Bowen Island LUB Referral Process
Referral of a Land Use Bylaw from the Municipality occurs before Third Reading in accordance
with s.15 of the Letters Patent. The referral and approval process is outlined in the Protocol
Agreement between the Islands Trust Council and Bowen Island Municipality, available here:
http://islandstrust.bc.ca/tc/pdf/orgagrsep142010oth.pdf
1.5 Executive Committee Consideration
The Letters Patent sets out the time limits on the process for a referral before Third reading. The
Executive Committee has 45 days from the date of receipt of the LUB referral to provide written
comments to The Municipality. Section 15 of the Letters Patent requires that the Executive
Committee advise the Municipality if it has any objection to the bylaw within the 45 day time
limit.
The Municipality referred the Bylaw for comment to the Islands Trust Executive Committee and
was received by Islands Trust staff on January 19, 2016. A response is required to be received
at the Municipality no later than the end of the day on March 4, 2016.
The Executive Committee may:
1. advise the Municipality that is no objections to the bylaw; or
2. advise the Municipality that it consider that provisions of the bylaw may be contrary to or
at variance with the Trust policy statement.
1.6 The Municipality’s Considerations
Should the Executive Committee advise the Municipality that it considers that provisions of the
bylaw may be contrary to or at variance with the ITPS, then the Municipality must notify the
Minister of Community, Sport and Cultural Development.

Islands Trust
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In this situation, the Minister may then provide advice or direction to the Municipality and Islands
Trust regarding the proposed bylaw or require the Municipality and Islands Trust to resolve the
issues using dispute resolution mechanisms contained in Section 859 and 862 of the Local
Government Act.
2.0 REPORT/DOCUMENT:
2.1 Proposed Bylaw No. 402 – Analysis
The Land Use Bylaw amendment is supported by policies in the Bowen Island Official
Community Plan (OCP):
Objective 99 – To provide safe and efficient transportation that meets the needs of residents
and visitors.
Objective 101 – To encourage alternative forms of transportation and vehicle fuels to reduce
traffic congestion and greenhouse gas emissions created by private vehicle use.
Objective 110 – To promote multi-modal forms of transportation across the island linking
neighbourhoods with each other, to local parks and beaches, and to Snug Cove.
Objective 171 – To foster the creation and maintenance of local employment in island-based
sustainable activities.
Objective 181 – To support opportunities to nurture the further development of low-impact
tourism.
Policy 425 – Owners of the accommodations identified in Policy 424 are encouraged to provide
guest transportation to and from the ferry terminal in order to minimize vehicle use.
Islands Trust staff is of the opinion that the proposed zoning amendment meets the objectives
and policies in the Bowen Island Municipality Official Community Plan. Based on the information
provided in the Bowen Island Municipality staff reports dated November 9, 2015 and January
11, 2016, it can be concluded that there will be no inconsistencies between proposed Bylaw
No. 402 and the Bowen Island Municipality OCP.
2.2 Policy Statement Directives Only Checklist
Attachment 1 is a copy of the “Policy Statement Directives Only Checklist” that is used to
assess whether or not a bylaw is contrary to or at variance with the Islands Trust Policy
Statement (ITPS).


Policies for Ecosystem Preservation and Protection.
Directive policies under Part III of the ITPS deal with:
o preservation and protection of ecosystems (policies 3.1.3, 3.1.4 and 3.1.5);
o forest ecosystems (policy 3.2.2);
o freshwater and wetland ecosystems and riparian zones (policy 3.3.2);and
o coastal and marine ecosystems (policies 3.4.4 and 3.4.5).

The policies in this section of the ITPS are not applicable to proposed Bylaw No. 402.


Policies for Stewardship of Resources
Directive policies under Part IV of the ITPS deal with:
o agricultural land (policies 4.1.4 to 4.1.9 inclusive)
o forests (policies 4.2.6, 4.2.7, and 4.2.8)
o freshwater resources (policies 4.4.2 and 4.4.3)
o coastal areas and marine shorelands (4.5.8 to 4.5.11 inclusive)
o soils and other resources (policy 4.6.3)

The policies in this section of the ITPS are not applicable to proposed Bylaw No. 402.
Islands Trust
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Policies for Sustainable Communities
Directive policies under Part V of the ITPS deal with:
o aesthetic qualities (policy 5.1.3)
o growth and development (policies 5.2.3 to 5.2.6 inclusive)
o transportation and utilities (policies 5.3.4 to 5.3.7 inclusive)
o disposal of waste (policy 5.4.4)
o recreation (policies 5.5.3 to 5.5.7)
o culture and natural heritage (policies 5.6.2 and 5.6.3)
o economic opportunities (policy 5.7.2)
o health and well-being (policy 5.8.6)

Proposed Bylaw No. 402 is consistent with the Transportation and Utilities policy 5.3.7 and also
the Economic Opportunities policy 5.7.2. All other policies in this section are deemed to be not
applicable to the proposed bylaw by the Islands Trust staff.
2.3 Staff Comments
The purpose of the staff report is to not approve the LUB amendment bylaws, but to advise if
the bylaw is or is not contrary to or at variance to the Islands Trust Policy Statement (ITPS).
Based on a review of proposed Bylaw No. 402, Bowen Island staff reports, and ITPS Checklist,
Islands Trust staff is of the opinion that proposed Bylaw No. 402 is not contrary to or at variance
with the ITPS.
2.4 Public Comments to Executive Committee
As of the date of this RFD, no public comments have been received at the Islands Trust Office.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Islands Trust Policy Statement - Directives Only Checklist
2. Bylaw 402 – LUB amendment
KEY ISSUE(S)/CONCEPT(S):
 referral of the proposed Bylaw No. 402 under s.15 of the Letters Patent
 Referral is before Third Reading
 Written response to Bowen Island Municipality required by March 4, 2016 (45 days after
date of receipt of the referral on January 19, 2016).
 Comments from Executive Committee limited to whether or not Bylaw 402 is contrary to
or at variance with the ITPS
 Staff considers that Bylaw 402 is not contrary to or at variance with the ITPS.
RELEVANT POLICY:
 Islands Trust Policy Statement Directive Policies
 1.3.i Policy Statement Implementation Policy
 Bowen Island Letters Patent
DESIRED OUTCOME:
 Municipal bylaws that are not contrary to or at variance with the Islands Trust Policy
Statement
 Timely and effective response to The Municipality.
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RESPONSE OPTIONS
Recommended:
THAT the Executive Committee advise Bowen Island Municipality that the Bylaw 402,
cited as “Bowen Island Municipality Land Use Bylaw No.57, 2002, Amendment Bylaw
No. 402, 2015” is not contrary or at variance to the Islands Trust Policy Statement.
Alternatives:
o Advise The Municipality in writing that the Executive Committee considers that
Bylaw 402 is contrary to or at variance with the Islands Trust Policy Statement for
other specified reasons, triggering notification of the Minister.

Prepared By:

Kim Stockdill, A/Planner 2

Reviewed By/Date:

David Marlor, Director of Local Planning Services
February 4, 2016
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POLICY STATEMENT DIRECTIVES ONLY CHECK LIST
Bylaw and File No: BIM 402
PURPOSE
To provide staff with the Directives Only Checklist to highlight issues addressed in staff reports and as a means to ensure Local Trust
Committee address certain matters in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws and Island Municipalities address certain
matters in their official community plans and to reference any relevant sections of the Policy Statement.

POLICY STATEMENT
The Policy Statement is comprised of several parts. Parts I and II outline the purpose, the Islands Trust object, and Council’s guiding
principles. Parts III, IV and V contain the goals and policies relevant to ecosystem preservation and protection, stewardship of
resources and sustainable communities.
There are three different kinds of policies within the Policy Statement as follows:
 Commitments of Trust Council which are statements about Council’s position or philosophy on various matters;
 Recommendations of Council to other government agencies, non-government organizations, property owners, residents and
visitors; and
 Directive Policies which direct Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities to address certain matters.

DIRECTIVES ONLY CHECK LIST
The Policy Statement Directives Only Checklist is based on the directive policies from the Policy Statement (Consolidated April 2003)
which require Local Trust Committees to address certain matters in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws and Island
Municipalities to address certain a matters in their official community plans in a way that implements the policy of Trust Council.
Staff will use the Policy Statement Checklist (Directives Only) to review Local Trust Committee and Island Municipality bylaw
amendment applications and proposals to ensure consistency with the Policy Statement. Staff will add the appropriate symbol to the
table as follows:

if the bylaw is consistent with the policy from the Policy Statement, or

if the bylaw is inconsistent (contrary or at variance) with a policy from the Policy Statement, or
N/A if the policy is not applicable.
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Part III Policies for Ecosystem Preservation and Protection
CONSISTENT

NO.
3.1

n/a

3.1.3

DIRECTIVE POLICY
Ecosystems
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
identification and protection of the environmentally sensitive areas and significant natural sites, features and landforms in
their planning area.

n/a

3.1.4

Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
planning, establishment, and maintenance of a network of protected areas that preserve the representative ecosystems of
their planning area and maintain their ecological integrity.

n/a

3.1.5

Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
regulation of land use and development to restrict emissions to land, air and water to levels not harmful to humans or other
species.

3.2

n/a

3.2.2
3.3

n/a

3.3.2
3.4

n/a

3.4.4

n/a

3.4.5

Forest Ecosystems
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
protection of unfragmented forest ecosystems within their local planning areas from potentially adverse impacts of growth,
development, and land-use.
Freshwater and Wetland Ecosystems and Riparian Zones
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
means to prevent further loss or degradation of freshwater bodies or watercourses, wetlands and riparian zones and to
protect aquatic wildlife.
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
protection of sensitive coastal areas.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
planning for and regulation of development in coastal regions to protect natural coastal processes.

PART IV: Policies for the Stewardship of Resources
CONSISTENT

NO.
4.1

DIRECTIVE POLICY
Agricultural Land

n/a

4.1.4

Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
identification and preservation of agricultural land for current and future use.

n/a

4.1.5

Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
preservation, protection, and encouragement of farming, the sustainability of farming, and the relationship of farming to other
land uses.
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Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
use of adjacent properties to minimize any adverse affects on agricultural land.
DIRECTIVE POLICY

n/a

4.1.6

CONSISTENT

NO.

n/a

4.1.7

Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
design of road systems and servicing corridors to avoid agricultural lands unless the need for roads outweighs agricultural
considerations, in which case appropriate mitigation measures shall be required to derive a net benefit to agriculture

n/a

4.1.8

Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address land
uses and activities that support the economic viability of farms without compromising the agriculture capability of agricultural
land.

n/a

4.1.9
4.2

n/a

4.2.6

n/a

4.2.7

n/a

4.2.8
4.3
4.4

n/a

4.4.2

n/a

4.4.3
4.5

n/a

4.5.8

n/a

4.5.9

n/a

4.5.10

n/a

4.5.11

Islands Trust

Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
use of Crown lands for agricultural leases.
Forests
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
need to protect the ecological integrity on a scale of forest stands and landscapes.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
retention of large land holdings and parcel sizes for sustainable forestry use, and the location and construction of roads, and
utility and communication corridors to minimize the fragmentation of forests.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
designation of forest ecosystem reserves where no extraction will take place to ensure the preservation of native biological
diversity.
Wildlife and Vegetation
Freshwater Resources
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
measures that ensure neither the density nor intensity of land use is increased in areas which are known to have a problem
with the quality or quantity of the supply of freshwater, water quality is maintained, and existing, anticipated and seasonal
demands for water are considered and allowed for.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
measures that ensure water use is not to the detriment of in-stream uses
Coastal Areas and Marine Shorelands
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
needs and locations for marine dependent land uses.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
compatibility of the location, size and nature of marinas with the ecosystems and character of their local planning areas.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
location of buildings and structures so as to protect public access to, from and along the marine shoreline and minimize
impacts on sensitive coastal environments.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
opportunities for the sharing of facilities such as docks, wharves, floats, jetties, boat houses, board walks and causeways.
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4.6

n/a

4.6.3

Soils and Other Resources
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
protection of productive soils.

PART V: Policies for Sustainable Communities
CONSISTENT

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a


n/a

Islands Trust

NO.
DIRECTIVE POLICY
5.1
Aesthetic Qualities
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.1 3
the protection of views, scenic areas and distinctive features contributing to the overall visual quality and scenic value of
the Trust Area.
5.2
Growth and Development
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.2.3
policies related to the aesthetic, environmental and social impacts of development.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.2.4
any potential growth rate and strategies for growth management that ensure that land use is compatible with
preservation and protection of the environment, natural amenities, resources and community character.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.2.5
means for achieving efficient use of the land base without exceeding any density limits defined in their official community
plans.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.2.6
the identification of areas hazardous to development, including areas subject to flooding, erosion or slope instability, and
strategies to direct development away from such hazards.
5.3
Transportation and Utilities
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.3.4
the development of a classification system of rural roadways, including scenic or heritage road designations, in
recognition of the object of the Islands Trust.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.3.5
the impacts of road location, design, construction and systems.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.3.6
the designation of areas for the landing of emergency helicopters.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.3.7
the development of land use patterns that encourage establishment of bicycle paths and other local and inter-community
transportation systems that reduce dependency on private automobile use.
5.4
Disposal of Waste
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.4.4
the identification of acceptable locations for the disposal of solid waste.
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CONSISTENT

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a


n/a

NO.
DIRECTIVE POLICY
5.5
Recreation
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.5.3
the prohibition of destination gaming facilities such as casinos and commercial bingo halls.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.5.4
the location and type of recreational facilities so as not to degrade environmentally sensitive areas, and the designation
of locations for marinas, boat launches, docks and anchorages so as not to degrade sensitive marine or coastal areas.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification of sites providing safe public access to beaches, the identification and designation of areas of
5.5.5
recreational significance, and the designation of locations for community and public boat launches, docks and
anchorages.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.5.6
the identification and designation of areas for low impact recreational activities and discourage facilities and
opportunities for high impact recreational activities.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.5.7
the planning for bicycle, pedestrian and equestrian trail systems.
5.6
Cultural and Natural Heritage
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.6.2
the identification, protection, preservation and enhancement of local heritage.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.6.3
the preservation and protection of the heritage value and character of historic coastal settlement patterns and remains.
5.7
Economic Opportunities
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.7.2
economic opportunities that are compatible with conservation of resources and protection of community character.
5.8
Health and Well-being
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.8.6
their community’s current and projected housing requirements and the long-term needs for educational, institutional,
community and health-related facilities and services, as well as the cultural and recreational facilities and services.
POLICY STATEMENT COMPLIANCE



COMPLIANCE WITH TRUST POLICY
NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH TRUST POLICY for the following reasons:
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BOWEN ISLAND MUNICIPALITY
BYLAW NO. 402, 2016

A Bylaw to amend Land Use Bylaw No. 57, 2002

WHEREAS, “Bowen Island Land Use Bylaw No. 57, 2002” establishes regulations for land within the
municipality; and
WHEREAS, Council wishes to amend “Bowen Island Land Use Bylaw No. 57, 2002” to enable the rental of
limited speed motorcycles:
THEREFORE be it resolved that the Council for Bowen Island Municipality in open meeting assembled
enacts as follows:
1. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as “Bowen Island Municipality Land Use Bylaw No. 57, 2002,
Amendment Bylaw No. 402, 2016”.
2. “Bowen Island Municipality Land Use Bylaw No. 57, 2002” is amended by amending Section 3.3.5 to
read as follows:
3.3 PROHIBITED USES OF LAND, BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
.5

Rental of personal watercraft, all terrain vehicles, or motorcycles;

READ A FIRST TIME this ___ day of ___, 2016;
READ A SECOND TIME this __ day of ___, 2016;
PUBLIC HEARING this ___ day of ___, 2016;
READ A THIRD TIME this ___ day of ___, 2016;
FINALLY ADOPTED this ____ day of ____, 2016.

________________________
Murray Skeels
Mayor

___________________________
Casey Grundy
Deputy Corporate Officer

1
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Bylaw Submission
Briefing Note
Date:

January 29, 2016

To:

Executive Committee

From:

Aleksandra Brzozowski, Island Planner

Re:

Rezoning application for the marine water at Cotton Bay,
Gambier Island

The Gambier Island Local Trust Committee submits for your approval the
proposed rezoning application for the marine water adjacent to the community
dock at Cotton Bay, Gambier Island. The purpose of this briefing note is to
provide the Executive Committee with a summary of the proposed land use
bylaw amendment.
Purpose:
The purpose of proposed Bylaw No. 128 is to amend the Gambier Island Land
Use Bylaw to permit a site-specific rezoning to permit a 4 m2 rock wall under an
existing neighbourhood dock in the W1 zone, in order to bring the structure into
full compliance with Gambier Island Land Use Bylaw No. 86.
A re-zoning is required as the current marine zoning does not permit such a
structure. No OCP amendments are required.
Background:
An amendment bylaw (Bylaw No. 123) to change the zoning from Marine Log
Storage (W3) to Marine General (W1) to permit a neighbourhood dock, and to
create a site-specific Local Service (S2a) zone for the access lot was adopted in
November 2013. A Development Variance Permit (GM-DVP-2013.2) to allow the
siting of a rock wall within 0.0 metres of the natural boundary of the sea was
granted by the Gambier Island Local Trust Committee (LTC) in March 2015.
During the DVP application process, it was noted that 4m² of the rock wall jutted
past the natural boundary of the sea into the W1 zone. The applicant was
advised that this portion of the rock wall could not be varied. The applicant
agreed to comply with the bylaw by either removing the 4m² of rock wall in the
W1 zone or applying for a rezoning. The applicant has deemed the physical
Bylaw Submission Briefing Note
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removal of the 4m² portion of rock wall to be costly and has chosen instead to
apply for a rezoning.
On January 21, 2016, the LTC gave Second and Third Reading to Proposed
Bylaw No. 128 and confirmed that the Proposed Bylaw complies with the Islands
Trust Policy Statement as per the Directives Only checklist.
GM-2016-002
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
that Gambier Island Local Trust Committee Bylaw No. 128 cited as “Gambier
Island Land Use Bylaw, 2004, Amendment No. 1, 2015”, be read a second
time.
CARRIED
GM-2016-003
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
that Gambier Island Local Trust Committee Bylaw No. 128 cited as “Gambier
Island Land Use Bylaw, 2004, Amendment No. 1, 2015”, be read a third time.
CARRIED
GM-2016-004
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
that Gambier Island Local Trust Committee Bylaw No. 128 cited as “Gambier
Island Land Use Bylaw, 2004, Amendment No. 1, 2015”, be forwarded to the
Secretary of the Islands Trust for approval by the Executive Committee.
CARRIED
GM-2016-005
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
that the Gambier Island Local Trust Committee reviewed the Islands Trust
Policy Statement Directives Only Checklist and determined that Bylaw No. 128
cited as “Gambier Island Land Use Bylaw, 2004, Amendment No. 1, 2015”, is
not contrary to or at variance with the Islands Trust Policy Statement.
CARRIED
Issues Relating To Provincial Interest:
None. One response from the Ministry of Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource
Operations replies that interests are unaffected.
Bylaw Submission Briefing Note
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Issues Relating To Community Interest:
None. Two public submissions have been received; one stating support, one
stating interests unaffected.
Issues Relating To Enforcement:
None.
Issues Relating To First Nation Interest:
No response received from the Squamish Nation; interests assumed to be
unaffected.
The Tsleil-Waututh Nation (TWN) responded that it does not have the capacity to
review the referral without receiving a fee to cover review costs. LPS Staff has
replied to the TWN staff that the LTC is unable to pay referral fees but remains
interested in hearing and accommodating any noted concerns that can be
addressed through Official Community Plan and Land Use Bylaw policies.
Recommendations:
THAT the Islands Trust Executive Committee approve proposed Bylaw No. 128
cited as “Gambier Island Land Use Bylaw No. 86, 2004, Amendment No. 1,
2015.”
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Local Trust Committee Bylaws
Submission for Executive committee Approval

Local Trust Committee: Gambier Island Local Trust Committee

Bylaw No.: GM-128

Bylaw Type: Land Use Bylaw
Date of resolution referring bylaw to Executive Committee: January 21, 2016

X Bylaw Submission Checklist attached
X Policy Statement Checklist attached*
* not required for administrative bylaws

X Summary of Bylaw Intent Attached

Recieved by Islands Trust Secretary:

Date:

Signature:
Secretary

Deadline for Executive Committee decision (one month after receipt by
Secretary as determined pursuant to the Interpretation Act*):

Date bylaw will appear on Executive Committee agenda:

·

a month means "a period calculated from a day in one month to a day numberically
corresponding to that day in the following month, less one day"

·

In the calculation of time expressed as clear days, weeks, months or years, or as "at
least" or "not less than" a number of days, weeks, months, or years, the first and last

Distribution: Executive Committee

Director, LPS
Local Trust Committee
Planner
Planning Clerk
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Print Date: February 2, 2016

Referrals: Bylaw GM-128
Agency
Squamish Nation
PO Box 86131: Wilcox, Lisa
Comment: sent Email and Letter

Sent
29-Oct-2015

Tsleil-Waututh Nation
3075 Takaya Drive: Coordinator, Referrals
Comment:

29-Oct-2015

Ministry of Forests, Lands & Natural Resource Operations - FrontCounter
BC, Surrey Office
Suite 200: BC, FrontCounter
Comment: Interests Unaffected

28-Oct-2015

Bowen Island Municipality
Box 279: Martin, Daniel
Comment:

28-Oct-2015

Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Fisheries & Oceans Canada: Magnan, Alain
Comment: Do not review Referrals

28-Oct-2015

Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations - Sunshine
Coast Forest District
Sunshine Coast Forest District: Russell, Veronica
Comment:

28-Oct-2015

Islands Trust Fund
200, 1627 Fort Street: Eliason, Jennifer
Comment:

28-Oct-2015

Islands Trust
700 North Road: Drew, Miles
Comment:

28-Oct-2015

Received

29-Oct-2015

03-Nov-2015
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1

POLICY STATEMENT DIRECTIVES ONLY CHECK LIST
Bylaw and File No:

Bylaw No. 128 (GM-RZ-2015.1 - Reel 17 Investments, GAMBIER ISLAND)

PURPOSE
To provide staff with the Directives Only Checklist to highlight issues addressed in staff reports and as a means to ensure Local Trust Committee
address certain matters in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws and Island Municipalities address certain matters in their official
community plans and to reference any relevant sections of the Policy Statement.

POLICY STATEMENT
The Policy Statement is comprised of several parts. Parts I and II outline the purpose, the Islands Trust object, and Council’s guiding
principles. Parts III, IV and V contain the goals and policies relevant to ecosystem preservation and protection, stewardship of resources
and sustainable communities.
There are three different kinds of policies within the Policy Statement as follows:

Commitments of Trust Council which are statements about Council’s position or philosophy on various matters;

Recommendations of Council to other government agencies, non-government organizations, property owners, residents and
visitors; and

Directive Policies which direct Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities to address certain matters.

DIRECTIVES ONLY CHECK LIST
The Policy Statement Directives Only Checklist is based on the directive policies from the Policy Statement (Consolidated April 2003)
which require Local Trust Committees to address certain matters in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws and Island
Municipalities to address certain a matters in their official community plans in a way that implements the policy of Trust Council.
Staff will use the Policy Statement Checklist (Directives Only) to review Local Trust Committee and Island Municipality bylaw amendment
applications and proposals to ensure consistency with the Policy Statement. Staff will add the appropriate symbol to the table as follows:

if the bylaw is consistent with the policy from the Policy Statement, or

if the bylaw is inconsistent (contrary or at variance) with a policy from the Policy Statement, or
N/A if the policy is not applicable.
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Part III

Policies for Ecosystem Preservation and Protection

CONSISTENT

NO.
3.1

N/A

3.1.3

N/A

3.1.4

N/A

3.1.5
3.2

N/A

3.2.2
3.3

N/A

3.3.2
3.4



3.4.4

N/A

3.4.5

DIRECTIVE POLICY
Ecosystems
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
identification and protection of the environmentally sensitive areas and significant natural sites, features and landforms in
their planning area.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
planning, establishment, and maintenance of a network of protected areas that preserve the representative ecosystems of
their planning area and maintain their ecological integrity.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
regulation of land use and development to restrict emissions to land, air and water to levels not harmful to humans or other
species.
Forest Ecosystems
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the protection of unfragmented forest ecosystems within their local planning areas from potentially adverse impacts of
growth, development, and land-use.
Freshwater and Wetland Ecosystems and Riparian Zones
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
means to prevent further loss or degradation of freshwater bodies or watercourses, wetlands and riparian zones and to
protect aquatic wildlife.
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
protection of sensitive coastal areas.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
planning for and regulation of development in coastal regions to protect natural coastal processes.

PART IV: Policies for the Stewardship of Resources
CONSISTENT

NO.
4.1

N/A

4.1.4

N/A

4.1.5

N/A

4.1.6

DIRECTIVE POLICY
Agricultural Land
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
identification and preservation of agricultural land for current and future use.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
preservation, protection, and encouragement of farming, the sustainability of farming, and the relationship of farming to
other land uses.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
use of adjacent properties to minimize any adverse affects on agricultural land.
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CONSISTENT

NO.

N/A

4.1.7

N/A

4.1.8

N/A

4.1.9

DIRECTIVE POLICY
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
design of road systems and servicing corridors to avoid agricultural lands unless the need for roads outweighs agricultural
considerations, in which case appropriate mitigation measures shall be required to derive a net benefit to agriculture

N/A

4.5.8

N/A

4.5.9

N/A

4.5.10



4.5.11
4.6

Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
land uses and activities that support the economic viability of farms without compromising the agriculture capability of
agricultural land.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
use of Crown lands for agricultural leases.
Forests
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
need to protect the ecological integrity on a scale of forest stands and landscapes.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
retention of large land holdings and parcel sizes for sustainable forestry use, and the location and construction of roads,
and utility and communication corridors to minimize the fragmentation of forests.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
designation of forest ecosystem reserves where no extraction will take place to ensure the preservation of native biological
diversity.
Wildlife and Vegetation
Freshwater Resources
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
measures that ensure neither the density nor intensity of land use is increased in areas which are known to have a problem
with the quality or quantity of the supply of freshwater, water quality is maintained, and existing, anticipated and seasonal
demands for water are considered and allowed for.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
measures that ensure water use is not to the detriment of in-stream uses
Coastal Areas and Marine Shorelands
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
needs and locations for marine dependent land uses.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
compatibility of the location, size and nature of marinas with the ecosystems and character of their local planning areas.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the
location of buildings and structures so as to protect public access to, from and along the marine shoreline and minimize
impacts on sensitive coastal environments.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
opportunities for the sharing of facilities such as docks, wharves, floats, jetties, boat houses, board walks and causeways.
Soils and Other Resources

N/A

4.6.3

Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address the

4.2
N/A

4.2.6

N/A

4.2.7

N/A

4.2.8
4.3
4.4

N/A

4.4.2

N/A

4.4.3
4.5

3
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protection of productive soils.

PART V: Policies for Sustainable Communities
CONSISTENT

N/A


N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

NO.
DIRECTIVE POLICY
5.1
Aesthetic Qualities
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the protection of views, scenic areas and distinctive features contributing to the overall visual quality and scenic value of
5.1 3
the Trust Area.
5.2
Growth and Development
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.2.3
policies related to the aesthetic, environmental and social impacts of development.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
any potential growth rate and strategies for growth management that ensure that land use is compatible with preservation
5.2.4
and protection of the environment, natural amenities, resources and community character.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
means for achieving efficient use of the land base without exceeding any density limits defined in their official community
5.2.5
plans.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification of areas hazardous to development, including areas subject to flooding, erosion or slope instability, and
5.2.6
strategies to direct development away from such hazards.
5.3
Transportation and Utilities
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the development of a classification system of rural roadways, including scenic or heritage road designations, in
5.3.4
recognition of the object of the Islands Trust.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.3.5
the impacts of road location, design, construction and systems.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.3.6
the designation of areas for the landing of emergency helicopters.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the development of land use patterns that encourage establishment of bicycle paths and other local and inter-community
5.3.7
transportation systems that reduce dependency on private automobile use.
5.4
Disposal of Waste
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification of acceptable locations for the disposal of solid waste.
5.4.4
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CONSISTENT
N/A



N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

5

NO.
DIRECTIVE POLICY
5.5
Recreation
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.5.3
the prohibition of destination gaming facilities such as casinos and commercial bingo halls.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the location and type of recreational facilities so as not to degrade environmentally sensitive areas, and the designation
5.5.4
of locations for marinas, boat launches, docks and anchorages so as not to degrade sensitive marine or coastal areas.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification of sites providing safe public access to beaches, the identification and designation of areas of
5.5.5
recreational significance, and the designation of locations for community and public boat launches, docks and
anchorages.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
the identification and designation of areas for low impact recreational activities and discourage facilities and opportunities
5.5.6
for high impact recreational activities.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.5.7
the planning for bicycle, pedestrian and equestrian trail systems.
5.6
Cultural and Natural Heritage
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.6.2
the identification, protection, preservation and enhancement of local heritage.
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.6.3
the preservation and protection of the heritage value and character of historic coastal settlement patterns and remains.
5.7
Economic Opportunities
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
5.7.2
economic opportunities that are compatible with conservation of resources and protection of community character.
5.8
Health and Well-being
Local Trust Committees and Island Municipalities shall, in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, address
their community’s current and projected housing requirements and the long-term needs for educational, institutional,
5.8.6
community and health-related facilities and services, as well as the cultural and recreational facilities and services.
POLICY STATEMENT COMPLIANCE



COMPLIANCE WITH TRUST POLICY
NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH TRUST POLICY for the following reasons:
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Print Date: February 2, 2016

Bylaw: GM-128

Executive Committee
Policy Checklist
Checklist Key:

Consistent

The bylaw is consistent with the Islands Trust Policy Manual Chapter 2, Section
4, Subsection iv

Contrary

The bylaw is inconsistent (contrary or at variance) with the Islands Trust Policy
Manual Chapter 2, Section 4, Subsection iv

Not-Applicable

The policy is not applicable with the Islands Trust Policy Manual Chapter 2,
Section 4, Subsection iv .

Executive Committee Legislative Role Policy (2.4)

Consistent

i

Bylaw is consistent with the object of the Trust

Consistent

ii

Bylaw is not contrary to or at variance to the Islands Trust Policy Statement

Consistent

iii

Bylaw does not expose the Islands Trust to unreasonable expense in the
administration or enforcement of the bylaw

Consistent

iv

Bylaw is not enacted without legal authority, including inconsistency with
the relevant OCP (based on legal advice)

Checklist Key:

Requires
Resources

Staff resources required to assist with administration.

No Resources
Required

No staff resources required.

The Bylaw has been Examined Against Best Management Practices for Delivery of Local
Planning Services as found in Section 5.9 of the Islands Trust Policy Manual

No Resources
Required

B.5

Bylaw is consistent with the object of the Trust

No Resources
Required

B10

Bylaw is not contrary to or at variance to the Islands Trust Policy
Statement
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Comments

Completed By:
Status

Date Resolution Referred to Exective Committee:
Reading:

JANUARY 21, 2016

Page 2 of 39
2

GAMBIER ISLAND LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEE
BYLAW NO. 128
A BYLAW TO AMEND GAMBIER ISLAND LAND USE BYLAW, 2004
The Gambier Island Local Trust Committee, being the Trust Committee having jurisdiction in respect of
the Gambier Island Local Trust Area under the Islands Trust Act, enacts as follows:
1. Citation
This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as “Gambier Island Land Use Bylaw, 2004, Amendment
No. 1, 2015”.
2. Gambier Island Local Trust Committee Bylaw No. 86, cited as “Gambier Island Land Use Bylaw,
2004,” is amended as follows:
2.1 Part 5 - Zone Regulations, Section 5.16 – Marine General (W1) Zone is amended by adding a
new article as follows:
“Site-Specific Regulations
(16)

The following table denotes locations where, despite or in addition to the regulations in this
Section, specific regulations apply. In the first column, the zone abbreviation and the lowercase letter reference the notation on the zoning map. The second column describes the
location where the specific regulations cited in column three apply:
Site-Specific
Zone
W1(b)

Table 5.16
General Location
Waterfront adjacent to
Cotton Bay –
DL477,Group1,NWD
Plan BCP 41717

Site Specific Regulations
Despite 5.16(8), the permitted
structures also include 4
square metres of existing
rock wall.

2.2 Schedule B – Zoning Map is amended by changing the zoning of the areas indicated on Plan
No. 1, attached to and forming part of this Bylaw, from Marine General (W1) zone to Marine
General (W1(b)) zone.
st

READ A FIRST TIME THIS

1

DAY OF

OCTOBER

2015

PUBLIC HEARING HELD THIS

21

DAY OF

JANUARY

2016

READ A SECOND TIME THIS

21st

DAY OF

JANUARY

2016

READ A THIRD TIME THIS

21

ST

DAY OF

JANUARY

2016

st

APPROVED BY THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE ISLANDS TRUST THIS

ADOPTED THIS

Chair

______

DAY OF

_________

20

______

DAY OF

_________

20

Secretary
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GM-BL-128

GAMBIER ISLAND LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEE
BYLAW No.128
PLAN NO. 1

2 of 2
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First Nation Engagement
Referral of: BL 128

First Nation: SQUAMISH FIRST NATION

Date
Oct 29, 2015
Dec 10, 2015
Dec 10, 2015

Comment/Action
email referral package sent to L Wilcox
Called, voicemail indicates not to leave message and to
email only.
Emailed package again

Initial
BM
BM
BM

First Nation: TSLEIL-WAUTUTH NATION

Date
Oct 29, 2015
Nov 29, 2015
Jan 18, 2016
Jan 20, 2016

Comment/Action
Referral package sent via email.
Received letter regarding request for fees for Referral
Administrative File set up fee.
Sent email to Amanda King explaining that Islands Trust
is unable to pay fee
Received response indicating unable to meet

Initial
BM
BM
AB
AB
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From: Amanda King [mailto:aking@twnation.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 4:32 PM
To: Aleksandra Brzozowski
Cc: Michelle George
Subject: RE: Referrals from Gambier Local Trust Committee

HI Aleksandra,
Thanks for your voicemail and email. We are in the process of finalizing a letter for you regarding this
referral, we just received the other referrals that you reference (but haven’t had an opportunity to
review them yet). Once we review, we may incorporate our response to these in the same letter.
My schedule is quite busy the next couple of days so unfortunately I don’t think we will be able to meet.
But thank you for staying in touch on this file.
Due to the sheer volume of referrals we receive and our small team, sometimes we are not able to
respond to referrals as quickly as anticipated.
Happy New Year to you as well!
Amanda
Amanda King
Senior Referrals Analyst
Treaty, Lands, and Resources Department
Tsleil-Waututh Nation
3075 Takaya Drive
North Vancouver
V7H 3A8
Ph: 604-924-4164
Fax: 604-929-4158
This electronic mail communication may contain privileged and confidential communications and/or work product.
If you have received this communication in error or are not the intended recipient, please delete the
communication without using, copying or otherwise disseminating it. Please notify the sender that you have
received the message in error. Any modification of the contents of this e-mail is strictly prohibited unless expressly
authorised by the sender. Thank you.
From: Aleksandra Brzozowski [mailto:abrzozowski@islandstrust.bc.ca]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2016 1:41 PM
To: Amanda King
Subject: Referrals from Gambier Local Trust Committee

Hello Amanda,
I left a long-winded message on your voicemail on Friday, but I thought I would also provide a written
message to summarize (also, I realize you might not have my email address).
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Thank you for the response letter you sent us regarding a proposed bylaw amendment for Cotton Bay
on Gambier Island. Unfortunately, the Islands Trust is not able to pay fees for referrals; this is a Trustwide policy that cannot be changed. The Gambier Island Local Trust Committee is very interested in
hearing and accommodating any concerns that they can address through their Official Community Plan
and Land Use Bylaw policies, but must do so in accordance with the Local Government Act.
Recognizing and respecting the resourcing challenges you have noted on page 14 of the Stewardship
Policy, I am hoping that we as staff could discuss establishing other alternatives for handling future
referrals from the Gambier Island Local Trust Committee that would work better for the Tsleil-Waututh
Nation than the current process. There are some alternative processes that have been piloting
successfully in other parts of the Islands Trust area that I am happy to speak to.
I will be in North Vancouver this Thursday and Friday (Jan 21 and 22) for other meetings and would be
happy to come to your office then to meet face-to-face to discuss this briefly. You are about to receive a
number of referrals this week from the Gambier Local Trust Committee so the timing seems good.
At this meeting, we could also confirm how the TWN plans to engage regarding the Gambier Island
Official Community Plan review in 2016/2017. Gerald had said that Ernie was going to send a letter, but
we haven’t received anything yet from him or Erin.
Otherwise, I am available anytime on email (the best way to get hold of me – sorry I didn’t get your
voicemail message for so long, it was sent to my personal Lower Mainland phone).
Happy New Year, and I look forward to hearing from you and possibly meeting you soon,
Aleksandra
Aleksandra Brzozowski
Island Planner
Northern Office, Islands Trust
700 North Road
Gabriola BC V0R 1X3
250-247-2207
Enquiry BC Toll-free call 1-800-663-7867
or from the Lower Mainland 604-660-2421
Website: www.islandstrust.bc.ca
Preserving Island communities, culture and environment since 1974
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DRAFT

March 2016 Islands Trust Council Agenda Program
Location: Hornby Island Community Hall – 4305 Central Road
Jan 21/16

Tuesday, March 22
A.M.

Ferries:
10:00 am or 11:00 am Ferry – Buckley Bay to
Denman (10 minutes)
10:40 or 11:40 am Ferry – Denman to Hornby
(10 minutes)

Wednesday, March 23

Thursday, March 24

7:30 – 8:20 Breakfast – Hall

7:30 – 8:20 Breakfast – Hall

8:30 - 9:15

Decision and Information Items

8:30 – 9:15 ** Closed Meeting**

9:15 – 9:45

Break

9:15 – 9:45 Decision and Information Items
(as required)

9:45 – 12:00 First Nations (4)
9:45 – 10:30 Trustee Roundtable(10)
10:30 Meeting Adjourned
Ferries:
11:00 am Hornby to Denman
12:00 pm Denman to Buckley Bay

P.M.

12:30 –1:25 Lunch

12:00 – 12:45 Lunch

1:30 Call to Order/Notice of New Items

12:45 – 1:15 Community Presentation (5)

1:35 – 2:45 2016/17 Budget Overview (1)

1:15 – 2:15 Delegations and Town Hall (6)

2:45 – 3:15

2:15 – 2:45 Break

Break

3:15 – 4:30 Decision and Information Items (2)
4:30 – 5:00 Electronic Meeting Options (3)

2:45 – 3:45 2016/17 Budget Discussion

Budget Debate and Approval (7)
3:45 - 5:00 Islands Trust Transition Plan (8)

**

Members of the public are invited to attend all sessions except any closed meetings and meals.
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Islands Trust Council Plan for Continuous Learning
2014-2018
(What other topics would trustees like to propose?)
2016-02-032016-01-21

Trust Wide and
Administrative Topics

Year

2015-16
Webinars
(dates TBD)

Legal and Governance
Topics

Planning How-To

Working With
Others

Introduction to Roberts
Rules of Order
Email management
IT Website

Introduction to Freedom of
Information/Protection of
Privacy

Making meetings work

First Nations
March
(Hornby)

Budget Session

Trust Council Electronic
Meeting Options

Effective Advocacy
Regional District(?)
Effective Advocacy

2016

June
(North
Pender)

Marine Shipping Safety /
Anchorages (LG: invite
Transport Canada and
Clear Seas?)

Effective
Communications/Social
Media Tips (?)
San Juan County(?)

September
(Mayne)
December
(Salt Spring)

Draft 2017/18 Budget
Session

1
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SESSIONS/ITEMS COMPLETED IN 2015-18
Trust Wide and
Administrative Topics

Year
2015
Webinars
(held)

Mar
(Gabriola)

Introduction to Strategic
Planning

June
(Galiano)

Visioning/Strategic
Planning
Introduction to Structured
Decision-Making

Sept
(Bowen)

Adaptation Strategy
workshop

Dec
(Victoria)

Planning How-To

Working With
Others

Community Planning 101
(for newly-elected)

Working with First
Nations
(introduction)

Annual Budget in Depth

Annual Budget Session

2015

Legal and Governance
Topics

Victoria Office Location
Review workshop
Draft 2016/17 Budget
Session

Standards of Conduct
(legal session)
Provincial Assessment of
Impact on Islands Trust (re
potential SSI incorporation)

San Juan County

Working with Bowen
Island Municipal
Council

Strategic Planning

Working with the Trust
Fund Board

Introduction to the Islands
Trust Policy Statement

Strategic Plan Implications
POTENTIAL TOPICS/AGENCY LIAISON FOR CONSIDERATION FOR FUTURE SESSIONS:
Suggestions arising during 2014-2018 Term:







Public Consultation and Polling
NMCA – implications for local zoning jurisdiction
Options for a trustee network
Introduction to the Island Trust Policy Statement
Participatory decision-making (using expertise on Bowen Island)
Effective Communications and Social Media

Suggestions from previous terms:








Using Special Tax Requisitions
Introduction to UBCM
Effective Advocacy (Trustee Steeves suggestion) / advocacy policy

2

BC Assessment Authority
Ministry of Transportation
Local GHG Emissions Inventory (e.g. Lasqueti Island)
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Dealing with difficult people (Trustee Busheikin suggestion)
Dispute Resolution for planners and trustees (Trustee Grove suggestion)
Introduction to the Climate Action Charter
Effective Conservation Covenants
Demographics-Aging Population
Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans – marine sewage, fish farming
Private Managed Forests Council

3











Advocacy and Media Relations
Succession Planning and Staff Retention
Soil Removal
Alternate Energy Sources
Using Technology – document and information management
Using Social Media
Adapting to Sea Level Rise
Local Government Liability
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SESSIONS/ITEMS COMPLETED IN 2011-14
Year
Webinar
Sessions
(held)

Trust Wide and
Administrative Topics
Email Management
(Aug 2013)
Carbon Offsets
(June 2013)

Legal and Governance
Topics

Mar
(Hornby)

Annual Budget Session

June
(Saturna)

Coastal Douglas Fir Zone
Conservation Action Plan

Aquaculture Management

Sept
(Gambier)

Term Review

Election Period
Best Practices

Dec
(Victoria)

Orientation
Draft 2015/16 Budget
Session

Orientation

Planning How-To

Working With
Others

Provincial Treaty
Negotiators
San Juan County
Respectful Workplaces

2014

2013

2011

Orientation

June
(Mayne)
Mar
(Thetis)
Sept
(Lasqueti)

Annual Budget Session

Dec
(Victoria)

Draft 2014/15 Budget
Strategic Plan Review
Invasive Species

Bylaw Enforcement Best
Practices

Economic
Sustainability Session

Draft Budget Session

Greenshores for Homes re
Shoreline Mapping

Agricultural Land
Commission

Best practices in public
engagement

Bowen Island
Municipality
First Nations
San Juan County

Dec
(Salt Spring)

2012

Orientation

Carbon Neutral Policy

Advocacy Policy

Making Difficult Decisions
Legal Session
Conflict of Interest
Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy

Sept
(Bowen)
June
(Penders)

Strategic Planning
Oil Spill Response

Standards of Conduct and
Admin. Fairness Refresher

Strategic Planning

Intro to Indemnification

Mar
(Gabriola)

Annual Budget Session
Initial Strategic Planning

Dec
(Victoria)

Trustee Orientation

Standards of Conduct
and Indemnification
‘Staying out of Trouble’

4

Working with San
Juan County
Working with the
Islands Trust Fund

Refresher on admin. fairness
in application processes

Community Planning 101
(for new trustees)
Planning Orientation

Making Fair Decisions
Islands Trust Human
Resources
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SESSIONS/ITEMS COMPLETED in 2008 – 2011 TERM
Year
2008

2009

2010

2011

December
(Victoria)
Mar
(Gabriola)
June
(N. Pender)
September
(Mayne)
December
(SaltSpring)
March
(Hornby)
June
(Saturna)

Trust Wide and
Administrative Topics
Intro to Budget Session
Strategic Plan Discussion
Annual Budget Session

Procedural Fairness
Climate Change – GHG
Emission Reduction Targets
Intro Budget Session
History of the Trust
Strategic Plan Review
Annual Budget Session
Marine Shipping Safety

Sept
(Bowen)

Strategic Plan Update and
Review

Dec
(Victoria)
March
(Galiano)

Intro Budget Session
Strategic Plan Update
Annual Budget Session

June
(Denman)
Sept
(SaltSpring)

Legal and Governance
Topics
General Orientation
Governance (G. Cuff)
Strategic Planning
Legal Session

Conservation Offsets
Term & Strategic Plan Review
Advice to Incoming Council

Litigation 101
Update regarding court
case
Refresher on Orientation
Topics

Operational Carbon
Neutrality and Offsets
Elections Period Best
Practice

5

Planning How-To

Working With Others

General Orientation

General Orientation

Intro to land use planning
Introduction to land use
planning – part 2
GHG Emission Reduction –
planning policies actions
Comm. Housing Task Force
Bill 27 Update
Comm. Housing Task Force
Bill 27 Update
Refresher on Temporary
Use Permits
Food Security through Land
Use Planning
RAR – QEP perspective
Good Planning Practice
(Randall Arendt)
MAP IT demo
Implementing RCP w/ LTCs

Farm Industry Review Board
San Juan County

Rural By Design
Practical examples

Electoral Area Director –
Cortes Strathcona RD

Trust Fund Board

San Juan County
Parks Canada
Bowen Island Council
Trust Fund Board Regional
Conservation Plan (RCP)

San Juan County
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Subject:Delegation at March Trust Council
Date:Sun, 31 Jan 2016 09:50:13 -0800
From:Roxanna <roxdoug@telus.net>
To:jchonk@islandstrust.bc.ca
Hello Jas,
On behalf of the Gulf Islands Alliance (GIA), I would like to request a
spot in the delegations section of March Trust Council on Hornby to very
briefly speak to the Trustees about the Public Trust Doctrine and the
Oath of Office.
Many thanks,
Roxanna Mandryk
Chair, GIA
and former Trustee for Denman 1992-1996
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Islands Trust Council
Minutes of Quarterly Meeting
December 8-10, 2015
Victoria, BC

Present:
Executive Committee:

Peter Luckham, Chair (Thetis)
Laura Busheikin, Vice Chair (Denman)
George Grams, Vice Chair (Salt Spring)
Susan Morrison, Vice Chair (Lasqueti)

Local Trustees:

David Critchley, Denman
Melanie Mamoser, Gabriola
Heather O’Sullivan, Gabriola
George Harris, Galiano
Sandy Pottle, Galiano
Dan Rogers, Gambier
Kate Louise Stamford, Gambier
Alex Allen, Hornby
Tony Law, Hornby
Tim Peterson, Lasqueti
Brian Crumblehulme, Mayne
Jeanine Dodds, Mayne
Dianne Barber, North Pender
Derek Masselink, North Pender
Peter Grove, Salt Spring
Paul Brent, Saturna
Lee Middleton, Saturna
Bruce McConchie, South Pender
Wendy Scholefield, South Pender
Ken Hunter, Thetis

Municipal Trustees:

Sue Ellen Fast, Bowen
Alison Morse, Bowen

Staff:

Linda Adams, Chief Administrative Officer
Lisa Gordon, Director, Trust Area Services
David Marlor, Director, Local Planning Services
Cindy Shelest, Director, Administrative Services
Carmen Thiel, Corporate Secretary (Recorder)
Jennifer Eliason, Manager, Islands Trust Fund (Dec. 9)
Clare Frater, Trust Area Policy Analyst (Dec. 9)

Guest:

Russ Hotsenpiller, incoming Chief Administrative Officer (Dec.9)
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TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 2015
Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 1:00 pm. Chair Luckham acknowledged that the meeting was
being held in traditional territory of the Coast Salish First Nations and acknowledged Songhees and
Esquimalt First Nations in Lekwungen territory.
It was indicated that in keeping with the procedural rules under Trust Council Procedure Bylaw 101,
new business items to be considered during approval of the agenda must be urgent.
Twenty two Trustees were in attendance with Trustees Rogers, Dodds, Fast and Morse expected shortly.
Notice of New Items and Approval of the Agenda
The Chair noted the three day agenda for adoption and asked if there were any new items.
It was agreed that Item 2.3 Bylaw Enforcement Report be deferred to Wednesday morning and that
item 7.4 Disposition of Delegations and Town Hall Requests be considered following the Delegations
& Town Hall session. It was also agreed to consider adoption of some proposed changes to the
Strategic Plan after the session about potential review of the Policy Statement.
By general consent the three day Islands Trust Council meeting agenda for December 8-10,
2015 was adopted as revised.
WORKING WITH THE ISLANDS TRUST FUND (1)
Islands Trust Fund Manager, Jennifer Eliason, introduced Islands Trust Fund staff Kate Emmings,
Nuala Murphy, Corlynn Strachan and Kathleen Williams and reviewed current activities island by
island.
Trustees Rogers and Fast entered the meeting at 1:27 pm. Trustee Dodds entered the meeting at 1:31
pm and Trustee Morse entered at 1:37 pm.
Trustee Law spoke to the work of the Trust Fund Board which includes supporting local trust committee
decisions. Trustee Stamford addressed the topic of management plans for specific properties, which
determine the species being protected, and highlighted the importance of volunteers and their
preservation efforts. Trustee Morrison described how the Islands Trust Fund can help people to
protect their land, citing the John Osland Reserve on Lasqueti Island as an example.
An overview of the Islands Trust Fund programs and services was provided and the role of trustees
and the opportunities for collaboration were discussed. A question and answer period ensued.
DECISION AND INFORMATION ITEMS (2)
1.

GENERAL
1.1 Resolutions Without Meeting - TC-RWM-2015-005, TC-RWM-2015-006, TC-RWM-2015007, TC-RWM-2015-008, TC-RWM-2015-009; and TC-RWM-2015-010
Provided for information.
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1.2 September 2015 Trust Council Meeting Draft Minutes – Adoption by General Consent
Chair Luckham asked if there were any amendments to the minutes prior to adoption. Trustee
Busheikin requested that the minutes be changed on page 12 to reflect that she voted in favour
of Resolution TC-2015-110. Trustee Stamford asked that the minutes be changed under item
7.1.5 to reflect that Trustees Rogers, Stamford and Chair Luckham would also attend the Howe
Sound Community Forum.
By general consent the minutes of September 15-17, 2015 were adopted as amended.
1.3 Trust Council Follow-Up Action List
Provided for information.
2.

LOCAL PLANNING
2.1 Director of Local Planning Services Report
Provided for information.
There was discussion about the purpose of the Green Shores for Homes initiative. Director of Local
Planning Services, David Marlor, was asked if another southern planning team meeting would be
held, similar to the one held at the beginning of the current term of office. Mr. Marlor indicated that
he would ask the Southern Islands Regional Planning Manager if another meeting was planned.
2.2 Local Planning Committee Work Program Report – Decision
The Committee’s top three priorities outlined in the report were: community housing needs,
shoreline marine planning and appropriate economic development. The Local Planning
Committee’s primary focus for next year will be community housing needs.
TC-2015-133
MOVED by Trustee Brent, SECONDED by Trustee Harris,
that the Islands Trust Council approve the top priorities of the Local Planning Committee Work
Program Report.
There was general discussion about the priority items listed in the report.
The question on the motion was called,
CARRIED

3.

EXECUTIVE
3.1 Chief Administrative Officer’s Report
Provided for information.
3.2 Executive Committee Work Program Report – Decision
The top three priorities in the work program were: Governance, Policy, Strategic Planning and Trust
Council; Communications, Advocacy, Policy Statement, Interagency and Public Relations; and
Organizational Improvements.
There was discussion about:
 what was included under the broad category of Oil Spill and Shipping Safety Advocacy and
whether anchorages fell under this category;
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how associated islands, currently within the Salt Spring Island Local Trust Area, would be
redistributed to other Local Trust Areas in the event Salt Spring Island incorporates; and
whether the Executive Committee has received a request from the Mayne Island Conservancy
asking that the Port of Vancouver provide supplies for communities dealing with oil spills.
TC-2015-134
MOVED by Trustee Morrison, SECONDED by Trustee Pottle,
that the Islands Trust Council approve the top priorities of the Executive Committee Work
Program Report.
CARRIED

The meeting recessed at 3:05 pm and resumed at 3:33 pm.
ADAPTATION STRATEGY – PRINCIPLES AND OBJECTIVES (3)
Chair Luckham introduced the following staff from the Ministry of Community, Sport and Cultural
Development:

Tara Faganello, Assistant Deputy Minister (ADM)

Gary Paget, Executive Director

Marijke Edmondson, Director – Local Government Structure
Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) Linda Adams provided an overview of the context for an Islands
Trust Adaptation Strategy. The draft principles and objectives for the future Adaptation Strategy were
then discussed.
ADM Tara Faganello shared recommendations from the Minister and Ministry staff and encouraged
Islands Trust to take a leadership role with the Adaptation Strategy, as follows:

The Minister strongly encourages Trust Council to develop a full adaptation strategy and to have
it available for the electorate prior to an incorporation vote on Salt Spring Island;

Islands Trust is resilient and has seen many changes. Examples to lean on from the past are
the Bowen Island incorporation and incorporations within the Capital Regional District;

Some tools that may be used in developing the strategy are experience with the Bowen Island
incorporation, the protocol agreement between the Ministry and Islands Trust regarding a
framework for incorporation of island municipalities within the Trust Area; the proposed three
year planning contract with a newly incorporated island municipality; and the requirement for
consistency between an island municipality’s Official Community Plan and the Islands Trust
policy statement;

If Trust Council looks now to resources, staff, and addressing concerns of the public regarding
how the Islands Trust would adapt in the event of Salt Spring Island incorporation, the
adaptation principles and objectives can serve as a communication opportunity with the public;

the Ministry is available to help Islands Trust with the transition plan and it is a leadership
opportunity for Trustees.
A question period ensued between Trustees and Ministry staff. Topics of discussion included:

how the Minister decides whether to send the question of incorporation to cabinet;

the Islands Trust Policy Statement provides that Trust Council take a neutral view of
incorporation within the Trust Area and that each island is able to make decisions on
governance structure within the Islands Trust Act;

the adaptation strategy could address operational issues such as the loss of revenue and how
that will affect the Islands Trust’s future and articulate the processes needed to allay people’s
concerns about things that may have impacts on them;

the Salt Spring Island Incorporation Committee would not recommend moving forward with a
vote if they felt they didn’t have enough information to make a decision; the community needs
confidence that roads will be taken care of as part of incorporation;
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as a result of the incorporation of Bowen Island, it has more local autonomy and is less
influenced by the Regional District; it has more focus on services and less on environmental
protection; being part of Islands Trust has a low profile on Bowen Island and it hasn’t been that
involved in the rest of Howe Sound; high staff turnover has been an issue;
there is discomfort about the unknown which could sway the vote negatively and Islands Trust is
being asked to say it’s going to be alright; we have an opportunity to re-envision our purpose
and delivery of our mandate and should ask the Ministry to commit to much larger funding to
address some of the opportunities for leadership;
we have policy statements/restrictions and our mandate “to preserve and protect”; the mandate
will be diminished after incorporation and we can’t minimize the effects of incorporation on
Islands Trust;
we are a public consultation body and there is a sense that trustees want to do a public
consultation about the principles and objectives of an adaptation strategy;
Bowen Island’s Letters Patent would be baseline assumptions for developing Letters Patent for
Salt Spring Island; Trust Council could recommend what amount of money Islands Trust needs
for support of a consultation process; Letters Patent should clearly tell the public what their
municipality would look like;
At the time the protocol agreement with the Ministry was made, the agreement stated that
Islands Trust would receive draft Letters Patent to review in advance; now those documents are
created by lawyers in another Ministry and draft Letters Patent are subject to cabinet confidence;
the Ministry can share the overall framework and concepts of proposed Letters Patent with the
Islands Trust; the protocol agreement could be updated in regards to some of these aspects;
Through its mandate, Islands Trust has a responsibility to the citizens of BC, which it has upheld
for 40 years; a diminishment has been seen in terms of financial support from the Province and
the Islands Trust electorate is now providing support, in part, on behalf of the Province; Why is
there not more support from the Province?
Islands Trust has evolved over 40 years with a big change in 1989 to provide opportunity for
island municipalities without having them leave the Islands Trust; over time the model can’t be
static, it has to change; it is important for Islands Trust to express to the Province how it wants to
see changes made, if any; Islands Trust has to deal with immediate reality about incorporation
and as a group in strategic planning, think about its vision and mission and dialogue over time;
there is support for local autonomy on Bowen Island; the island municipality has done well on
some environmental matters and being a municipality has allowed them to do that; they have
incorporated Riparian Area Regulation protection in their bylaw;
the Islands Trust Act provides for island municipalities; is the Islands Trust so brittle that it can’t
adapt to provisions in its Act?

CAO Linda Adams advised that the draft Table of Contents for the initial transition plan contains basic
assumptions, principles and objectives for the long term adaptation strategy. It was pointed out that
incorporation may happen regardless of how anyone feels about its impact. Trust Council can
determine what the optimal situation will be and how to explain its approach to the public regarding
how to get to that optimal situation.
There was discussion about the first four principles for the adaptation strategy and whether the
Ministry has an idea about the cost of dedicating resources to Trust Council to make decisions about
the objectives and principles of a strategy.
The meeting recessed at 5:02 pm.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 2015
The meeting reconvened at 8:30 am. Twenty five Trustees were in attendance. Trustee absent: Alex Allen,
Hornby.
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CLOSED MEETING (4)
TC-2015-135
MOVED by Trustee Morrison, SECONDED by Trustee Morse,
that the Islands Trust Council meeting be closed to the public subject to Sections 90(1)(c), (g)
and (i) of the Community Charter in order to consider matters related to:
 labour relations or other employee relations;
 litigation affecting the Islands Trust, and
 receipt of advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege; and
that CAO Linda Adams be invited to attend the entire meeting and other Islands Trust staff be
invited to attend Parts 2 and 3 of the meeting.
CARRIED
The meeting closed to the public at 8:30 am and reopened to the public at 9:15 am. with Trustee Allen
present.
DECISION AND INFORMATION ITEMS (2) cont’d.
2.3 Bylaw Enforcement Reporting – Briefing
Bylaw Enforcement Manager Miles Drew provided a report on the number of enforcement files
by local trust area and by type of enforcement. The report also included the status of open
files and the length of time current files have been open.
3.3 Continuous Learning Plan
During discussion the following topics were suggested for consideration in the continuous
learning plan, at future Trust Council meetings:

Training for First Nations workshop for the March session – Consensus;

Session on working with regional districts – ie. have federation-wide regional directors at a
meeting and discuss how to work with them – Consensus;

Bylaw enforcement rules on Ombudsperson website - have their office give a presentation –
Consensus;

Planning permits and when zoning takes precedence over Development Permits –
suggestion that information could be recirculated to Trust Council on this topic. Director of
Local Planning Services, David Marlor, indicated that he planned to do a survey of trustees
to see where the gaps are in their understanding of land use planning and set up refresher
sessions;

Victoria office review as a session in March – the Select Committee is unlikely to be
prepared to have a session on this topic – under advisement;

Training in effective communications instead of San Juan County visit, and drop Victoria
office review in March – under advisement;

Effective Advocacy proposed for March - Trust Programs Committee is proposing this
session to assist Trust Council in thinking about how we advocate and communicate and
interact with other agencies and levels of government;

Green Shores approach – an ongoing project report will be distributed to Trust Council
including one initial project;

Continuous Learning Plan topics should be ones that generally apply to all trustees;

The Galiano Island Local Trust Committee has developed protection of shorelines material;
the development permit developed on Galiano Island with the Green Shores for Homes as a
template could be reviewed by Trust Council;

Session on what is a development permit; present the Green Shores guide developed for
Thetis Island at the next Trust Council meeting.
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3.4 Strategic Plan – Quarterly Update
Provided for information. Staff were complimented on the way the update was designed. It was
noted that “South Pender” should be removed from page 4 under Phase 3. re RAR protection.
3.6 Initial Adaptation Strategy – Briefing
Provided for information. Suggestions for topics that should be highlighted in the strategy were
welcomed. A quote was considered from the November 24, 2015 letter from ADM Tara
Faganello suggesting that Trust Council might examine the excess of tax revenues over local
planning expenditures on Salt Spring Island, even if local voters do not support incorporation.
TC-2015-136
MOVED by Trustee Law, SECONDED by Trustee Brent,
that the Executive Committee be requested to prepare recommendations for Trust
Council on a possible process to address the excess of tax revenues over local
planning expenditures on Salt Spring Island in the event that Salt Spring Island does
not become incorporated.
CARRIED
During discussion on the table of contents and outline for the strategy it was pointed out that the
Ministry has appealed to Islands Trust to provide a transition plan and adaptation strategy that is
reasonably specific on how Islands Trust would adapt structurally and economically to
incorporation. It was noted that Section 5. Long Term Implications, when fleshed out, will give
the Ministry the answers they are seeking. Further suggestions for topics to be highlighted in the
strategy included:

If the Ministry is prepared to engage with the Islands Trust in a more fulsome citizen
engagement process, include an engagement mechanism that seeks guidance in
reorganization of trust programs and services in the event of incorporation and provide a
budget number for this engagement;

Title of document – put in a modifying word either “hypothetical” or “contingent” to
emphasize it is a conditional thing;

Add wording in Section 5.4.5 making a Salt Spring municipal council accountable for the
Islands Trust mandate and consider whether it could be included in the Letters Patent;
It was agreed that a WORD version of the transition plan could be distributed to Trustees for their
input.
Ann Kjerulf, Regional Planning Manager for the northern office, was introduced.
The meeting recessed at 10:15 am and reconvened at 10:47 am.
3.7 Principles and Objectives for Adaptation Strategy - Decision
CAO Linda Adams introduced and presented the report.
TC-2015-137
MOVED by Trustee Middleton, SECONDED by Trustee Brent,
that the Executive Committee appoint an Adaptation Select Committee, terms of reference to
be developed and approved in cooperation with staff, and that the Select Committee engage
an external consultant to facilitate its work and that the Ministry of Community, Sport and
Cultural Development be requested to fund the work of this committee.
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Chair Luckham indicated that Trust Council had passed an earlier resolution requesting the
Executive Committee and the Financial Planning Committee do this work.
There was discussion about the how the terms of reference would be developed, the time
constraints for completing the study, the fact that there are two Trust Council committees already
qualified to work on the strategy, staff and committee capacity, whether the Salt Spring Island
Incorporation Study Committee could be asked to take this on and the importance of a show of
good faith and cooperation with the Ministry’s request.
The question on the motion was called,
DEFEATED
Trustees Scholefield, Mamoser, Middleton, McConchie, Grams, Barber, Peterson,
Critchley, Brent, Masselink, Harris and Hunter in Favour
TC-2015-138
MOVED by Trustee Morrison, SECONDED by Trustee Dodds,
that the Islands Trust Council adopt the principles and objectives to guide development of a
future Adaptation Strategy regarding the potential incorporation of Salt Spring Island, as
indicated in the document entitled Islands Trust Adaptation Strategy – Principles and
Objectives, dated December 9, 2015.
TC-2015-139
MOVED by Trustee Morse, SECONDED by Trustee Grove,
that the motion be amended to delete “adopt” and insert “approve in principle” to read as follows:
that the Islands Trust Council approve in principle the principles and objectives to guide
development of a future Adaptation Strategy regarding the potential incorporation of Salt
Spring Island, as indicated in the document entitled Islands Trust Adaptation Strategy –
Principles and Objectives, dated December 9, 2015.
During discussion it was emphasized that a strong public process is needed to develop an
Adaptation Strategy and there was a question about whether consulting with the public would include
other agencies.
The question on the amendment was called,
CARRIED
Trustees Fast, Busheikin and Brent Opposed
The question on the motion, as amended, was called,
CARRIED
Trustee Scholefield Opposed
4.

ORGANIZATIONAL/FINANCE
4.1 Director of Administrative Services Report
Provided for information.
4.2 Financial Planning Committee Work Program Report – Decision
The top three priorities of the committee’s work program were noted as: First Draft of 2016/17
Budget, Complete the 2014/15 Forecast, and Complete the 2014/15 Financial Statements Allocated
to Local Trust Committees. It was noted that reference to the third quarter fiscal year under Work
Program Status should read: 2015/2016.
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TC-2015-140
MOVED by Trustee Grove, SECONDED by Trustee Morse,
that the Islands Trust Council approve the top priorities of the Financial Planning Committee Work
Program Report as amended.
CARRIED
4.3 September 30, 2015 Quarterly Financial Report – Decision
TC-2015-141
MOVED by Trustee Grove, SECONDED by Trustee Brent,
that the Islands Trust Council approve the September 30, 2015 Quarterly Financial Report as
presented.
CARRIED
Director of Administration, Cindy Shelest, noted that the potential for negative interest rates is of
concern for investment income forecasts.
4.4 Financial Forecast for March 31, 2016 - Briefing
Provided for information.
Trustees were advised to wait to hear from Jag Dhaul, Computer Support Technician, prior to loading
updates on iPhones and iPads. Ms. Shelest reported that there has been discussion about eScribe
updates and there have been some concerns with ongoing eScribe issues and upgrades. As a
result, the president of eScribe will be coming to BC to meet with Islands Trust staff and Islands Trust
is starting an internal review of eScribe, to evaluate how it is performing in relation to the original
goals.
5.

TRUST AREA SERVICES
5.1 Director of Trust Area Services Report
Provided for information.
During discussion on the report, Director of Trust Area Services, Lisa Gordon, highlighted the
upcoming Salish Sea Conference which is open to the public. She noted that Islands Trust
staff have been approved as presenters. It was indicated that a link can be sent to trustees for
registration at the April 13-15, 2016 conference.
5.2 Trust Programs Committee Work Program Report
The top three priorities noted were: Amend Crown Land Cooperation Agreements, Review the
Islands Trust Policy Statement and Protect Quality and Quantity of Water Resources.
TC-2015-142
MOVED by Trustee Masselink, SECONDED by Trustee Crumblehulme,
that the Islands Trust Council approve the top priorities of the Trust Programs Committee Work
Program Report.
CARRIED
5.3 Trust Fund Board Report
Provided for information. Trustee Law reviewed highlights of the report including: support for
Fairyslipper Forest; Mt. Trematon Nature Reserve reparation; project with grad student re
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extending covenants to working landscapes; and work with the Ministry to fill a vacancy on the
Trust Fund Board due to completion of term.
The Chair introduced Russ Hotsenpiller, the new Islands Trust Chief Administrative Officer, who is
coming from the Strathcona Regional District.
DELEGATIONS AND TOWN HALL (5)
Jan Slakov, Citizens Climate Lobby re Climate Change
Jan Slakov and Jan Inglis spoke to the efforts of the Citizens Climate Lobby regarding climate
change. Following up on its September 2015 letter to the Federal Government, calling for climate
action, Trust Council was requested to send a second letter to Prime Minister Trudeau and Minister
McKenna endorsing fee and dividend carbon pricing.
Graham Brazier, Gulf Islands Alliance re Strategic Plan and Marine and Shoreline Protection
Speaking on behalf of the Gulf Islands Alliance, Mr. Brazier expressed concern that the Trust
Council Strategic Plan 2014-2018 does not adequately address marine issues and shoreline
protection. Trust Council was asked to establish a committee, with allocated staff time and funding,
to examine fresh approaches to preserving and protecting coastal shorelines and marine areas.
Trust Council was also asked to consider structural changes by bringing zoning responsibility for
marine and shoreline areas under the jurisdiction of the Council as a whole and removing it from
local trust committees, which would require a legislative change.
Protect Grace Islet Group re Protection for Areas with Archaeological Values
Joe Ackerman and Jean Wilkinson, representing the Protect Grace Islet Group, advised that
through the Grace Islet issue they have been able to engage the Province in properly implementing
the Heritage Conservation Act and discussing the idea of a First Nations land trust with Minister
Pollak and other First Nations. The Salt Spring Island Local Trust Committee was commended for
supporting First Nations in calling for a stop to the desecration of the burial ground on Grace Islet
Initiatives in the Trust Council Strategic Plan regarding First Nations were referenced and Trust
Council was asked to:
 Urge the Province to strengthen the Heritage Conservation Act to provide full protection for
First Nations archaeological sites;
 Complete the Strategic Plan activities budgeted for in the current budget cycle to improve
engagement, communication and consultation with First Nations; and
 Collaborate with First Nations, archaeologists, the Provincial Archaeology Branch and land
owners to identify, record and protect sensitive archaeological and cultural sites within the Gulf
Islands.
Trustee Grams recognized the important work the group has done on Grace Islet and to raise First
Nations issues. He recommended that Trust Council seek Executive Committee’s advice on how it
can approach advocacy with the Provincial Government in order to effect changes as outlined in
the presentation.
Town Hall
Louise DeCario, past Galiano Island Local Trustee, commented that while she saw a lot of weighty
issues in Trust Council’s agenda, she noted that it is scant in relation to the object of the trust, to
preserve and protect, which seems to be delegated to advocacy. Ms. DeCario questioned why
there were not more agenda items from the Local Planning Committee, supporting local trust
committees. She stated that she is passionate about the Islands Trust and the federation.
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7.4 Disposition of Delegations and Town Hall Requests
TC-2015-143
MOVED by Trustee Critchley, SECONDED by Trustee Middleton,
that the Executive Committee look at the possibility for reorganization of committee structure of
Trust Council with the possibility of creating in addition or substitution of marine matters generally.
Debate ensued on the effectiveness of the current committee structure with regard to the broad
scope of marine issues.
The question on the motion was called,
CARRIED
By general consent it was agreed to have the Executive Committee write a second letter to the
Prime Minster and the federal Minister of Environment and Climate Change in follow up to a letter
already written (re climate change).
TC-2015-144
MOVED by Trustee Grams, SECONDED by Trustee Peterson,
that Trust Council refer to the Executive Committee the address by Protect Grace Islet Group
for advice on advocacy with respect to First Nations’ sites.
CARRIED
6.

CORRESPONDENCE
6.1 Gabriolans Against Freighter Anchorages re anchorages
By general consent the letter from Gabriolans Against Freighter Anchorages was received for
information and referred to Trust Programs Committee for consideration.

The meeting recessed at 2:40 pm and reconvened at 3:00 pm. Trustee Dodds was not present.
5.4 Islands Trust Policy Statement and Vision– Briefing (see Session 6)
Provided for information.
INTRODUCTION TO THE ISLANDS TRUST POLICY STATEMENT (6)
CAO Linda Adams introduced Ministry of Community, Sport and Cultural Development representatives
Brent Mueller and Eric Nichols and reviewed the context of decisions to be made by Trust Council in
policy and budget considerations.
Staff reviewed why the Policy Statement matters and explained that it is a key cog in Islands Trust
operations. Through graphic representations it was illustrated how the policy statement affects planning
on islands. Key components of the policy statement were noted as 1. ecosystem protection 2.
stewardship of resources and 3. healthy and sustainable communities as well as guiding principles.
Policy Analyst, Clare Frater, reviewed the history of the Policy Statement and the process that was
followed to create and adopt it. Suggested changes to the Policy Statement were reviewed as well
as the review process, and it was indicated that staff are seeking Trust Council’s input on direction
of the process.
Trustee Dodds entered the meeting at 3:25 pm.
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Director of Trust Area Services, Lisa Gordon, reviewed the Trust Programs Committee’s proposed
Policy Statement amendment process and there was discussion about whether a visioning exercise
could be done concurrently.
Following the presentations, trustees discussed the proposed review process and associated
budget.
The meeting recessed at 5:01 pm.
THURSDAY, December 10, 2015
The meeting reconvened at 8:30 am. Twenty six Trustees were in attendance.
2016-17 DRAFT BUDGET (7)
Trustee Grove introduced the draft 2016-17 budget noting that a zero percent increase over last fiscal
year is recommended.
Director of Administrative Services Cindy Shelest provided an overview of the current draft budget,
assumptions and principles and highlighted proposed changes to revenue and expenses, staffing
overview and proposed changes, project requests, proposal for a zero percent general property tax
increase and impact on the general revenue fund surplus as well as public consultation on the budget.
A question and comment period ensued. With regard to item 7.4.4, it was suggested that the program
title be renamed to read: Policy Statement Review and First Nations Engagement. It was
recommended that the Financial Planning Committee take the suggestion under advisement at its next
meeting.
TC-2015-145
MOVED by Trustee Brent, SECONDED by Trustee Dodds,
that Trust Council reduce the budgeted allocation for the office relocation by $30,000.
CARRIED
Trustee Law Opposed
DECISION AND INFORMATION ITEMS (2) cont’d.
7.

SUMMARY/UPDATES
7.1 Trustee Updates
7.1.1 BC Ferries (A. Morse)
The following updates were provided:
 A 1.9% price cap was announced by BC Ferries;
 Hornby Island Local Trust Committee corresponded with the Minister of Transportation
and Infrastructure and the CAO of BC Ferries re service adjustments and noted some
conflicting information; there might be some value in Chair Luckham discussing this
with those entities; Trustee Law will send the Executive Committee a copy of the
Hornby Island Local Trust Committee correspondence;
 Further to Islands Trust’s request for a 25% fare reduction, BC Ferries is experimenting
with fare reductions; Minister Stone has invited Islands Trust to provide feedback to him
about ferry service adjustments hindering health and welfare of island riders and
specific changes which he could direct BC Ferries to consider; would like to invite
Minister Stone to visit islands to see what is involved;
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 The Denman Island cable ferry has been tested over the last couple of months and BC
Ferries reports that it is performing well and meeting its targets; BC Ferries has taken
possession of it and the next steps are to get Transport Canada approval and set crew
levels; the ferry should be running in early February and Ferry Advisory Committee and
Local Trust Committee members have been invited to have a tour in early January;
 BC Ferries is doing a major redo of southern Gulf Islands routes and has had
community meetings; changes were not well received and more feedback is being
sought on further changes.
7.1.2 First Nations
 Denman Island Local Trust Committee has tried to meet with the Comox Nation and
has asked for a meeting with treaty negotiators;
 Salt Spring Island Local Trust Committee has a meeting on December 18th with
Cowichan Tribes, at their request; it is taking place in the Salt Spring office between
Local Trust Committee members and Cowichan Tribes’ staff;
 Squamish Nation has taken a different approach to environmental issues in Howe
Sound and announced that they have granted an environmental permit for the
Squamish Woodfibre LNG; they have gone through an environmental process which
resulted in 26 recommendations; three weeks later the Tsawassen Nation announced
agreement of another LNG plant near Roberts Bank;
 The Wilson family has a law suit against Islands Trust and others which is in early
stages and they are trying to determine with the Provincial and Federal Government
whether they have standing as a First Nation;
 The Denman Island Local Trust Committee has been encouraged to meet with the
Aboriginal Aquaculture Association and other participants, with advice and support from
the Province, and the Trust Committee has agreed to meet;
 Thetis Island Local Trust Committee has applied for Community to Community funding
and started the process for a meeting of the Nations in the Thetis Island Local Trust
Area.
3.5 Strategic Plan Amendments – Decision
TC-2015-146
MOVED by Trustee Morrison, SECONDED by Trustee Rogers,
that the Islands Trust Council endorse the amendments to the ‘activities, phases and success
measures’ of the Strategic Plan as illustrated in updated version of the plan (Attachment 1), dated
November 25, 2015.
CARRIED
7.1.3

Gulf Islands National Park Reserve Advisory Committee (D. Masselink)

Trustee Masselink reported that the Parks Advisory Board has not met for some time and
is meeting in January. He noted that Saanich First Nations have rejected the parks
management plan which Parks Canada and the Advisory Board spent a long time
developing. The First Nations have indicated that they want a different relationship with
Parks Canada which has asked for assistance from Aboriginal Affairs. It was explained
that the Parks Superintendent has worked in the last two years to re-establish relations
with First Nations and is trying to figure out how Parks Advisory Board participants and
First Nations may be a part of a governance concept being considered. The
Superintendent has made reference to a Federal/Provincial steering committee that has
not met in some time and it was suggested that it may be useful for Islands Trust to get
access to that committee. It was agreed that federal staff should be contacted for an
update.
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The meeting recessed at 10:34 am and reconvened at 10:50 am.
7.1.4

Salt Spring Island Water Protection Authority (G. Grams)

Report received for information.
7.1.5

Howe Sound Community Forum

It was reported that the forum met on October 16th and the focus was on the
announcement of the environmental assessment approval process through the Squamish
Nation which had occurred the day before. The forum has concentrated on industrial
impacts in the Howe Sound area as well as on residential development e.g. 8,000 –
10,000 additional proposed houses, and the possibility of a fixed link with growing support
from Sunshine Coast residents. The Provincial Government has offered to consider the
request for more comprehensive management plans. Estuary restoration work is ongoing.
The next forum will be in Gibsons with presentations on clear seas, studying marine safety
and shipping. Trust Council may be interested in a presentation.
7.1.6

Update from Select Committee re location of Victoria Office (B. McConchie)

Housekeeping motions from the committee were highlighted and it was noted that the Financial
Planning Committee supported the Select Committee’s recommendation to extend the Victoria
office lease to September 2017.
TC-2015-147
MOVED by Trustee McConchie, SECONDED by Trustee Brent,
that Trust Council delete the words “of the headquarters” from Section 1 – Objectives of the
Terms of Reference for Select Committee – Review of Victoria Office Location document.
CARRIED
7.2 Priorities Chart – General Consent
By general consent the Islands Trust Council priorities chart was received for
information.
7.3 Proposed March 2016 Trust Council Agenda Program – Information
During discussion of the program, suggestions included:

one hour for budget discussion on March 23rd may not be enough time; take advice from
Financial Planning Committee on that;

Victoria Office Relocation should not be a continuous learning item; replace that with
something else i.e, First Nations training;

Consider longer discussion on electronic meetings.
CAO Linda Adams recommended that Trustees formulate motions about the budget before the
March meeting and send them to Cindy Shelest so she can model the proposed budget
changes for review/discussion at the meeting.
It was reported that the Hornby Island Community Economic Commission and Ratepayers
wish to do presentations to Trust Council. A presentation by John Helliwell and a walking tour
to some community housing is being planned, with a possible tour of wineries. Hornby Island
Local Trustees will work with Executive Committee on these plans.
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8.

NEW BUSINESS

9.

NEXT MEETING – March 22-24, 2016 Hornby Island

ROUNDTABLE (8) - Trustees participated in a roundtable session to discuss common issues, concerns
and successes.
As this was her last meeting before retiring, CAO Linda Adams was commended and appreciation was
expressed for her twenty-five years of service to Islands Trust.
10. ADJOURNMENT
By general consent the meeting adjourned at 12:35 pm

________________________________________
Peter Luckham, Chair, Islands Trust Council

CERTIFIED CORRECT

________________________________________
Carmen Thiel, Recorder and Corporate Secretary
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REQUEST FOR DECISION
To:

For the Meeting of: February 10, 2016

Executive Committee

From: Clare Frater
SUBJECT:

Date: February 2, 2016

AVICC/UBCM RESOLUTION SELECTION (Annual Item)

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Executive Committee direct staff to finalize and forward a resolution with
backgrounder for consideration at the 2016 Association of Vancouver Island and Coastal
Communities and Union of BC Municipalities conventions requesting that Transport
Canada assess the cumulative risks and impacts associated with projected vessel traffic
increases in the Salish Sea and develop an innovative 20-year mitigation plan.
SENIOR STAFF COMMENTS: Submitting resolutions to AVICC and UBCM has historically
been an effective advocacy method. Successful resolutions trigger advocacy support from
UBCM staff and usually result in a well-researched response from the affected provincial ministry
or federal department. Depending on the resolution(s) submitted, the Executive Committee may
wish to consider additional action such as a proposing a related session for AVICC or UBCM or a
meeting with a minister.
ISSUE SCREENING:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Origin of issue: Islands Trust policy 6.12.ii on UBCM/AVICC Membership and Resolutions
Executive Committee decision is: discretionary
Issue is most closely related to Executive Committee Terms of Reference (6.1)
Islands Trust Policy Statement (5.3.8)
Strategic Plan (2.3 Advocate for oil spill prevention and response)

IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION
ORGANIZATIONAL: Finalizing the resolution and backgrounder will take up to one hour of the
Policy Advisor’s time. There is no significant project that would be displaced by this work.
POLICY: No implications for existing policy.
FINANCIAL: Legal advice possible.
IMPLEMENTATION/COMMUNICATIONS: Upon approval by Executive Committee, staff will
finalize and send the resolution and backgrounder to AVICC staff by the February 22, 2016 deadline
and will include the resolution and backgrounder in the information package provided to trustees
attending the AVICC/UBCM conventions.
BACKGROUND
On November 12, 2015, the Islands Trust received the annual AVICC call for resolutions and
nominations. As per section 4.1 of the Islands Trust policy 6.12.ii on UBCM/AVICC Membership and
Islands Trust
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Resolutions Trust Area Services staff solicited resolution ideas from senior staff, planners and Trust
Fund Board staff and provided a list of possible resolution topics to the Executive Committee.
On January 20, 2016 the Executive Committee directed staff to draft a resolution and backgrounder
on two items as discussed (development permit enforcement and a 20-year management plan for
marine shipping in the Salish Sea) for submission to the Association of Vancouver Island and
Coastal Communities 2016 convention for Executive Committee’s consideration on February 10,
2016.
Staff has drafted a resolution on assessment and mitigation of marine shipping risks and impacts in
the Salish Sea and a supportive backgrounder (attached) for review by the Executive Committee.
After further research (see in-camera agenda) staff does not recommend proceeding with a
resolution regarding development permit area/ development permit enforcement.
REPORT/DOCUMENT:
1) Draft resolution and backgrounder for AVICC and UBCM
KEY ISSUE(S)/CONCEPT(S): Advocacy, Cooperation with others
RELEVANT POLICY:
 Islands Trust Act, section 3
The object of the trust is to preserve and protect the trust area and its unique amenities
and environment for the benefit of the residents of the trust area and of British Columbia
generally, in cooperation with municipalities, regional districts, improvement districts, other
persons and organizations and the government of British Columbia.

Policy 6.12.ii UBCM/AVICC Membership and Resolutions
DESIRED OUTCOME: Reduced risk to Salish Sea environment from increases in shipping.
RESPONSE OPTIONS
Recommended:
That the Executive Committee direct staff to finalize and forward a resolution with
backgrounder for consideration at the 2016 Association of Vancouver Island and Coastal
Communities and Union of BC Municipalities conventions requesting that Transport Canada
assess the cumulative risks and impacts associated with projected vessel traffic increases
in the Salish Sea and develop an innovative 20-year mitigation plan.
Alternatives:
1) That the Executive Committee not propose a resolution to AVICC.
2) That the Executive Committee request staff to prepare a different resolution and
backgrounder for AVICC for approval by Resolution Without Meeting.
Prepared By:

Clare Frater, Policy Advisor, January 29, 2016

Reviewed By/Date:

Lisa Gordon, Director, Trust Area Services, February 3, 2016
Russ Hotsenpiller, CAO, February 3, 2016
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DRAFT
Islands Trust 2016 resolution to AVICC/UBCM
Assessment and Mitigation of Marine Shipping Risks and Impacts
in the Salish Sea
WHEREAS numerous projects are proposed that would increase marine traffic and
anchorage use in the confined waterways of the Salish Sea;
AND WHEREAS the Salish Sea is among the most productive marine ecosystems in
the world, and presents challenging conditions for oil spill response;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT Transport Canada assess the cumulative risks
and impacts associated with projected vessel traffic increases in the Salish Sea and
develop an innovative 20-year mitigation plan.

69

Background on the
Assessment and Mitigation of Salish Sea Marine Shipping Risks and Impacts

Special measures are warranted for Salish Sea projects as this international region is among the
most productive marine ecosystems in the world. The Salish Sea is a scenic archipelago that
provides habitats for an exceptional variety of species: more than 200 types of migratory and
resident birds, numerous species of fish, the iconic Orca whale, migrating Gray whales and diverse
intertidal life, terrestrial wildlife and vegetation. The significance and sensitivity of our region, and
the need for protective measures was internationally recognized in 1973, when an International
Joint Commission proposed that the islands and waters adjacent to the British ColumbiaWashington State border be protected as an international park in order to maintain water quality and
to preserve and protect marine and land-based wildlife habitats and archaeological and historical
sites.
Vessel traffic is projected to grow in the region while the negative impacts of marine traffic are
already being felt. The federal government’s Tanker Safety Expert Panel’s 2013 report stated that
the waters around the southern tip of Vancouver Island were one of four areas in Canada with the
highest probability of a large spill. The report also stated that the southern coast of British Columbia,
including Vancouver Island, was one of two areas in Canada with the highest potential impact from
a spill.
In 2009 there were 23 ships staying in the Southern Gulf Islands for an average of 6.7 days. By
2014, there were 170 ships staying for an average 9.3 days. The growing industrialization of our
region through increased anchorage use is contributing to loss of residents’ quality of life and the
region’s character.
There are eighteen new or expanded proposed or recently completed projects, which cumulatively
would create an additional 5,300 annual transits, or a 43% increase in large, commercial marine
vessel traffic to and from ports in British Columbia and Washington State. (Source Friends of the
San Juans, Sept. 2015).
Potential mitigation measures could include a stand-by rescue tug boat, procedures for anchorage
use that reflect socio-economic and environmental priorities, creation of go-to-buoy anchorages,
regulations on vessel speed, vessel traffic separation schemes, etc.
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REQUEST FOR DECISION
To:

For the Meeting of: February 10, 2016

Executive Committee

From: Clare Frater
SUBJECT:

Date: February 1, 2016

ADVOCACY ABOUT BC FERRIES’ SERVICE REDUCTION

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Executive Committee request staff to draft a letter for the Chair’s signature to the
Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure requesting the Minister’s support for BC
Ferries schedule changes.
SENIOR STAFF COMMENTS:
The recommendation is consistent with previous Trust Council/Executive Committee advocacy
direction and efforts. It results from the September 24, 2015 meeting between three members of
the Executive Committee and the Honourable Todd Stone, Minister of Transportation and
Infrastructure. The parties discussed the Islands Trust Council’s concerns with BC Ferries’ fares
and service reductions and the Minister showed some openness to considering requests for
schedule changes. Executive Committee followed up on October 28, 2015 by asking the Chair to
write to the Ferry Advisory Committee Chairs asking for input about schedule changes as per the
ministers request. This input is now available and justifies further advocacy.
ISSUE SCREENING:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Origin of issue: Executive Committee
Executive Committee decision is: discretionary
Issue is most closely related to Executive Committee Terms of Reference (6.1)
Related to Islands Trust Policy Statement (Part 1; 5.3.2)
Related to current Strategic Plan (no)

IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION
ORGANIZATIONAL: The one day of staff time required to implement the recommendation is
consistent with the current time allocation for advocacy. No other significant advocacy project would
be displaced by this work. The Chair’s time would be required to review and approve the letter.
POLICY: No implications for existing policy.
FINANCIAL: None.
IMPLEMENTATION/COMMUNICATIONS: The letter will take about two hours of the Policy
Advisor’s time to draft. The Policy Advisory will share the draft letter with FAC Chairs to ensure that
their requests have been accurately summarized. The letter will require a further one hour of
administrative time to format, send and post to website.
The letter will contain the following key messages:

Islands Trust
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Thank you again for meeting with members of the Islands Trust Executive Committee on
September 24, 2015 to discuss BC Ferries.



As a follow-up to our September meeting, the Islands Trust Executive Committee
wrote to the four ferry advisory councils in the Trust Area representing routes that
experienced service cuts in 2015.



The FACs provided suggestions for scheduling changes that would benefit their islands and
mitigate the impacts of the service cuts. (See table below).



We hope that the Province can be an advocate for some or all of these changes to BC
Ferries scheduling.



We heard that the Bowen Island FAC requires more financial information from BC Ferries in
order to prepare a business case to support requests to reinstate runs.



We are committed to working constructively with you on BC Ferries issues. Once again, I am
also writing to extend again my offer to work with your office to design a “Tour des isle” of a
few of the Gulf Islands that would provide an opportunity for some of our residents to meet
you and for you to experience first-hand the delivery of the ferry services so essential to our
island communities. Having the opportunity to visit a few of our smaller islands will enhance
your understanding of the diversity of our island communities and our transportation needs
and challenges.

The letter will not have any attachments.
The letter would be cc’d to:
 Islands Trust Area MLAs
 Coastal Regional District Chairs Group c/o Powell River Regional District Director Colin
Palmer
 Bowen Island Ferry Advisory Committee
 Chemainus - Thetis Island - Penelakut Island Ferry Advisory Committee
Denman Island - Hornby Island Ferry Advisory Committee
 Gabriola Island Ferry Advisory Committee
 BC Ferries
 Bowen Island Municipal Council
 Islands Trust Council
 Islands Trust website
BACKGROUND
On September 24, 2015, three members of the Executive Committee met with the Honourable Todd
Stone, Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure, to discuss the Islands Trust Council’s concerns
with BC Ferries’ fares and service reductions. During the meeting, Minister Stone indicated that
there are opportunities to improve scheduling and the Province could be an advocate for scheduling
tweaks.
On October 28, 2015, the Executive Committee requested the Chair to write a letter to the Ferry
Advisory Committee Chairs asking for input about schedule changes as per the minister’s request.
On November 16, 2015, the Islands Trust Chair wrote to the Ferry Advisory Committees (FACs) for
Bowen, Gabriola, Denman-Hornby and Chemainus-Thetis-Penelakut to advise them that the
Executive Committee planned to encourage the Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure to
support increased service levels, where needed, to provide relief to island communities. These four
ferry advisory committees were selected as they represent islands that have experienced ferry
Islands Trust
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service reductions.In that letter, the Chair asked them to provide input by January 14, 2016, on
which schedule changes would most benefit their island and asked them to provide a rationale.
On January 20, 2015 the Executive Committee requested staff to contact Gabriola and Chemainus Thetis Island - Penelakut Island Ferry Advisory Committees and draft a RFD for a Chair letter to
Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure.
The Chair has now received responses from the four Ferry Advisory Committees that were asked
for input (available upon request). The suggestions received are summarized below:

Ferry
Advisory
Committee
Bowen Island

Denman
Island Hornby
Island

FAC Suggestion

FAC Rationale

Restore the 9.30 a.m.
Sunday sailing and the
7:30a.m. Saturday sailing, or
as an alternative second
choice, spread the morning
schedule to create shorter
gaps in the early morning to
mitigate the impact of the
lost sailings.

The weekend morning cuts have resulted in social
impacts that include children no longer
participating in off-island activities as they now
need to be on a 6:30 a.m. ferry for 9:00 a.m.
activities, and shift/weekend workers now needing
to spend the night off-island.

As a second priority, add a
later evening service from
Horseshoe Bay, especially
on Friday and Saturday
nights.

A late Friday and Saturday night sailing would
provide Bowen Island residents more access to
evening work functions, theatre performances or
movies.

Extend the peak season
length so that it is from the
May long weekend to
Thanksgiving.

This extended peak season length would reflect
the length of the tourist season.

Add one additional sailing to
Denman Island and Hornby
Island to eliminate a twohour gap in the middle of the
day for both islands.

The two-hour gap in the middle of the day causes
problems for businesses:
o missing a mid-day ferry now means small
businesses incur significant costs
o delivery businesses can no longer make
two deliveries in one day.

It has also resulted in inconvenience for people
who want reasonable travel connections to the
airport or to weekend morning events such as
church services.

It would support the local Destination BC-funded
tourism development efforts.

Denman Island elementary student now attend
fewer inter-school sport competitions on
Vancouver Island as the current schedule results
in too much missed instruction time and results in
young students having to wait around at
Vancouver Islands schools for hours in advance of
competitions.
Gabriola
Island

Islands Trust

As a pilot project, offer an
across-the-board discount of
25% in the evenings and on

A discount on select Route 19 runs would provide
a significant boost to both ridership and route
revenue
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weekends at times when
there is spare capacity
available.

The rate of traffic recovery on Route 19 remains
substantially lower than has been achieved on
most other routes.

Reintroduce weekend
sailings (at 1:50 p.m. from
Gabriola Island and 2.25
p.m. from Nanaimo)

The FAC’s analysis suggests that reintroduction of
one additional round trip on Saturdays and
Sundays would provide a significant boost to both
ridership and route revenue, without impacting on
the delivery of the government’s $400,000 net
savings target.
The 2.5 hour gap in the early afternoon weekend
service is a major contributor to the problem of
slow recovery of lost tourist and local traffic on
Route 9. In December 2015 the Gabriola FAC
provided BC Ferries with an outline business case
for this proposal and they are presently awaiting
their response.
The 2.5 hours gap not only deters tourist traffic,
but also restricts the ability of Gabriola residents to
make trips into Nanaimo without committing a
whole day. Gabriola Island does not have a
medical clinic open on weekends, resulting in
more frequent ambulance transfers being required
to and from Nanaimo. The mid-day break in
service results in ambulance service delays.

Chemainus
- Thetis
Island Penelakut
Island

Reduce the dangerous cargo
runs in the summer months
to mirror the rest of the year
(every second week)

This change would allow more passengers and
vehicle traffic during those busy months.

Reinstate the late Friday
night sailing during May
through September

A late Friday night sailing would provide Thetis
Island residents more access to Vancouver Island
entertainment.

REPORT/DOCUMENT:
Four letters available to the members of EC if requested:
 Bowen Island FAC Response to Islands Trust Chair’s November 2015 letter
 Denman Island - Hornby Island FAC Response to Islands Trust Chair’s November 2015
letter
 Gabriola Island FAC Response to Islands Trust Chair’s November 2015 letter
 Chemainus - Thetis Island - Penelakut Island FAC Response to Islands Trust Chair’s
November 2015 letter
KEY ISSUE(S)/CONCEPT(S): Advocacy for: sustainable, affordable and appropriate ferry services
RELEVANT POLICY:
Islands Trust
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Islands Trust Act, section 3
The object of the trust is to preserve and protect the trust area and its unique amenities
and environment for the benefit of the residents of the trust area and of British Columbia
generally, in cooperation with municipalities, regional districts, improvement districts, other
persons and organizations and the government of British Columbia.
Islands Trust Policy Statement Part 1: Roles and Responsibilities section
The Islands Trust Council cannot effectively implement the Policy Statement without the
support of all stakeholders. Assistance, cooperation and collaboration are required from
local trust committees, island municipalities, the Trust Fund Board, the Provincial
Government, other government agencies, non-government organizations, communities,
First Nations, property owners, residents and visitors.
Islands Trust Policy Statement policy 5.8.1
Trust Council holds that public participation should be part of the decision-making
processes of all levels of government.
Advocacy Policy 6.10.iii

DESIRED OUTCOME:
Sustainable, affordable and appropriate ferry services that support healthy island economies and
diverse communities.
RESPONSE OPTIONS
Recommended:
That the Executive Committee request staff to draft a letter for the Chair’s signature to the
Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure requesting the Minister’s support for BC
Ferries schedule changes.
Alternatives:
1. Do not send a letter to the Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure and report back to
the FACs with a rationale for the decision.

Prepared By:

Clare Frater, Policy Advisor, February 1, 2016

Reviewed By/Date:

Lisa Gordon, Director Trust Area Services, February 1, 2016
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Memorandum

Date

February 1, 2016

File Number LA 6930-20 Docks

To
From

Islands Trust Executive Committee
Marnie Eggen, A/Island Planner

Re

Request to the Executive Committee to write a letter to the new Minister of Transport Canada
requesting a reversal of the decision to include False Bay port facility on Lasqueti Island in the Port
Asset Transfer Program

The Lasqueti Island Local Trust Committee requests the Executive Committee to write a letter to the new
Minister of Transport Canada requesting a reversal of the decision to include False Bay, Lasqueti Island in the
Port Asset Transfer Program, as per their Resolution Without Meeting, dated December 10, 2015:
“THAT the Lasqueti Local Trust Committee request that the Executive Committee write a letter
to the new Minister of Transport Canada, Honourable Marc Garneau, requesting a reversal of
the decision to include False Bay in the Port Asset Transfer Program due to the fact that this
facility is vital to the community as it is the only dock facility providing public transportation
access to and from Lasqueti Island.”
In addition to this request, the Lasqueti Island Local Trust Committee is working to advocate for the
securement of the ownership and operation of the port facility through the following actions:
 a letter sent July 2015 to the Powell River Regional District requesting them to engage in the Port Asset
Transfer Program;
 LTC sending a letter to Transport Canada to emphasize the importance of the False Bay port facility to
the community of Lasqueti Island; and
 Encouraging the Lasqueti community to make their concerns and interests known to Transport Canada
and Member of Parliament.
The Lasqueti Island Local Trust Committee hopes that a letter from Executive Committee will help to
emphasize the importance of this issue with the Minister.
Background
The Government of Canada has been transferring port facilities ownership and operations to interested parties
since introducing the National Marine Policy (NMP) in 1995, with the Port Divestiture Program 1995-2014. The
False Bay port was among the facilities listed in the program during that time.
In April 2015, Transport Canada launched a new approach to transferring port facilities – the Port Asset
Transfer Program. This program is more structured and includes an engagement phase, sales phase, and
divestiture phase. The Port Asset Transfer Program for the False Bay port facility began in May of last year
and has already gone through the engagement and sales phase (see Attachments). As of January 6, 2016,
Transport Canada launched the divestiture phase of the program. During this phase, provinces and
municipalities may acquire Transport Canada-owned port facilities. March 6, 2016 is the deadline that
Memorandum
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provinces and municipalities have to send in their expressions of interest to acquire the port facilities (see
Attachments). If no expressions of interest are received, the port facility will be opened up for divestiture to
other parties for 30 days, including Aboriginal communities and local interests.
The Powell River Regional District has recently indicated that their policy is not to pursue ownership of these
facilities at this time. This development and a change in the Federal Cabinet has prompted the Lasqueti Island
Local Trust Committee to request this letter from the Executive Committee at this time.
Chronology
1995 - 2014

- False Bay Port Facility listed in the Port Divestiture Program.

May 14, 2015 - Letter received from Transport Canada regarding the launch of the Port Asset Transfer
Program, including False Bay Port Facility.
June 15, 2016 - LTC resolution to ask Powell River Regional District to take it on and LTC resolution to send
letter to Transport Canada from LTC to relay importance of facility. Letter sent July 2015 to the
Powell River Regional District requesting them to engage in the Port Asset Transfer Program.
No date

- Powell River Regional District indicated it that it would consider taking on the False Bay Port –
letter from LTC to Transport Canada not sent, but remained on FUAL and reported to each LTC
meeting as a “to do” item.

Dec 2015

- trustee discovered that Powell River Regional District would not be making an expression of
interest to Transport Canada to take over the port facility.

Dec 3, 2015

- LTC meeting cancelled.

Dec 10, 2015 - RWM to request EC to write a letter to the new Minister of Transport Canada, Honourable
Marc Garneau, requesting a reversal of the decision to include False Bay in the Port Asset
Transfer Program.
Timing of Letter from Executive Committee
Should the Executive Committee decide to draft a letter, staff suggest that Transport Canada receive the letter
soon, in recognition that the Port Assets Transfer Program is drawing to a close, and conceivably concluding
the earliest by the end of March (see Attachments). Transport Canada staff have indicated that should no
expressions of interest be received by the end of March, that their staff will make recommendations to the
Minister regarding potential options.
Attachments:
1. Letter from Transport Canada, dated May 14, 2015
2. Email from Transport Canada, dated January 8, 2016
3. Port Asset Transfer Program, Transport Canada website (https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/programs/portsasset-transfer-program-2979.html)

pc

Ann Kjerulf, Regional Planning Manager
Lasqueti Island Local Trust Committee

R:\LTC\Northern Lasqueti\General\2015 - 2019\False Bay Public Port Asset Transfer\Memo EC re ltr to Transport Canada.docx
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Attachment 2

Marnie Eggen
Subject:

FW: Ports Asset Transfer Program - Launch of Divestiture Phase

From: Woo, Vicky [mailto:Vicky.Woo@tc.gc.ca]
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:40 AM
To: northinfo
Subject: FW: Ports Asset Transfer Program - Launch of Divestiture Phase

From: Gill, Lorraine
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2016 3:41 PM
To: mike.wall@powellriverrd.bc.ca; merrickanderson9@gmail.com; northinfo@islandtrust.bc.ca
Cc: Violini, Jay; Woo, Vicky
Subject: Ports Asset Transfer Program - Launch of Divestiture Phase
Good Afternoon:
I am writing to inform you that as of January 6, 2016, Transport Canada launched the Divestiture Phase of the Ports Asset
Transfer Program (PATP). At this time, provinces and municipalities may acquire Transport Canada-owned port facilities
and this may include financial incentives.
Provinces and municipalities will have until March 6, 2016 to express an interest in the available port(s). If there is no
expression of interest received before March 6, 2016 or if a negotiation is not successful, the port facility will be made
available for divestiture to other interested parties, including Aboriginal Communities and local interests.
The port facilities currently available for divestiture in the pacific region include:
 Bamfield West
 Bella Bella
 False Bay
 Hartley Bay
 Kingcome Inlet
 Klemtu
 Kyuquot
 Quatsino
 Rivers Inlet
 Sandspit
 Fort Chipewyan (Alberta)

The availability of a port facility may change as the program evolves, please contact me by email at Lorraine.Gill@tc.gc.ca
or by phone at 604-666-5390 for updates. For more information about the program and a complete list of available port
facilities under the PATP, please visit the Transport Canada website at http://www.tc.gc.ca/ports-asset-transfer-program.

Thank you,

LORRAINE GILL
Regional Manager, Property and Divestiture |
Gestionnaire Régional, Biens immobiliers et désaisissement |
Transport Canada | 800 Burrard Street (THP) | Vancouver, British Columbia V6Z 2J8 |
Transports Canada | 800, rue Burrard (THP) | Vancouver, Colombie-Britannique V6Z 2J8
Telephone | Téléphone: (604) 666-5390 | Facsimile | Télécopieur: (604) 666-5545
1
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Transport Canada
Home > Marine Transportation > Ports > Port Programs > Ports Asset Transfer Program

Ports Asset Transfer Program
Launch of the Divestiture Phase (Stage 1) to Provinces and Municipalities: January 6, 2016
Available ports asset
The Government of Canada has been transferring port facilities ownership and operations to interested
parties since introducing the National Marine Policy (NMP) in 1995.
New ownership can help these facilities thrive and contribute to economic growth, jobs and investments
in the community. New operators may also have greater flexibility to expand or improve port facilities
for continued marine operations or for alternate uses that meet local needs.
The Ports Asset Transfer Program aims to sell or divest Transport Canada-owned port facilities to
Interested Parties, namely:
•
•
•

Other federal departments and crown corporations;
Provincial governments and municipalities; and
The general public and Indigenous groups.

Approach
The Ports Asset Transfer Program has specific timelines for the Engagement, Sales and Divestiture
Phases.

Engagement
• Since the beginning of the Engagement Phase, Transport Canada has notified Interested
Parties by providing general information about the new program.
• This helps Interested Parties get ready to indicate their interest at the launch of the phase that
interests them most.

Sales
The Sales Phase was undertaken in two stages:
• Stage 1 – On June 15, 2015, Transport Canada offered port facilities for sale for a period of
60 days to Government Interested Parties. These parties include:
◦ Federal departments;
◦ Crown Corporations;
◦ Provinces; and
◦ Municipalities.
• Stage 2 – On August 14, 2015, Transport Canada provided the general public and
Indigenous groups 30 days to express interest in acquiring a port facility where no
expression of interest was received during Stage 1. Members of the general public include:
◦ Private citizens;
◦ Industry;
◦ Non-government organizations; and
◦ Canada Port Authorities.
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Stage 1 and 2 Interested Parties who express an interest in acquiring a port facility during the Sales
Phase may request detailed information regarding a specific port facility once they have signed a Letter
of Intent and a Disclosure of Information Agreement such as:
•
•
•
•

property description;
environmental site assessment material;
heritage; and
other relevant information (as applicable).

Divestiture
The Divestiture Phase will be undertaken in two stages, on a port-by-port basis:
Stage 1 – Beginning on January 6, 2016, Transport Canada will accept, for a period of 60 days,
expressions of interests to acquire port facilities through divestiture from provinces and municipalities
for public purposes.
Stage 2 – If Transport Canada does not receive an expression of interest for a port facility during
divestiture Stage 1, the general public and Indigenous groups will then have 30 days to express
interest.
Stage 1 and 2 Interested Parties who express an interest in acquiring a port during the Divestiture
Phase may request detailed information regarding a specific port facility once they have signed a Letter
of Intent and a Disclosure of Information Agreement such as:
•
•
•
•

property description;
environmental site assessment material;
heritage material; and
other relevant information (as applicable).

Learn More
Please contact the regional port manager in your area for more information:

Regional Contacts
Quebec Region
418-648-5239
Ontario Region
416-952-0505
Atlantic Region
902-426-9357
Pacific Region
604-666-5390

Port facilities available* under the Ports Asset Transfer Program
Newfoundland and Labrador
► Charlottetown
► Marystown
► Terrenceville
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REQUEST FOR DECISION
To:

Executive Committee

From: David Marlor, Director, LPS
Lisa Gordon, Director, TAS

For the Meeting of:: Feb 10, 2016
Date Prepared: Feb 3, 2016
File No.: First Nations / Marine

SUBJECT: INTERGOVERNMENTAL POLICY ADVISOR – PILOT PROPOSAL

RECOMMENDATION: That the Executive Committee sponsor a request to the Islands Trust
Council for $82,430 in the 2016-17 budget to fund a temporary, full-time Senior Intergovernmental
Policy Advisor position from June 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017.

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER COMMENTS: This request from the Executive Committee
follows on two previous budget proposals for specialized staff to help Trust Council and local
trust committees improve liaison with the 31 First Nations in the Trust Area. This request also
responds to the Executive Committee’s request for recommendations about how to increase
capacity, improve process and clarify roles for responding to marine threats, including
consideration of a marine committee. Establishment of this position would provide the expertise
and resources required to fulfil Trust Council’s Strategic Plan objectives to “Strengthen
Relations with First Nations” and “Preserve, protect and advocate for coastal shorelines and
marine areas within the Islands Trust Area” while using Trust Council’s existing committee
structure.
This approach assumes that with regard to marine issues, that unless there is a significant reordering of work priorities and the strategic plan, that new resources would be required to
advance this work. This is the case whether or not the proposed Policy Advisor operates within
the current committee structure or as a resource to any new committee contemplated by Trust
Council. A further consideration of this approach is that a comprehensive approach to marine
issues would be associated with both TAS advocacy based work and with LTC work throughout
the organization. Finally, marine issues as identified in the strategic plan and by Trustees, are
significantly linked to First Nations interests, governance and jurisdictions.

ISSUE SCREENING:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Origin of issue: Trust Council
Executive Committee decision is: mandatory
Issue is most closely related to Executive Committee Terms of Reference (2.2)
Related to Islands Trust Policy Statement (3.1, 3.4, 4.3, 4,5)
Related to current Strategic Plan (Objective 2, Objective 6)

Islands Trust
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IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION
ORGANIZATIONAL: The position as proposed would report to the Director of Local Planning
Services. Various internal procedures would require modification to include the duties of this new
position. Staff believe that Trust Council’s existing committee system can support the work, with
additional resources and a shift in focus of the strategic plan. The new position could report to
the Islands Trust body to which Trust Council assigns responsibility for the relevant topic. As
many of the issues identified as important with regard to marine matters already exist in different
areas of the current workplan, it may be most efficient to add a focused resource to achieve
these goals rather than deliver a new committee that would require new “overhead” including
associated organizational encumbrances and a separate governance structure.
FINANCIAL: This will require a $82,430 increase in the 2016/17 budget, which could be covered
by appropriation from surplus or by reductions in other spending. To be successful, Council
would have to also include $98,915 in the 2017/18 budget or reduce/find equivalent efficiencies
in existing service delivery. The requested amount includes the British Columbia Government
Employees Union (BCGEU) negotiated salary increase for 2016/17. It also includes a 6.6%
market adjustment that may apply depending on how the position is classified by the Public
Service Agency. Additional costs include one-time costs for furniture and electronic equipment,
and on-going costs for travel expenses, software licenses and training expenses.
POLICY: The addition of this position would have no impact on existing policy.
IMPLEMENTATION/COMMUNICATIONS: The temporary position would be hired through the
normal Public Service Agency hiring process. Once a person is hired, senior staff will
communicate to staff and trustees about the roles of the position. Further communications about
the position’s activities will be developed by the Senior Intergovernmental Policy Advisor in
collaboration with communications staff.
BACKGROUND
Detailed background is available in the attachments to this request for decision.
Staff first submitted a $45,000 budget request for a “First Nations Specialist pilot program” for the
2014/15 budget. This request was not supported by the Financial Planning Committee.
Staff then submitted a business case for a “Senior Aboriginal Advisor” position for the 2015/16
budget. This position was envisioned to be a two-year pilot, with a budget of $76,812 for the first
year (June 1 to March 31) and $92,175) for the second full year. This request was not supported
by the Financial Planning Committee. In lieu, Trust Council approved a $50,000 budget for First
Nations liaison. Existing staff have had little capacity to spend this budget, but will deliver a
workshop at Trust Council, a First Nations database and guidelines for giving gifts to First
Nations.
Meanwhile, protecting the marine environment has become a unifying topic for most islanders.
Based on delegations and correspondence to Trust Council, and public consultation during the
strategic plan and budget processes, marine issues are at the same level of importance as fresh
water – both are seen as the foundation of life itself. There is an increasing - perhaps insatiable –
public demand for the Islands Trust to be the leader on all marine issues. Existing staff are
unable to meet that demand and Trust Council has assigned competing and complementary
priorities to its committees.
In December 2015, the Islands Trust Council voted to ask the Executive Committee to look at the
possibility of reorganizing Trust Council’s committee structure to create, in addition or instead, a
committee to address marine matters generally.
Islands Trust
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At its meeting on January 20, 1016 the Executive Committee passed two resolutions relating to
the Islands Trust’s capacity for success with First Nations and marine topics:
That the Executive Committee request Staff to bring back the business case and a
Request for Decision revisiting First Nations liaison to the February 10 meeting.
That the Executive Committee request Staff to return by February 10 with an analysis of
current capacity, roles and process to respond to marine threats and recommendations
for how to increase that capacity, improve process and clarify roles, which could include
a new council committee.
On January 29, 2016, the Chief Administrative Officer conducted an email survey asking trustees
to explain which marine issues they would like a marine committee to address. Twelve trustees
responded. The topics that are not already on the 2014-2018 Strategic Plan are listed at the
bottom of Attachment 2 in the “other marine topics not on Strategic Plan” section.
On February 2, 2016 the CAO, two directors and the policy advisor assessed the options and
decided to present an option to Executive Committee that would achieve improvements in both
marine and First Nations service delivery in the most efficient manner available.
The attached “Senior Intergovernmental Policy Advisor” business case incorporates many of the
ideas in the previous First Nations Specialist and Senior Aboriginal Advisor proposals and also
includes background on how the position could improve the Islands Trust ability to respond to
marine issues in cooperation with others.
REPORT/DOCUMENT:
1) Intergovernmental Policy Advisor - Business Case for 2016/17
2) Marine-related activities on Trust Council’s 2014-2018 Strategic Plan
3) Islands Trust process, roles and capacity for responding to marine issues (with and without
the intergovernmental policy advisor position)
KEY ISSUE(S)/CONCEPT(S):
 Lack of organizational capacity to respond to increasing demands for service in marine
protection and First Nations relations
 Complementarity / synergy between First Nations and marine issues
RELEVANT POLICY:
 Islands Trust Policy Statement Part 1: Roles and Responsibilities section
The Islands Trust Council cannot effectively implement the Policy Statement without the
support of all stakeholders. Assistance, cooperation and collaboration are required
from local trust committees, island municipalities, the Trust Fund Board, the Provincial
Government, other government agencies, non-government organizations, communities,
First Nations, property owners, residents and visitors.
 Islands Trust Policy Statement policy 3.1.9:
Trust Council encourages actions and programs of other government agencies which
place priority on the side of protection for Trust Area ecosystems when judgment must
be exercised; protect the diversity of native species and habitats in the Trust Area, and
prevent pollution of the air, land and fresh and marine waters of the Trust Area.
 Advocacy Policy 6.10.iii
 Islands Trust Council’s 2014-2018 Strategic Plan
 Planning, Regulation and Advocacy Initiatives: Outer Boundary of Islands Trust Area
Policy 5.9.ii
 Budget Process Policy 6.3.i
Islands Trust
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DESIRED OUTCOME:
 Coordinated approach to dealing with First Nations throughout the Trust Area
 Support local trust committees and trustees in their relationships with First Nations
 Coordinated approach to development in/near the foreshore throughout the Trust Area
 Improved capacity for addressing marine issues that require cooperative actions
developed through trusting relationships (e.g. derelict vessels, aquaculture).
 Improved relationships with First Nations create synergies for success on marine topics
RESPONSE OPTIONS
Recommended:
That the Executive Committee sponsor a request to the Islands Trust Council for $82,430 in the
2016-17 budget to fund a temporary, full-time Senior Intergovernmental Policy Advisor position
from June 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017.

Alternatives:
The implications of the first 7 options below are explained in significant detail in Section 5 of the
attached Senior Intergovernmental Policy Advisor Business Case. Implications for options 8-10
are listed below:
1. Approve the previous (2014/15) pilot specialist budget request of $45,000 for First Nations
communication only
2. Assign the Senior Aboriginal Advisor to Trust Area Services increasing proportion allocated
to Trust-wide issues
3. Assign the role to existing Trust Area Services (TAS) staff
4. Assign the role to existing Local Planning Services (LPS) staff
5. Establish a budget to hire a First Nations consultant on an as needed basis
6. Staff the position temporarily for a shorter period of time
7. No action (status quo).
8. Using the proposed intergovernmental policy advisor position, establish a select committee
for 2016/17, consisting of (trustees to be named) to make recommendations to the Executive
Committee about how to increase the Islands Trust’s effectiveness at responding to marine
and First Nations issues.
a. Implications:
i. More work for Executive Committee
ii. Budget of $15,000 for 2016/17 for meeting costs and administrative staff
support (based on office relocation committee costs)
9. Using existing staff, establish a select committee for 2016/17, consisting of (trustees to be
named) to make recommendations to the Executive Committee about how to increase the
Islands Trust’s effectiveness at responding to marine and First Nations issues.
a. Implications:
i. More work for Executive Committee
ii. Budget of $15,000 for 2016/17 for meeting costs and administrative staff
support (based on office relocation committee costs)
iii. Depending on staff assigned to support the committee’s work there will be
reduced capacity for local planning and/or advocacy services. Successful
committee work requires a corresponding increase in staff and/or
contractor support.
10. Using existing staff, increase and integrate marine and First Nations services and expertise
throughout the organization (e.g. invest in training, reallocating current staff assignments,
amending job profiles)
a. Implications: less capacity for local planning and/or advocacy services.
11. Using existing staff, Trust Council to approve only marine-related projects within TPC/LPC
work programs.
a. Implications: less capacity for current Council priorities (e.g. Policy Statement,
Vision, State of the Islands report, Housing)
Islands Trust
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Prepared By:

David Marlor / Lisa Gordon / Clare Frater, Feb 3, 2016

Reviewed By/Date:

Russ Hotsenpiller, CAO, Feb 3, 2016
Executive Committee, February 10, 2016

__________________________________
Russ Hotsenpiller, Chief Administrative Officer
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8.2.3
Attch 1

BUSINESS CASE (DRAFT AMENDMENTS)
Completion of this form initiates a request to the management team for allocation of budget funds. The form is to be completed
and submitted at the start of the decision making process. The business case forms part of the Annual Budget Process (refer to
Islands Trust Council Budget Process Policy 6.3.i).

TO BE COMPLETED BY INITIATOR
Estimated Annual Budget Request:

Year 1 – (June 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017) $82,429
Year 2 – (April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2018) $98,915, plus
BCGEU negotiated increases.

Initiated by: David Marlor, DLPS

Fiscal Year Implications:
 Temporary

One fiscal year:
 X
Multi-year: June 1, 2016 to March 31, 2018
$____see above__/per fiscal year
 On-going

Operational Unit: Local Planning Services

Name of Request (identify the problem, opportunity or
need):

Budget Source: Local Planning Services Program Budget
Local Planning Services 75%
Trust Area Services 25%

Senior Intergovernmental Policy Advisor
Local Trust Committees and Trust Council would
like to improve relationships with First Nations and
improve protection of the marine environment and
foreshore. Both projects would benefit from a
dedicated staff position. Staff proposes to combine
these roles in a pilot position of Senior
Intergovernmental Policy Advisor.
The position would provide expertise and capacity
to support advocacy with Federal and Provincial
agencies and First Nations engagement for coastal
shorelines and marine areas within the Islands Trust
Area; the focus would be on foreshore protection,
archeological site protection, aquaculture, derelict
vessels, and First Nations relations.
Date request initiated: February 3, 2016
1.

Date funding is required: April 1, 2016

OBJECTIVES (What are the higher-level organizational objectives that this request supports? What, if any, strategic
goals and objectives does the request relate to? Does it relate to a policy in the Islands Trust Policy Statement, an
OCP goal or work program item? See Attachment B for examples of typical objectives that may be included in this
section)

Islands Trust Policy Statement:
‘First Nations consider the Trust Area to be within their traditional territory. As such they may have rights to and interests in
the Trust Area. Proposed regulations that may affect aboriginal rights will be preceded by meaningful consultation and
negotiation of conflicts with known claims.’
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‘To achieve its object, the Islands Trust must be an educator, coordinator, and initiator, guiding individuals, organisations and
other agencies in support of the object. While the Islands Trust can provide the necessary leadership, responsibility for
stewardship of the Trust Area rests with many. Individuals, other government agencies, organisations and the Province itself
all have important roles to play. Cooperative actions are required of other agencies, organisations and individuals to ensure
that activates are carried out in a manner that is sensitive to the needs of Trust Area ecosystems and island communities’.

The Islands Trust Policy Statement recognizes the importance of marine protection and meaningful consultation
with First Nations. Meaningful marine protection and engagement with over thirty First Nations (with competing
interests) remains a challenge, one that does not appear to have an equivalent among local governments in
British Columbia. For at least a decade, Islands Trust Council has consistently expressed a commitment to
improve marine protection and relations with First Nations. In 2015, Trust Council adopted a new Strategic Plan
with a goal “Strengthen relations with First Nations” and to “Preserve, Protect and Advocate for coastal
shorelines and marine areas with the Islands Trust Area”.
2014-2018 Strategic Plan Objective 6: Strengthen relations with First Nations




To improve engagement with First Nations
To Improve protection of archaeological and First Nations cultural resources

2014-2018 Strategic Plan Objective 2: Preserve, Protect and Advocate for coastal shorelines and marine areas

within the Islands Trust Area
 To use land use planning tools for shoreline protection
 To encourage voluntary stewardship of nearshore ecosystems
 To advocate for oil spill prevention and response
 To advocate for management of derelict and abandoned vessels
 To advocate to reduce negative impacts of shellfish aquaculture practices
2.

BACKGOUND (Is there relevant legislative background or requirement? Is the request related to a new initiative, or
on-going work? What work, if any, has already been taken to achieve the objectives? What previous decisions,
studies or work relate to this request?)

This business case assumes that Trust Council does not want to decrease service in any other areas, while it
wants to do a better job of protecting the marine environment and engaging with First Nations. These two
themes are complementary – success at one leads to success at the other. Further background follows in the
sections below.
3.

PROBLEM STATEMENT (What is the problem you are trying to solve with this specific request? What are the
symptoms of the problem?)

Problem 1: Lack of capacity, resources and focus on First Nations relationships (detailed evidence in 2015
business case)
Problem 2: Lack of capacity, resources and focus on marine protection, leading to increasing threats to and
impacts on the Salish Sea marine and foreshore environment (detailed evidence in other attachments).
The fragmented nature of jurisdictions on the foreshore (Provincial Crown ownership, Federal fisheries regulatory
frameworks, First Nations aboriginal rights and titles, private ownership and licenses of occupations) requires a
specialist in intergovernmental relations. Effective planning and enforcement along the foreshore requires
significant resources and coordination. Creating a position that works with the planners and provides policy
advice and advocacy support for local governments on marine issues and First Nations liaison would improve
effectiveness and efficiencies. This position would focus on foreshore protection, archaeological site protection,
aquaculture, derelict vessels, and First Nations relations.
First Nations communities and other government agency leaders in the Islands Trust Area could be valuable
allies in fulfilling the “preserve and protect” mandate, but we have not had the capacity to strengthen those
alliances. It would be to the Islands Trust’s benefit to cultivate partnerships in achieving the many shared goals
we have, such as protecting the marine environment.
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4.

RESEARCH and CONSULTATION (What research has been undertaken to define the problem and identify
potential options? Which other stakeholders been identified and consulted in identifying the problem and potential
options?)

In February 2016, Staff conducted an email survey of trustees on the kinds of marine shoreline issues that are of
concern. The issues that could be supported by the Senior Intergovernmental Policy Advisor are:
 Shellfish aquaculture practices
 Potential approval of geoduck farming
 Garbage on the beaches
 Derelict vessels
 Improve and formalise administrative connections with federal, provincial, local and First Nations
governments
 Monitor effectiveness of Green Shores program and consider further actions
 Consideration of projects leading to Marine Protected Areas or UNESCO designations
 More involved in larger issues presented by development on surrounding mainland and Vancouver
Island.
Other issues identified could be undertaken through Trust Area Services, Trust Fund Board or through Local
Trust Committee planning initiatives. These are:
Trust Area Services (Trust Programs Committee or Executive Committee)
 Research on freighter anchorages
 Consider risks and consequences of oil spills
 Consider climate change adaptation policies
 Develop policy on industrial activity outside trust area that impacts trust area
 Raise profile of Trust Area with respect to marine issues
Trust Fund Board
 Engage citizens in monitoring and stewardship of beaches
 Develop advocacy positions that enhance protection and monitoring of critical fish habitat areas
 Educating landowners, island residents and development professionals (e.g. workshops and targeted
landowner contact)
Local Planning Services (Local Trust Committees)
 Polices and regulations in relation to sea-level rise
 Consider zoning marine areas further out but within the local trust area
In early 2015, Staff surveyed other local and regional governments about how they build and maintain
relationships with First Nations. (Details are in 2015 business case, including a detailed list of tasks that could
not be completed without dedicated staff.)
5.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED (Describe the benefits and costs of each of the options/alternative courses of
action that were considered including the status quo and the proposed option. Each option must be supported by a
succinct and realistic presentation of the benefits, financial implications, resource requirements and other
implications to allow for an informed decision among the options. Where relevant, complete the Objectives/Options
Matrix in Appendix A to illustrate how the options compare in terms of achieving the objectives).

Recommended:
Pilot Intergovernmental Policy Advisor for two years, reporting to Director of Local Planning Services,
with budget shared 75% Local Planning Services and 25% Trust Area Services.
Option 1 - Previous (2014/15) Pilot Specialist Budget Request. In the 2014/15 budget proposal, staff
recommended a pilot First Nations Specialist that would work with staff and be the main contact for First Nation
communication. Financial Planning Committee did not recommend this new expense to Trust Council for the
2014/15 budget. The 2014/15 budget proposal was for a relatively low-cost junior and temporary position that
staff no longer recommend as it would not provide the required level of protocol advice, leadership and training
services. The 2015/16 business case and this business case recognise that there is a need for a senior
leadership position with expertise in providing advice on aboriginal relations.
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Option 2 - Assign the Senior Intergovernmental Policy Advisor to Trust Area Services (instead of Local
Planning) Services. As proposed, this position would be assigned 75% to Local Planning Services and 25% to
Trust Area Services. The portion assigned to Local Planning Services would involve undertaking work such as
providing support to Trustees and staff on First Nations and marine issues, consulting with planners on foreshore
issues, and local advocacy on local non-planning issues. The portion assigned to Trust Area Services would
involve working directly with the Senior Policy Advisor on Trust-wide advocacy and First Nations issues. While
this balance appears appropriate given the types of issues that have been identified in the marine areas, there
may be a desire to use the position to strengthen Trust-wide advocacy. Council could consider increasing the
allocation to Trust Area Services, with the understanding that it would increase taxes to island municipalities.
Option 3 - Assign this role to existing Trust Area Services staff. Currently the Director of Trust Area
Services, the Senior Policy Advisor and the Communications Specialist have no official responsibility for First
Nations or capacity to undertake local advocacy issues. Trust Area Services staff can provide support in
negotiating Trust Council’s protocol agreements, and did so successfully in the case of the Snuneymuxw First
Nation and continue to do so while negotiating changes to the letter of understanding with the Ministry of Forests,
Lands and Natural Resource Operations. But if Trust Area Services staff were to provide more than a reactive
service, and offer the kind of proactive and high quality engagement services with First Nations this business
case proposes, there would be little capacity to continue the existing advocacy program.
Option 4 - Assign this role to existing Local Planning Services staff. The cost of adding the Senior
Intergovernmental Policy Advisor could be off-set by reducing or reassigning existing planning staff. This would
require consideration of how such a reduction or reassignment will impact the work programs of all local trust
committees. For example, removing one planner position would require re-assignment of other planners so the
reduction is shared by all local trust committees. Given the three regional teams approach to planning, this would
not be easy to implement. If this option was chosen, reductions would likely occur as vacancies become
available. Commitment to effective consultation with First Nations and response to marine threats will require at
least 1 FTE of planner time, thereby reducing time to complete local trust committee work programs by that
amount.
Option 5 - Establish a budget to hire a First Nations or marine issues consultant on an as needed basis.
The Islands Trust has a history of being unsuccessful when hiring contractors without adding capacity for senior
staff oversight.
A) Staff hired a contractor for $10,000 in early 2012 to assess our capacity and to develop a First Nations
strategy for the Islands Trust. The contract, with William Trousdale of EcoPlan, included the facilitation of
two meetings of a working group of staff and trustees (Malcolmson and Luckham). This project resulted
in a draft report that the working group endorsed, but Trust Council has yet to endorse. Key
recommendations include the hiring of an in-house First Nations specialist.
B) This was followed in June 2012 by a $2500 contract with Robert Joseph of Indigenous Corporate
Training to deliver a half-day session to staff and trustees on “Working Effectively with Aboriginal
Peoples.” The value of those contracts could still be realised if there is organizational commitment to
following through on the lessons learned, such as by committing to an objective in the strategic plan.
Further short-term contracts would not provide for proactive practices nor for the quick and strategic
response often needed in a crisis and would not provide credibility with the First Nations community. If
consultants are to be used in future, there should be a long term commitment in order to provide
responsiveness and continuity on a year-round basis. Because of the prohibitive costs (typically at least
$125/hr), it is unlikely we would hire a consultant on a full-time basis ($228K/yr), but rather on a project
basis with defined deliverables. The actual deliverables would be determined by budget available, but
would not allow the long term relationship-building that staff and previous contractors Trousdale and
Joseph strongly recommend.
C) In the 2015/16 budget, the Financial Planning Committee recommended against increasing the budget
for a Senior Aboriginal Advisor, and instead recommended that Trust Council include $50,000 to further
First Nations relationship building. No political body had directed how the $50,000 would be spent, nor
how the funds would be managed. As a result, the Director of Local Planning Services and the Director
of Trust Area Services developed recommendations to the Executive Committee on how the money
could be spent. The Executive Committee then adopted an approach on using the money, but no new
staff resources were allocated to spend those funds in a timely or effective way. The deliverables from
both directors have been delayed because of pre-existing workloads. Without a dedicated position in the
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organisation with expertise in marine and First Nations issues or without changes to existing priorities ,
this work will continue to fail.
Option 6 - Staff the position for a shorter term or part-time. The proposal is for a full-time axillary position for
one year with consideration of extension to a second year, with consideration for being made permanent if the
need is identified during the pilot years. The position could be implemented on a part-time basis of three or four
days a week to reduce costs; however, given the number of First Nations and the number of marine issues,
number of staff and trustees and the work involved to develop the tools, databases and intergovernmental
connections, a part-time position might not be enough to be effective. For specialised positions where we are
looking for expertise and skill, part-time positions are usually harder to recruit than full-time positions. The
annual cost at 0.6 FTE (3-days a week) is $59,350. A 10 month term of a .6 FTE (3-day a week position for 10
months starting in June) would cost $49,460. These numbers include benefits. Additional funding may be
required to cover training and travel.
Option 7 – No action (status quo). This would maintain the current status of few if any meaningful relationships
with the 31 First Nations with interests in the Trust Area and no new capacity for marine or foreshore protection.
Staff would continue to operate as we do now, doing the minimum required amount of consultation with First
Nations in order to get bylaws approved by the Minister, and not proactively engaging on topics of mutual
interest, such as aquaculture and archaeological sites. Local trustees and local trust committees would have no
support in their communications and relationship building with First Nations or support for an enhanced focus on
marine issues.
6. PROJECTED RESULTS/DELIVERABLES and RISKS (Describe in additional detail how and why the
recommended option is expected to achieve the objectives described above. Summarize any risks of delaying or not
approving the recommended option).

A full-time senior position (similar classification and educational requirements as Island Planners, Trust Fund
Manager and Senior Policy Advisor) on a pilot basis (recommend a minimum of two-years – June 2016 to March
31, 2018) that will attract a person with advanced education, expertise, leadership, training and skills in marine
jurisdictions, First Nations relations and intergovernmental relations, ideally in a local government context.
In the first year, the position would
 Develop a work program, change management strategy and communications strategy for approval by
the relevant committees and Trust Council relating to integrating the new capacity for working with First
Nations and other agencies on marine, shoreline and other issues in the Strategic Plan,
 Develop procedures and framework for tracking, managing and responding to multiple First Nations and
marine projects,
 Monitor and reviews regional, provincial, federal policies, legislation and programs in order to advance
Policy Statement objectives locally and regionally,
 Develop workshops or other forms of training for trustees and staff on working and communicating with
First Nations and other level of government on marine issues,
 Establish or improve relationships with a range of federal, provincial, local and First Nations governments
 Provide evaluation, advice and leadership on the following marine issues
•Shellfish aquaculture practices (including geoduck)
•Derelict vessels
•Green Shores program and consider further actions (incl education / outreach programs)
•Marine Protected Areas or UNESCO designations
In the second year, the position would take the lead on developing letters of understanding and protocols with
First Nations and other government agencies in relation to shoreline protection and other issues important to
Islands Trust bodies. The position would provide ongoing leadership, direction, coaching, advice and guidance to
staff and trustees to increase cultural competency in working with Aboriginal colleagues. The position would also
support planners in drafting OCPs, model bylaws / toolkits relating to the foreshore and marine environment.
If the position is made permanent, it could include independently building relationships, particularly with other
jurisdictions and First Nations staff, attending meetings alone, or with trustees and planners. In June 2017, Staff
would evaluate the utility of the position in relation to the defined work and the objectives, relationship to other
units within the Islands Trust, such as Trust Area Services communications function, Trust Fund Board and
support to Trust Council and the Executive Committee. Adjustments (if any) would be recommended should the
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position be considered for continuation beyond 2017/18 Fiscal year.
7. CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS (describe the things that must go well to ensure success for this proposal, and,
therefore, must be given special and continual attention. Discuss plans for managing these factors)

There are no known risks to creating this position, but the position’s success will depend on the support of the
management team to enable strong linkages to existing staff and on the supervision of the Local Planning
Services Director to ensure the new staff work program addresses the highest priority tasks.
The position is also proposed to support trustees, to ensure that they have the knowledge and skills to represent
the Islands Trust in building meaningful relationships with First Nations at the political level and provide support
for marine shoreline advocacy; therefore, the position’s success will also depend on the support of the Executive
Committee and Trust Council.
8. IMPLEMENTATION/CHANGEMANAGEMENT/COMMUNICATIONS/COLLABORATION (If approved, how the
recommended option will be implemented? Are there any change management concerns and how will they be
addressed?)

The Director of Local Planning Services, Director of Trust Area Services and Senior Policy Advisor have
collaborated on this proposal. Subsequent communication will be through the budget communication process. If
the position is approved, the successful candidate will develop a communication strategy and change
management strategy in cooperation with the Communications Specialist, the Executive Committee and other
staff.
9. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (if approved, what will be the key indicators that the recommended option
has achieved the identified objectives? How will success be measured?

Performance indicators (success factors) would include:
1 Increase in number of meaningful and productive meetings between trustees, local trust committees and
other jurisdictions with authority over marine issues (including First Nations)
2 Number of memorandum of understandings under review and or in development or adopted
3 Improved response times of local trust committees to concerns raised by other jurisdictions (including
First Nations)
4 Improved response times of other jurisdictions (including First Nations) to local trust committee concerns
about marine issues
5 User-friendly, routinely updated database and helpful procedures
6 Improved understanding of and response to marine shoreline issues
7 Reduced threat to the marine and foreshore environment
10. PURCHASING PROCEDURE (describe any purchasing processes that will be needed to support this initiative
(e.g. Direct Award, Request for Proposal, ITQ to qualified vendor)

If approved, the position would be recruited following the Public Service Agency recruitment guidelines.
Recruitment would commence on April 1, 2016 with the intent to have the position filled by June 1, 2016.
11. RECOMMENDED DECISION (Clearly summarize the decision being sought and why this particular option is
being recommended).

That the Islands Trust Council include $82,430 in its proposed budget for 2016-17 to fund a full-time Senior
Intergovernmental Policy Advisor position from June 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017.
12. OTHER (Discuss any other important factors not previously outlined)

The following cost is based on an Island Planner and Trust Area Senior Policy Advisor equivalent pay-scale (note
at time of writing, this is a placeholder estimate, representing a position that has similar expertise and education
as an Island Planner and the Policy Advisor. Actual compensation will depend on PSA assessment and
classification of the Job Profile):
1

The monthly cost at a Grid 27 (Island Planner and Trust Area Senior Policy Advisor equivalent effective April
5, 2015) including benefits and a potential 6.6% temporary market adjustment, is $8,242.
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2

The annual cost at 1.0 FTE, including benefits, is $98,915

3

The cost in year 1 could be based on 10 months because hiring will not be complete until June = $82,430 for
2016/17 Fiscal year. If the position is continued, that would increase to $98,915 plus BCGEU negotiated
increases, for the 2017/18 fiscal.

Office space would need to be provided in one of the offices, likely Victoria. Alternatively, this position could be
considered a candidate for working from home as it would be expected to travel and visit the regional offices on a
regular basis.
Additional costs include travel expenses (which would be from the local planning services travel budget that may
need adjusting) and for training opportunities. Island Planners each have approximately $1200 annually to cover
training requirements and a similar amount would be requested for the Senior Intergovernmental Policy Advisor.

Executive Committee
Initiator
David Marlor, DLPS
Director

Feb 10, 2016
Date
February 4, 2016
Date

Russ Hotsenpiller, CAO

Date?

REVIEWED BY MANAGEMENT TEAM:
Date received:

Approved:

7

YES

NO
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Marine-related Activities on Trust Council’s 2014-2018 Strategic Plan
February 4, 2016
In December 2015, the Islands Trust Council voted to ask the Executive Committee to look at the possibility of
reorganizing Trust Council’s committee structure to create, in addition or instead, a committee to address marine
matters generally. This section of the resulting report summarizes current marine topics and assignments in the
2014-2018 Strategic Plan:
In December 2015, Trust Council approved three top priorities for Executive Committee, Local Planning
Committee, Trust Programs Committee as follows (marine topics in bold):

Committee

Status of assigned work to address marine threats

Executive Committee

Oil Spill and Shipping Safety advocacy
The work in January 2016 included a Chair letter re marine
shipping concerns, revitalizing the joint problem vessel
working group, anchorages research and liaison, and
developing an AVICC/UBCM resolution re management of
shipping in the Salish Sea (see attached chart.

(Trust Area Services section)
1. Guidelines for exchanging
gifts at First Nations special
events
2. Crown land agreements
review
3. Oil Spill and Shipping
Safety advocacy

Crown land agreements review – a renewed protocol with
FLNRO will provide greater clarity about the referral process
used when issuing permits and licenses on the foreshore,
such as docks, breakwaters, seawalls, and aquaculture.

Local Planning Committee

Shoreline marine planning

1. Community housing needs
2. Shoreline marine planning
3. Appropriate economic
development

The Strategic Plan activity T.2.1.1 assigns LPC to develop
a project charter in 2015/16 to guide LPC regarding
shoreline/marine planning advice in 2016/17 to local trust
committees/Bowen Island Municipality. This work is likely to
begin in August 2016.

Trust Programs Committee

Amend Crown land cooperation agreements

1. Amend Crown land
cooperation agreements
2. Review the Policy Statement
3. Protect quality and quantity of
water resources

a renewed protocol with FLNRO will provide greater clarity
about the referral process used when issuing permits and
licenses on the foreshore, such as docks, breakwaters,
seawalls, and aquaculture
Review the Policy Statement
The long-term project to review the Policy Statement could
result in Directive, Commitment or Recommendation policies
that reduce threats to the marine environment

In September, 2015, Trust Council approved a Strategic Plan for the term with the marine topics and
assignments in the table below.
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Islands Trust Council marine-related activities 2014-2018 Strategic Plan
Topic

Body

Use land use
planning tools for
shoreline protection*
LPC

Encourage Voluntary
Stewardship of
Nearshore
Ecosystems
TFB

Oil spill prevention
and response
EC

Derelict vessels,
barges and docks

EC

Shellfish aquaculture
EC

Industrial marine
impacts

EC

Archaeological site
protection

EC

TPC
TPC
EC
Negotiate new
protocol agreement
with the MFLNRO in
regards to Crown
land tenures
Biosphere Reserve

EC/
TPC

TPC
TPC

Activity

FY
15/16

FY
16/17

T.2.1.1 Develop a project
charter to guide the work of
LPC regarding
shoreline/marine planning
advice for LTCs/BIM
T.2.1.2 Undertake work
outlined in project charter
regarding shoreline/marine
planning (subject to funding)
T.2.2.1 Complete mapping of
forage fish habitat for major
islands
T.2.2.2 Develop public
outreach strategy including
information about eelgrass and
forage fish nearshore habitats
to private landowners on
selected islands (subject to
funding)
T.2.3.1 Draft Chair
correspondence
T.2.3.3 Encourage Canadian
oil spill response agencies to
coordinate spill response
strategies with American
counterparts
T.2.4.1 Advocate for senior
government solutions
T.2.4.2 Participate in Joint
Working Group
T.2.5.1 Develop project charter
and budget request re
research
T.2.5.2/3 Develop and
implement project charter
(subject to funding)
T.2.6.1 Participate in Howe
Sound Community Forum

√

?

√

?

T.2.6.2 Reduce impacts of

√

?

√

?

freighter anchorage
activities
T.2.6.3 Assist with community
meetings about additional
anchorages near Gabriola
Island and Plumper Sound
T.6.2.1 Hold an educational
Trust Council session about
archeological site protection
concerns.
T.6.2.2 Develop project charter
and budget requests re
research
T.6.2.3 Develop project
charter
T.6.2.4 Implement project
charter
FY 2015/16 - ?
T.8.1.1 Revise and consolidate
six agreements with the
Province regarding Crown
Land in the Islands Trust Area
T.8.2.1 Develop project charter
and budget request
T.8.2.2 Implement project
charter

FY
17/18

FY
18/19

√

?

√

?

?

√

√

√

FY
19/20

FY
20/21

?

?

√

√

√

√

√

?
√
√
?

?

√

√
√
√
√

?

?

√
√
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Topic

Body

Policy Statement

TPC

TPC/
EC

EC

Activity

FY
15/16

T.9.1.3 Implement project
charter regarding Phase 1
(‘State of the Islands’ report)
T.9.1.5 Develop a project
charter and undertake a
community engagement
process to create a vision
statement for the Islands Trust
Area and identify Policy
Statement topics for
amendment.
T.9.1.7 Develop a project
charter and budget request for
a Policy Statement topic
update process
T.9.1.8 Undertake a multistakeholder engagement
process and develop a draft
bylaw to update selected
Policy Statement topics
T.9.1.9 Develop a bylaw for
Trust Council third reading to
update selected Policy
Statement topics
T.9.1.10 Adopt bylaw to
update selected Policy
Statement topics

FY
16/17

FY
17/18

FY
18/19

FY
19/20

FY
20/21

√
√

√

√

√

√

Marine topics not on Strategic Plan suggested by trustees and staff in January 2016
Southern Strait of Georgia National Marine Conservation Area Reserve
Environmental Assessments –BURNCO Gravel Mine, Discovery LNG (Campbell River), Malahat LNG (Saanich
Inlet), Roberts Bank Terminal 2
Particularly Sensitive Sea Area Designation
New rescue tug for the Salish Sea
Geographic Response Planning by WCMRC and Coast Guard
Seaweed harvesting from beaches
Pleasure craft sewage dumping
Climate change mitigation and adaptation – ocean acidification, sea level rise
Microplastics contamination
Upland activities that may produce toxic run-off
shoreline protection from erosion and beach habitat protection
Protection of habitat outside 300 metre boundary (e.g. glass sponge reefs, critical habitat areas that support
herring, forage fish, migratory birds )/Creating Marine Protected Areas,
Keeping our beaches relatively free of garbage
Discharges from septic systems, stormwater runoff, etc. that contribute to declining marine dissolved oxygen levels
and toxins in the ocean

? = may require Strategic Plan amendments to continue/defer the activity
* Note: LPC could research and provide recommendations on the following topics: shoreline protection from
erosion, beach habitat protection, enforcement on the foreshore, impacts due to proliferation of docks,
best practice on how to ‘zone’ and express conservation values over marine waters, implementation of
Green Shores program Trust-wide, etc…
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Islands Trust process, roles and capacity for responding to marine issues
(with and without the proposed Intergovernmental Policy Advisor position)

The Islands Trust has the legislated ability to respond to marine issues that threaten the health
of the Islands Trust Area by:









Using available regulatory tools such as Policy Statement policies, Official
Community Plans and bylaws to protect sensitive terrestrial and marine
ecological areas and processes
Taking enforcement action against local land-use bylaw violations that threaten
marine health (e.g. seawall, foreshore structures).
Developing accurate and complete mapping to enhance the effectiveness of
regulatory tools and education initiatives
Conserving terrestrial areas that support healthy marine processes through
acquisition and conservation covenants
Educating landowners, island residents and developers about actions they can
take to protect the marine environment
Advocating for senior levels of government and industry to place priority on the
side of protection for Trust Area ecosystems
Cooperatively working with other levels of government and businesses to
develop initiatives that reduce threats to the marine environment

While the Islands Trust Act provides many methods for protecting the marine environment, it
is up to Trust Council to set priorities each term though its Strategic Planning and budget
processes, which are informed by public input.
Capacity to respond to marine issues:
Current capacity (2015/16) :
TAS

LPS

(Director + Policy
Analyst)

(*assumes LTCs uses the planner
time allocated for “Projects” for
marine shoreline protection policy
and regulatory amendments.

TFB

Total

.25

2

**Planner serving LPC would add
10% or .1 FTE with or without the
new position)

2015/16

1

2.5*

FTE equivalent
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2016/17 FTE
equivalent with
new position

1.25

3.25**

Proposed cost

75%

25%

.25

3.1

$82,000

The list below sorts the marine activities by the responsible Islands Trust body, and
assesses current capacity as LOW, MED and HIGH.
The proposed Intergovernmental Policy Advisor would increase capacity in the specific roles
bolded below:
Trust Council / EC role
1. Developing and adopting Policy Statement policies (e.g. Amend policy statement to
include new marine-related prohibitions/directive policies)
o Capacity: LOW: $82,000 in 2016/17 and reduce advocacy or planning services.
Ongoing funding and staff will be needed until 2018.
2. Selecting which projects to fund
o Capacity: HIGH: (e.g. Council could say it prioritize marine-related LTC and
TAS projects)
3. Develop toolkits/model bylaws re marine
o Capacity: MED, already within LPC scope
4. Funding mapping to enhance the effectiveness of regulatory tools and education
initiatives
o Capacity: MED –More funding would increase capacity
5. Funding of enforcement action against local land-use bylaw violations on the
foreshore
o Capacity: LOW –More funding and changes to staff resources/functions would
increase capacity
6. Directly conserve heritage properties that support healthy marine processes and
cultural/ archaeological resources (Trust Council already owns one property, the
Denman school)
o Capacity: LOW –Strategic Plan changes, more funding and changes to staff
resources/functions would increase capacity
7. Funding of Trust Fund Board for conserving terrestrial areas that support healthy
marine processes and cultural/ archaeological resources
o Capacity: MED –More funding would increase capacity
8. Educating landowners, island residents and development professionals
o Capacity: LOW –Strategic Plan changes, more funding and changes to staff
resources/functions would increase capacity
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9. Advocating to other levels of government and businesses (e.g. re shipping)
o Capacity: HIGH - already within EC scope and achievable if made high priority
10. Cooperatively working with other levels of government and businesses (e.g.
derelict vessels, aquaculture)
o Capacity: LOW - Changes to staff resources/functions would increase capacity
LTC/Island Municipality role
1. Adopting of OCPs and bylaws in support of marine protection
o Capacity: HIGH - More funding and changes to staff resources/functions would
increase capacity. Local trust committees and island municipalities could make
marine topics a higher priority
2. Set work programs priorities that focus on marine issues
o Capacity: HIGH – already within LTC scope if they choose to prioritize
3. Cooperatively working with other levels of government and businesses (e.g.
Participation in local processes (e.g. Howe Sound Community forum, Baynes
Sound)
o Capacity: MED – Deeper levels of engagement would require more funding and
changes to staff resources/functions
TFB role
1. Assist all staff to use ecosystem mapping to enhance the effectiveness of regulatory

tools and education initiatives
o Capacity: HIGH
2. Conserving terrestrial areas that support healthy marine processes

o Capacity: MED –Regional Conservation Plan sets priorities for acquisitions and
covenants. More funding would enable more focus on protection for marine
processes.
3. Educating landowners, island residents and development professionals (e.g.

workshops and targeted landowner contact)
o Capacity: LOW - Strategic Plan changes, more funding and changes to staff
resources/functions would increase capacity
Staff role
1. Service delivery on all of the above

o Capacity: MED - More staff resources, more funding and/or fewer Council
priorities would increase capacity for addressing marine issues that require
cooperative actions developed through trusting relationships.
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2. Staff training and orientation on best practice for addressing marine issues (e.g.

processing foreshore-related applications, promoting Green Shores concepts,
cooperating with others, etc.)
o Capacity: MED – has not been a priority. Changes to staff resources/functions
would increase capacity.
3. Staff procedures

o

Capacity: HIGH –has not been a priority, Changes to staff resources/functions
would increase capacity .
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BUSINESS CASE (DRAFT AMENDMENTS)

Completion of this form initiates a request to the management team for allocation of budget funds. The form is to be completed
and submitted at the start of the decision making process. The business case forms part of the Annual Budget Process (refer to
Islands Trust Council Budget Process Policy 6.3.i).

TO BE COMPLETED BY INITIATOR
Estimated Annual Budget Request:

Year 1 – (June 1, 2015 to March 31, 2016) $82,430
Year 2 – (April 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017) $98,915, plus
BCGEU negotiated increases.

Initiated by: David Marlor, DLPS

Fiscal Year Implications:
 Temporary

One fiscal year:
 X
Multi-year: June 1, 2016 to March 31, 2018
$____see above__/per fiscal year
 On-going

Operational Unit: Local Planning Services

Name of Request (identify the problem, opportunity or
need):

Budget Source: Local Planning Services Program Budget
Code _________________
Description__________________

Senior Aboriginal Advisor.
Local Trust Committees undertaking planning work
are required to consult with First Nations during the
planning process. There are 31 First Nations with
interest in the Trust Area and we do not have the
expertise nor the staff resources to support local
trust committees in initiating and sustaining
meaningful and enduring relationships with all of the
First Nations.
Date request initiated: September 19, 2014
1.

Date funding is required: April 1, 2016

OBJECTIVES (What are the higher-level organizational objectives that this request supports? What, if any, strategic
goals and objectives does the request relate to? Does it relate to a policy in the Islands Trust Policy Statement, an
OCP goal or work program item? See Attachment B for examples of typical objectives that may be included in this
section)

Islands Trust Policy Statement: ‘First Nations consider the Trust Area to be within their traditional territory. As such they
may have rights to and interests in the Trust Area. Proposed regulations that may affect aboriginal rights will be preceeded by
meaningful consultation and negotiation of conflicts with known claims.’
Strategic Plan Objective 5: Strengthen relations with First Nations







To support local trust committees in building meaningful relationships with First Nations at the political
level
To build First Nations relationship competencies in staff and trustees
To achieve organizational excellence in meaningful consultation with First Nations
To improve land use decisions related to First Nations concerns
To reduce liability to the organisation

1
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2.

To develop a culture and provide capacity to be proactive and limit crisis in First Nation engagements
To increase staff and trustee effectiveness and efficiency in engaging with First Nations
To comply with new provincial requirements for First Nation consultation in advance of OCP bylaw
approvals
To provide capacity and coordinated response to provincial and federal agencies on policies about First
Nations issues
BACKGOUND (Is there relevant legislative background or requirement? Is the request related to a new initiative, or
on-going work? What work, if any, has already been taken to achieve the objectives? What previous decisions,
studies or work relate to this request?)

The Islands Trust Policy Statement recognizes the importance of meaningful consultation with First Nations,
particularly when local trust committees engage in land use planning and regulatory decisions. However,
meaningful engagement with over thirty First Nations (with competing interests) remains a challenge, one that
does not appear to have a equivalent among local governments in British Columbia. For at least a decade,
Islands Trust Council has consistently expressed a commitment to improve relations with First Nations, most
recently through its 2014-2018 Strategic Plan.
In 2012, Trust Council commissioned a First Nations Engagement Strategy that identified long term, medium
term and short term improvements that could be made to improve relations with First Nations. Trust Council;s
Strategic Plan was then amended to include these improvements as goals. While Local Planning Services staff
has now implemented some of the short-term improvements (those that did not require additional resources),
progress was not made with those improvements that required additional resources. In the last term, the listed
activity “to reallocate resources to enable adoption of First Nations Engagement Strategy” was not completed as
no resources were provided. Trust Council deleted this goal from its Strategic Plan for the 2011-2014 term and
reinstated new First Nations goals in the 2014-2018 Strategic Plan.
In the term before that, trustees identified the importance of updating the Islands Trust Policy Statement to reflect
Aboriginal interests. To date, most of staff time spent on First Nations issues has been in reaction to concerns
raised by the First Nations; staff has not had the capacity or resources to be proactive or to live up to agreements
we have already entered. This business case assumes that Trust Council remains interested in meeting a high
standard of proactive and meaningful engagement with First Nations rather than just meeting minimum standards
in a reactive way.
Two recent court decisions have highlighted a need to proactively communicate with First Nations and work
collaboratively with them at earlier stages of community planning, development and regulation. The Tsilhqot’in
Nation v. British Columbia Supreme Court of Canada decision has confirmed that aboriginal title may extend to
lands that First Nations only occupied intermittently in British Columbia. Since this decision, planning staff is
seeing an increased willingness by First Nations to engage early in the planning process and/or assert their
rights and title. A second major change is that this decision appears to indicate that provincial land use
regulations may continue to apply to title lands; this is a change in case law from previous court decisions in
which provincial land use regulations were determined not to apply. This may mean in the future that local trust
committee and First Nations may need to collaborate on land use planning; this will require an understanding of,
and a relationship with First Nations.
The second decision is Squamish First Nations v. British Columbia [Community, Sport and Cultural
Development] in which the Whistler Resort Municipality Official Community Plan Bylaw was quashed in the
courts on the basis that the Provincial Government had not adequately consulted with the Squamish and Lil’wat
First Nations before approving it. While this will change the procedures the Ministry follows when consulting First
Nations prior to approving Official Community Plans, it also means that the Ministry will want to know more about
what the local trust committee has done to address First Nation concerns regarding Official Community Plan
development.
Finally, First Nations communities and leaders in the Islands Trust Area could be valuable allies in fulfilling the
“preserve and protect” mandate, but we have not had the capacity to strengthen those alliances. It would be to
the Islands Trust’s benefit to cultivate partnerships in achieving the many shared goals we have, such as
protecting the marine environment.
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3.

PROBLEM STATEMENT (What is the problem you are trying to solve with this specific request? What are the
symptoms of the problem?)



Supporting First Nations Relationships at the Political Level: To better equip local trust committees
and trustees to engage with First Nations, there is a need to understand culture and customs, First
Nations governance, priorities and the issues of concern to the First Nations. Having a dedicated and
expert staff resource who can quickly provide knowledge, undertake research, develop databases and
procedures and provide information and recommendations in regard to First Nation issues directly to the
local trustees and local trust committee will assist in improving relationships and avoiding timeconsuming crises when relationships go wrong. In the last year, we have received several emails and
letters from First Nations that identify concerns about relationships or seek to improve relationships (see
examples included under Research and Consultation).



Building First Nations competency in staff and trustees: The BC Government has developed a set of
competencies to improve the way public servants relate to Aboriginal people. Given that the Islands
Trust Area overlaps with the traditional territories of about 31 First Nations, and front line staff is
expected to communicate successfully with those nations, the Islands Trust has a responsibility as an
employer and as a creation of the BC Government to equip staff (and possibly trustees) to succeed in
these sensitive conversations.



Improved land use decisions: Building stronger relationships with First Nations in conjunction with
education and increasing awareness among trustees and the Island communities is expected to improve
land use decisions and create greater certainty for all. Greater understanding of First Nations interests
on the land early in planning processes will lead to better decisions to avoid and protect First Nations
cultural sites or other areas of interest as part of Treaty settlement. Local trust committees also may have
opportunities to contribute to the cultural and economic development of First Nations communities
through their land use decisions, but cannot do so without improved understanding and relationships.



Improved consultation processes: The responsibility for local trust committees to properly consult with
First Nations on land use decisions cannot be understated. There is a strong professional ethics and
desire among staff to build positive relationships with First Nations governments and communities, but
current resources are not sufficient to enable the proactive and dedicated attention to these relationships
and consultation processes that is required. Despite building the expertise among staff with corporate
and individual training and experience over the past several years, working with First Nations continues
to receive less attention than desired, is fragmented within the organization, and is more reactive than
proactive.



Reduce liability: Having already received strongly worded letters from First Nations’ lawyers on specific
initiatives, there is a risk that decisions of local trust committees, Trust Council and the Trust Fund Board
may unintentionally infringe upon Aboriginal Rights. Even a court decision in the Islands Trust’s favour is
still likely to be costly in time, money and goodwill. Such incidents would also be a significant step
backwards in the relationship with the First Nation involved, and possibly others. Having a better
understanding and stronger relationship with each of the First Nations will help us address issues early,
and reduce the likelihood of legal action. All indications are that these risks will only increase in future
years.



Limit crises: Current consultations with First Nations occur in response to specific proposals, usually on
a tight timeline. The First Nation(s) want to protect their interests, but may not have the capacity to
analyze or respond to the proposal in the required timeline. The resulting discussions can result in a
sudden, unexpected diversion of staff time to give the issue the necessary attention. In the past, an
unexpected and serious letter from First Nations or their lawyer has required a few weeks of staff time to
effectively respond. A significant issue such as the discovery of an archaeological site can divert staff
time for months, and a specialist would reduce the volatility and create stability for other work programs.
If time is spent up front in developing relationships separate from specific development or policy
proposals, fewer of these "crises" should occur, reducing sudden demands on staff and trustee time.



Increase staff and trustee effectiveness and efficiency: A number of First Nations have interests in
several local trust areas and there is currently no system to coordinate sharing of information and
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communication. Research, communications, and meetings with a First Nation may be duplicated by
planners from different areas. Developing a system by which local trust areas communicate and
coordinate consultation and relationships could prevent redundancies and inefficiencies, saving
considerable time and money.


Comply with provincial requirements for bylaw referrals: The province’s Consultative Area Database
has created a need for outreach to more First Nations than ever before, and the challenge of doing a
thorough job is putting local trust committees at risk of not getting provincial approval for bylaws.



Respond to requests from provincial and federal agencies about policies and legislation related
to First Nations: For example, the Federal Government recently requested feedback on the interim
Federal Comprehensive Land Claims Policy, the document that guides the government in its treaty
negotiations with Aboriginal groups and provincial or territorial governments.

4.

RESEARCH and CONSULTATION (What research has been undertaken to define the problem and identify
potential options? Which other stakeholders been identified and consulted in identifying the problem and potential
options?)

Staff surveyed other local and regional governments about how they meet the needs created by First Nations
consultation. Examples follow:
1. Capital Regional District – as a new Aboriginal Initiatives Office with a Manager of Aboriginal
Initiatives. From the CRD website
Aboriginal Initiatives provides support to the CRD Board in achieving its stated key strategic goal
of building strong relationships with First Nations, as well as to CRD Departments with referral
outreach, developing and maintaining service agreements, undertaking joint initiatives, and
overall engagement on major regional plans, strategies and regionally-specific interests. In
addition to meeting legislative requirements around First Nations engagement, The CRD Board
recognizes the value of greater collaboration with First Nations in providing an opportunity to
identify common areas of interest and opportunities, build relationships and foster cooperation.
There are 10 principal First Nations with Reserves in the CRD and an additional 8 First Nations
whose traditional territories include a portion of the CRD.”
2. Regional District of Nanaimo – using existing planner working on First Nations issues off side of
desk.
3. Comox Valley Regional District – has an appointed person to whom all First Nations
correspondence is sent for vetting before going to the First Nation.
4. Metro Vancouver – has an Aboriginal Relations program that support staff and Metro Vancouver
Board on policies and projects related to aboriginal relations and treaty negotiations. The program,
includes a political committee (Aboriginal Relations Committee) and three dedicated staff in
Aboriginal Relations – A Supervisor (Senior Planner), Senior Policy Analyst and a Program
Assistant.
5. Fraser Valley Regional District - is putting together a budget request to fund a new First Nations
Relations one-year trial position likely at a Policy Analyst level.
6. Union of BC Municipalities – UBCM’s First Nations advisor is not aware of any other local
governments in BC that liaise with the number of First Nations that have interests in the Islands Trust
Area.
By way of example of time commitment currently for First Nations issues, the following are some resent
examples of First Nations correspondence requiring significant staff time to respond. This is in addition to the ongoing consultation involvement during the bylaw creation and adoption process:
1. Letter from K’omoks First Nations (Attach 1 - Denman Island Local Trust Area) about a complaint
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that a shellfish operation of their wholly owned company Pentlatch Seafoods was in violation of the
local zoning regulations (see attached letter). Response to this letter involved significant senior staff
time (Chief Administrative Officer, Director of Local Planning Services, Regional Planning Manager),
significant planner time, and legal costs of approximately $2,500.
2. Email from Lyackson First Nation (Attach 2 - North Pender Island Local Trust Committee) in
response to a referral about draft Bylaw 198. This required significant staff time involving the Island
Planner and the Regional Planning Manager.
3. Letter from K’omoks First Nation (Attach 3 - Hornby Island Local Trust Committee in response to
a referral for a new Official Community Plan. This letter was received after Public Hearing, requiring
further discussion with the First Nation, further consideration by the Local Trust Committee, before
continuing with the bylaw adoption process. This required considerable staff time involving the Island
Planner, Regional Planning Manager and the Director of Local Planning Services.
4. Letter from Cowichan Tribes (Attach 4 - Salt Spring Island Local Trust Committee) in response to a
referral regarding foreshore rezoning initiative. This referral required further staff time involving the
Island Planner and Regional Planning Manager to address the issues.
5. Email from Lyackson (Attach 5) inviting Islands Trust staff to an “Islands Trust Planning Party”. The
invitation was sent to specific staff who had spoken to a Lyackson representative in relation to bylaw
referrals. The invitation caused some confusion amongst staff and we are still in the process of
working with Lyackson to develop an agenda and determine appropriate staff to attend. This resulted
in some staff time of the Regional Planning Manager and Director of Local Planning Services, as well
as time incurred by those invited in addressing the confusion of not being sure if they should accept
the invitation or their role in the meeting.
6. Letter from Hwlitsum (in-camera), currently an unrecognised aboriginal group by Canada. To date
responding to this letter has consumed several hours of the Chief Administrative Officer, Director of
Trust Area Services, and the Director of Local Planning Services time. Future costs will involve time
for senior staff to develop a briefing to the Executive Committee and local trust committees and legal
advice to inform that staff advice.
7.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED (Describe the benefits and costs of each of the options/alternative courses of
action that were considered including the status quo and the proposed option. Each option must be supported
by a succinct and realistic presentation of the benefits, financial implications, resource requirements and other
implications to allow for an informed decision among the options. Where relevant, complete the
Objectives/Options Matrix in Appendix A to illustrate how the options compare in terms of achieving the
objectives).

Option 1 - Previous (2014/15) Pilot Specialist Budget Request. In the 2014/15 budget proposal, staff
recommended a pilot First Nations specialist that would work with staff and be the main contact for First Nation
communication. Financial Planning Committee did not recommend this new expense to Trust Council for the
2014/15 budget. The 2014/15 budget proposal was for a relatively low-cost junior and temporary position that
staff no longer recommend as it would not provide the required level of protocol advice, leadership and training
services.
Option 2 - Assign the Senior Aboriginal Advisor to Trust Area Services (instead of Local Planning).
Services. Staff and trustees have asked whether this position could be considered as a Trust-wide function, and
therefore funded by the municipal pool and managed by the Trust Area Services Director. There are some
requirements for First Nations liaison within the current TAS projects, but these are minor compared to the
statutory requirements of land use planning. Bowen Island must conduct its own First Nations consultations
about land use proposals. Trust Fund Board staff engage First Nations when acquiring Crown Land (consultation
on this is a precondition of Provincial approval) and when seeking input on the Regional Conservation Plan and
on property management plans. These tasks are within the current capacity of Trust Fund staff but would be
much more successful if there were stronger existing relationships and if there was specialist advice to support
consultation projects. Currently, staff receive no responses to requests for support for these projects. In addition
to land trust projects, the advocacy program could benefit from stronger alliances with First Nations, but these
are not statutory requirements. All the other tasks required of this proposed position relate to local land use
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proposals and are therefore not well suited to Trust Area Services.
Option 3 - Assign this role to existing Trust Area Services staff. Currently the Director of Trust Area
Services, the Policy Advisor and the Communications Specialist have no official responsibility for First Nations.
TAS staff can provide support in negotiating Trust Council’s protocol agreements, and did so successfully in the
case of the Snuneymuxw First Nation. This was not an ideal match, as it is local trustees and planning staff who
are responsible to live up to the terms of the agreement. TAS staff can and do respond to high profile conflicts
(such as the desecration of burial grounds and licensing of shellfish aquaculture) by providing communications
and policy, and coordinating legal advice to planning staff, Executive Committee and Trust Council. But if TAS
staff were to provide more than a reactive service, and offer the kind of proactive and high quality engagement
services with First Nations this business case proposes, there would be little capacity to continue the advocacy
program.
Option 4 - Assign this role to existing Local Planning Services staff. The cost of adding the Senior
Aboriginal Advisor could be off-set by reducing or reassigning existing planning staff. This would require
consideration of how such a reduction or reassignment will impact the work programs of all local trust
committees. For example, removing one planner position would require re-assignment of other planners so the
reduction is shared by all local trust committees. Given the three regional teams approach to planning, this would
not be easy to implement. If this option was chosen, reductions would likely occur as vacancies become
available. First Nations consultation is going to require more planner time to undertake the consultation; reducing
planning staff, coupled with the need for better First Nation consultation, would result in significant reduction in
resources available to complete the local trust committee work programs.
Option 5 - Establish a budget to hire a First Nations consultant on an as needed basis. Staff hired a
contractor for $10,000 in early 2012 to assess our capacity and to develop a First Nations strategy for the Islands
Trust. The contract, with William Trousdale of EcoPlan, included the facilitation of two meetings of a working
group of staff and trustees (Malcolmson and Luckham). This project resulted in a draft report that the working
group endorsed, but Trust Council has yet to endorse. Key recommendations include the hiring of an in-house
First Nations specialist. This was followed in June 2012 by a $2500 contract with Robert Joseph of Indigenous
Corporate Training to deliver a half-day session to staff and trustees on “Working Effectively with Aboriginal
Peoples.” The value of those contracts could still be realised if there is organizational commitment to following
through on the lessons learned, such as by committing to an objective in the strategic plan. Further short-term
contracts would not provide for proactive practices nor for the quick and strategic response often needed in a
crisis and would not provide credibility with the First Nations community. If consultants are to be used in future,
there should be a long term commitment in order to provide responsiveness and continuity on a year-round
basis. Because of the prohibitive costs (typically at least $125/hr), it is unlikely we would hire a consultant on a
full-time basis ($228K/yr), but rather on a project basis with defined deliverables. The actual deliverables would
be determined by budget available, but would not allow the long term relationship-building that staff and previous
contractors Trousdale and Joseph strongly recommend.
Option 6 - Staff the position temporarily, for a shorter term or part-time. The proposal is for a full-time
axillary position for one year with consideration of extension to a second year, with consideration for being made
permanent if the need is identified during the pilot years. The position could be implemented on a part-time basis
of three or four days a week to reduce costs; however, given the number of First Nations, number of staff and
trustees and the work involved to develop the tools, databases and connections, a part-time position might not be
enough to be effective. For specialised positions where we are looking for expertise and skill, part-time positions
are usually harder to recruit than full-time positions. The annual cost at 0.6 FTE (3-days a week) is $59,350. A
10 month term of a .6 FTE (3-day a week position for 10 months starting in June) would cost $49,460. These
numbers include benefits and a potential 6.6% market adjustment pay. Additional funding may be required to
cover training and travel.
Option 7 - Status Quo. This would leave us with the status quo of having few if any meaningful relationships
with the 31 First Nations with interests in the Trust Area. Staff would continue to operate as we do now, doing the
minimum required amount of consultation with First Nations in order to get bylaws approved by the Minister, and
not proactively engaging on topics of mutual interest, such as aquaculture and archaeological sites. Local
trustees and local trust committees would have no support in their communications and relationship building with
First Nations. Delays in bylaw approval, extended consultation periods with First Nations and legal challenges
are all possible risks with the status quo.
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8.

PROJECTED RESULTS/DELIVERABLES and RISKS (Describe in additional detail how and why the
recommended option is expected to achieve the objectives described above. Summarize any risks of delaying
or not approving the recommended option).

A full-time senior position (similar grid classification and educational requirements as the Island Planners and
Policy Advisor) on a pilot basis (recommend a minimum of two-years – June 2015 to March 31, 2017) that is
aimed to recruit a person with advanced education, expertise, leadership and training skills in First Nations
relations and communication with First Nations in a local government situation.
Because this position is proposed as a two-year pilot, the position is not expected to be “parachuted” in as a
spokesperson with First Nations at the political level, but would instead mainly work to support and equip trustees
and staff to succeed in their communications and relationships, and develop consistent procedures and
approaches between the three offices and 13 local trust committees.
In the first year, the position would primarily develop internal tools to track and understand First Nations, help to
prioritise and develop strategies on working with First Nations, develop training for and advice to Islands Trust
staff (primarily the planners and regional planning managers) and trustees on working and communicating with
First Nations and provide advice and leadership on particular liaison situations.
In the second year the position would continue to maintain databases, further develop tools and procedures, and
focus on training and advice to local trust committees and staff. The position would also take the lead on
development of protocols with First Nations, including prioritising the need for protocols.
If the position was made permanent, then it could include independently building relationships, particularly with
First Nations staff, attending meetings alone, or with trustees and planners. A draft Job Description (attachment
6) is attached for information. In June 2017, Staff would evaluate the utility of the positions in relation to the
defined work and the objectives, relationship to other units within the Islands Trust, such as Trust Area Services
communications function, Trust Fund Board and support to Trust Council and the Executive Committee.
Adjustments (if any) would be recommended should the position be considered for continuation beyond 2017/18
Fiscal year.
9.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS (describe the things that must go well to ensure success for this proposal,
and, therefore, must be given special and continual attention. Discuss plans for managing these factors)

There are no known risks to creating this position, but the position’s success will depend on the support of
the management team to enable strong linkages to existing staff and on the supervision of the Local
Planning Services Director to ensure the new staff work program addresses the highest priority tasks.
The position is also proposed to support trustees, to ensure that they have the knowledge and skills to
represent the Islands Trust in building meaningful relationships with First Nations at the political level;
therefore, the position’s success will also depend on the support of the Executive Committee and Trust
Council.
10. IMPLEMENTATION/CHANGEMANAGEMENT/COMMUNICATIONS/COLLABORATION (If approved, how the
recommended option will be implemented? Are there any change management concerns and how will they be
addressed?)

The Regional Planning Managers, Director of Local Planning Services and Director of Trust Area
Services have collaborated on this proposal. Subsequent communication will be through the budget
communication process. If the position is approved, the successful candidate will develop a
communication strategy and change management strategy in cooperation with the Communications
Specialist, the Executive Committee and other staff.
11. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (if approved, what will be the key indicators that the recommended option
has achieved the identified objectives? How will success be measured?

Performance indicators (success factors) would include:
1 an increase in number of meaningful and productive meetings between trustees, local trust
committees and First Nations at a political level
2 number of memorandum of understandings under review and or in development or adopted
3 improved response times of the First Nations to local trust committee initiatives
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4

Improved database information and procedures

12. PURCHASING PROCEDURE (describe any purchasing processes that will be needed to support this initiative
(e.g. Direct Award, Request for Proposal, ITQ to qualified vendor)

If approved, the position would be recruited following the Public Service Agency recruitment guidelines.
Recruitment would commence on April 1, 2016 with the intent to have the position filled by June 1, 2016.
13. RECOMMENDED DECISION (Clearly summarize the decision being sought and why this particular option is
being recommended).
That the Islands Trust Council include $82,430 in its proposed budget for 2016-17 to fund a full-time Senior
Aboriginal Advisor position from June 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017.
14. OTHER (Discuss any other important factors not previously outlined)

The following cost is based on an Island Planner and Trust Area Policy Advisor equivalent pay-scale
(note at time of writing, this is a placeholder estimate, representing a position that has similar expertise
and education as an Island Planner and the Policy Advisor. Actual compensation will depend on PSA
assessment and classification of the Job Profile):
1

The monthly cost at a Grid 27 (Island Planner and Trust Area Policy Advisor equivalent effective
April 5, 2016) including benefits and potential 6.6% market adjustment pay, is $8,242

2

The annual cost at 1.0 FTE, including benefits and potential 6.6% market adjustment pay, is $98,915

3

The cost in year 1 could be based on 10 months because hiring will not be complete until June =
$82,430 for 2016/17 Fiscal year. If the position is continued, that would increase to $98,915 plus
BCGEU negotiated increases, for the 2017/18 fiscal.

Office space would need to be provided in one of the offices, likely Victoria. Alternatively, this position
could be considered a candidate for working from home as it would be expected to visit the regional
offices on a regular basis.
Additional costs include travel expenses (which would be from the local planning services travel budget
that may need adjusting) and for training opportunities. Island Planners each have approximately $1200
annually to cover training requirements and a similar amount would be requested for the First Nations
Specialist.

David Marlor, DLPS
Initiator

February 25, 2015
Date

David Marlor, DLPS
Director

February 25, 2015
Date

REVIEWED BY MANAGEMENT TEAM:
Date received:

Approved:
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Next steps:
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ATTACHMENT A
BUSINESS CASE
OPTION EVALUATION MATRIX

EVALUATION
CRITERIA

MEASUREMENT
(how to measure how well each option
meets the objectives?)

Business as usual (BAU)
(Describe BAU as it
pertains to this budget
request)

Option 1
(Describe)

Option 2
(Describe)

Option 3
(Describe)

FIRST OBJECTIVE

SECOND OBJECTIVE

THIRD OBJECTIVE

FOURTH OBJECTIVE
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ATTACHMENT B
TYPICAL OBJECTIVES TO CONSIDER IN EVALUATING OPTIONS
A.
B.

C.

LEGISLATION AND JURISDICTION
a. Within jurisdiction
b. Maximizes compliance with legislation
COMMUNITY GOALS (e.g. from Islands Trust Policy Statement, Strategic Plan, Official Community Plans)
a. Maximizes support for environmental goals, e.g.:
i. Water quality/quantity
ii. Air quality
iii. Community greenhouse gas emissions reduction
iv. Ecosystem conservation
v. Climate change adaptation
b. Maximizes support for community social goals, e.g.
i. Socio-economic diversity
ii. Community health
iii. Community safety
iv. Heritage conservation
v. Liveability
c. Maximizes support for community economic goals
i. Housing affordability
ii. Job creation
iii. Economic sustainability
d. Maximizes collaboration with others
ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS
a. Cost effectiveness
i. Minimizes capital costs (e.g. equipment/facility)
1. Start-up
2. On-going
ii. Minimizes staffing costs
1. Start-up
2. On-going
3. Staff attraction/retention
4. Occupational Safety and Health
iii. Minimizes contractor costs (including legal)
1. Start-up
2. On-going
b. Excellence
i. Maximizes organizational excellence
ii. Maximizes support for organizational environmental goals (e.g. GHG reduction, local food)
iii. Maximizes consistency with internal policies
iv. Maximizes consistency with best practices
c. Equity and Fairness
i. Minimizes those negatively affected
ii. Maximizes fair distribution of benefits and negatives
iii. Maximize the degree to which beneficiaries are paying the costs
iv. Maximize fair treatment of vulnerable groups
v. Maximizes transparency
vi. Maximizes accountability and ability to report about progress
d. Risks
i. Minimizes risk of successful legal challenge
ii. Minimizes risk of law suits/liabilities
e. Do-ability
i. Maximizes simplicity
ii. Minimizes need for on-going training
iii. Availability of successful examples from elsewhere
iv. Consistency with advice from relevant experts
f.
Acceptability
i. Minimize conflict with provincial, regional or federal interests
ii. Maximizes support from important local interest groups
iii. Maximizes relationship with neighbouring jurisdictions
iv. Maximizes relationship with First Nations
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REQUEST FOR DECISION
To:

For the Meeting of:: February 10, 2016

Executive Committee

From: Cindy Shelest, Director Administrative
Services
SUBJECT:

Date: January 20, 2016

APPOINTMENT OF AUDITORS

RECOMMENDATION:
That KPMG be appointed auditor for the Islands Trust and the Islands Trust Fund 2015/16
financial statements.
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER COMMENTS:
Through Bylaw 3, the Executive Committee has been delegated the responsibility to appoint
financial auditors for the Islands Trust and the Islands Trust Fund.

IMPLICATIONS OF RECOMMENDATION
ORGANIZATIONAL:
KPMG has provided professional, timely audits to the Islands Trust and the Islands Trust Fund
for many years.
FINANCIAL:
KPMG has indicated there will be no increase in audit fees for the 2015/16 year.
POLICY:
None.
IMPLEMENTATION/COMMUNICATIONS:
If approved, the Director of Administrative Services will engage KPMG as the auditors for the
2015/16 financial audit and advise the Financial Planning Committee accordingly.
OTHER:
None.

BACKGROUND

The Islands Trust Act Section 18 (1) says that:
“The trust council must appoint an auditor to audit the accounts and transactions of the trust
council and the local trust committees.”
Islands Trust

Request For Decision
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As per Section 10 of the act [““The trust council may, by bylaw adopted by at least 2/3 of its
members present at the meeting at which the vote on adoption takes place, delegate its powers
under sections 8 (1) (d) and (f) and (2) (a) to (f) and 9 (1), subject to any restrictions or
conditions specified in the bylaw”], Trust Council did, in 1990, delegate this power to the

Executive Committee, through Bylaw 3 (attached).
REPORT/DOCUMENT:
Islands Trust Council Bylaw No. 3.
KEY ISSUE(S)/CONCEPT(S):
Financial Audit
RELEVANT POLICY:
None
DESIRED OUTCOME:

That KPMG be appointed auditors for the Islands Trust and the Islands Trust Fund
2015/16 financial statements.
RESPONSE OPTIONS

Recommended:
That KPMG be appointed auditor for the Islands Trust and the Islands Trust Fund 2015/16
financial statements.

Alternative:
No other alternatives identified.

Prepared By: Cindy Shelest, Director Administrative Services

Reviewed By/Date:

_______________________________________
Russ Hotsenpiller, Chief Administrative Officer

Islands Trust

Request For Decision
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ISLANDS TRUST COUNCIL
BYLAW NO.3

******************************************************************************
A Bylaw Relating to Administrative Matters of the Islands Trust.
******************************************************************************

The Islands Trust Council, having jurisdiction in respect of the Province of
British Columbia pursuant to the Islands Trust Act, R.S.B.C., 1989, enacts as
follows:
1.This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as the "Islands Trust Council
Administration Bylaw, 1990".
(1)This Trust Council's Executive Committee is delegated authority for:
(a)the

appointment of persons to the offices of secretary,
treasurer and other officer positions, and the appointments
of other employees to carry out the operations of the Trust
Council, the executive committee, the local trust committees
& the trust fund board.

(b)the appointment of auditors to audit the accounts & transactions
of the Trust Council the local trust committees and the Trust
Fund Board.
2.The Islands Trust Bylaw Investigations Officer position is designated as an
officer of the Islands Trust.
3.Payment of premiums for Accident Insurance for Council members, Advisory
Planning Commission members & Board of Variance members is authorized by
Trust Council.

READ A FIRST TIME THIS

1st

day of

April

, 1990

READ A SECOND TIME THIS

1st

day of

April

, 1990

READ A THIRD TIME THIS

1st

day of

April

, 1990

RECONSIDERED, AND FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS

Islands Trust

Request For Decision

11th

day of

April

, 1990
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Islands Trust Executive Committee
2016 Meeting Schedule
Revised Jan, 2016

All meetings will be held in the Islands Trust Victoria office (#200, 1627 Fort Street) on Wednesdays,
starting at 8:45 a.m., unless otherwise noted.

January 20
February 10
March 2 (8:45-10am/2:00-3:00pm) before and after FPC
March 9
March 22, 12:00 pm (Hornby)
April 6
April 27, 9:30 am (Salt Spring Office)
May 18
June 1
June 14, 12:00 pm (North Pender)
July 6
July 27, 10:00 am (Gabriola Office)
August 17, 9:30 am (Salt Spring Office)
August 31
September 13, 12:00 pm (Mayne)
October 5
October 26, 10:00 am (Gabriola Office)
November 9
November 23
December 6 12:00 pm(Salt Spring)
Council Committee Meetings
TPC – Feb 29, May 16, Aug 22, and Nov 14
LPC – Feb 23, May 26, Aug 25 and Nov 17
FPC – Jan 19, March 2, May 31, Aug 24, Oct 19, and Nov 16
G:\EXEC\Agendas\2016 Executive Committee Meeting Schedule.docx
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From: Raincoast Greatbear [mailto:greatbear@raincoast.org]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 12:05 PM
To: mmartin@surrey.ca; john.mcewen@anmore.com; geoff.meggs@vancouver.ca; chair@metrovancouver.org;
dmussatto@cnv.org; mnicholson@bimbc.ca; nread@mapleridge.ca; andrea.reimer@vancouver.ca;
gregor.robertson@vancouver.ca; msmith@westvancouver.ca; hbsteele@surrey.ca; clrstevenson@vancouver.ca;
hsteves@richmond.ca; rstewart@coquitlam.ca; rudy@langleycity.ca; javilleneuve@surrey.ca; rwalton@dnv.org;
bwilliams@tsawwassenfirstnation.com; information; Wendy Scholefield; Bruce McConchie; Peter Luckham;
Dianne Barber; Derek Masselink; George Grams; Justine Starke; Robert Kojima; dblackwell@crd.bc.ca;
mitch.sokalski@metrovancouver.org; barry.potvin@metrovancouver.org; Stephen.Suddes@metrovancouver.org;
frances.ladret@powellriverrd.bc.ca; tosborne@rdn.bc.ca; emcculloch@rdn.bc.ca
Subject: Raincoast - sharing new Salish Sea report

Good morning,
Raincoast today released a new Salish Sea Report: “Our Threatened Coast: Nature and Shared Benefits in the Salish
Sea,” examining the diverse abundance of plant and animal life fostered by the Salish Sea’s productive waters. We’re
sharing this report with decision makers, diverse organizations around the Salish Sea, and members of the public, to
provide additional insight into the intrinsic value of the Salish Sea’s biological diversity, which underpins our economy
and provides ecological and cultural value to the region’s eight million residents.
We believe this study may be of interest (and perhaps of use) to you in your work, and so are providing direct links to
you so that you can distribute it within your organization, as well as to any other like-minded organizations or
individuals who you think will also benefit, and take action to protect the Salish Sea.
Unlike federal risk and environmental assessments, Raincoast’s study considers cumulative effects of proposed
coastal energy projects, and identifies numerous failings of existing assessments concerning increased vessel traffic
and oil spill risk. We conclude that the purported economic benefits of fossil fuel export projects like Trans Mountain
are insignificant when weighed against a more holistic examination of value of the region’s ecosystem services,
including ecological values and distributed recreational pursuits throughout the Salish Sea.
Millions of personal experiences throughout the Salish Sea also define our relationship to place, and the depth of
these connections and interdependence of people and place are exemplified by the Coast Salish indigenous
communities. While difficult to value economically, a diverse range of activities also exemplifies the economic value of
the region to its inhabitants, including: 540,000 licensed saltwater anglers, 1.8 million birders, more than 1 million
marine powered boaters, 200,000 kayakers, thousands of surfers, and 3.3 million beachcombers.
The Salish Sea represents an ecosystem of global significance providing natural benefits that support our
environment, economy, and society. At a time in which the Salish Sea’s non-human residents face myriad pressures,
we are encouraging everyone to read our report; consider how they personally value the Salish Sea; and to ask
decision makers to protect it.
Please feel free to share these links:



For more information,and to take action, please visit our website: http://www.raincoast.org/salish-sea




Salish Sea Report Executive Summary - http://tinyurl.com/gqdddu6
Full Report: Our Threatened Coast: Nature and Shared Benefits in the Salish Sea

Thank you for your support!
Yours truly,

Raincoast's conservation science team.

Raincoast Conservation Foundation
Investigate. Inform. Inspire.
Support coastal science - become a Raincoast member!
http://www.raincoast.org/donate/
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January 21, 2016

The Honourable Shirley Bond
Minister Jobs, Tourism & Skills Training
P.O. Box 9071 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC V8W 9E2
Re: Follow-up on offer of assistance on facilitating a multi-stakeholder working session
Dear Minister Bond,
Further to our meeting at UBCM we would like to follow up on your offer of assistance to facilitate
multi-stakeholder working sessions to enable us to work more closely with Provincial Ministries and
agencies to promote economic development. We very much appreciate the work on an initial session
currently under way by Regional Manager Lindsay Bisschop in collaboration with our Economic
Development Committee.
An additional meeting that would be particularly beneficial would be between ourselves, BC Ferries and
MOTI. We understand that Ms. Bisschop has been in touch with MOTI to begin facilitating this higherlevel meeting. Our aim is to come up with a better way to provide the local input needed to ensure that
service changes, while meeting the fiscal realities of the day, also more fully consider the economic and
social implications for our community.
We envision the proposed multi-stakeholder meeting as an opportunity to begin building a positive and
mutually beneficial relationship where we can share data and ideas. For example, coastal communities
currently do not have access to BC Ferries financial data relating to service costs. Such data would be a
valuable tool for achieving a compromise that recognizes BC Ferries’ fiscal restraints while mitigating
some of the economic and social impacts that these service changes currently have on coastal
communities.
The assistance your office can provide in this regard would be greatly appreciated.
Yours truly,

Mayor Murray Skeels
cc: The Honourable Todd Stone, Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure
The Honourable Pamela Goldsmith-Jones, MP, West Vancouver Sea to Sky Sunshine Coast
Jordan Sturdy, MLA, West Vancouver Sea-to- Sky Sunshine Coast
Peter Luckham, Chair, Islands Trust
BC Coastal Communities

 981 Artisan Lane, Bowen Island, BC, V0N 1G2  TEL: 604-947-4255  FAX: 604-947-0193 
 e-mail: bim@bimbc.ca  website: www.bimbc.ca 
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Received through webcomments in reply to subscriber notice - Chair writes to federal minister with
concerns about marine shipping
From: Mary-Ruth and Loren Wilkinson [mailto:lmrwilk@islandnet.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 4:14 PM
To: Web Comments
Subject: Re: Chair writes to federal minister with concerns about marine shipping

Dear Peter and members of the Islands Trust Council,
That was a fine letter--good writing, clear presentation of very important suggestions, and a
wonderful and thoughtful personal ending. Thank you very much. We feel well-represented.
Mary-Ruth and Loren Wilkinson
RR2 S46 C13
14485A Porlier Pass Road
Galiano Island, BC
Canada V0N 1P0
Phone # 250 539 2736
lmrwilk@islandnet.com

From: Val Embree [mailto:vembree@shaw.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 2:42 PM
To: Web Comments
Subject: Re: Chair writes to federal minister with concerns about marine shipping

good work! glad to see this action on these concerns. Thank you Val Embree
From: eabrownlee@shaw.ca [mailto:eabrownlee@shaw.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 5:46 PM
To: chair
Subject: Contact Form Submission

Contact: Chair, Islands Trust Council
Name: Eleanor Brownlee
Email: eabrownlee@shaw.ca
If you would like to be contacted using a different method than E-mail, please enter the
details:
Write your message: I would like to commend you on your recent excellent letters to the federal
and provincial governments concerning ever increasing marine traffic, and anchorage, in the
Salish Sea. Thank you for speaking out on behalf of Islanders and for bringing to their attention
the most important mandate of the Trust to Preserve and Protect and encouraging their support to
do so.
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> From: Lovel Pratt [mailto:lovelpratt@gmail.com]
> Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 1:49 PM
> To: Clare Frater
> Subject: Request for advocacy for WA State Bill 6418 Concerning oil transportation safety
>
> Hi Peter and Clare,
>
> I hope all is well with both of you!
>
> FYI - info on WA State SB 6418 Concerning oil transportation safety:
> http://app.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/summary.aspx?bill=6418
> <http://app.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/summary.aspx?bill=6418&year=2015> &year=2015
>
> There is a public hearing on Tuesday Jan. 26 at 1:30pm before the Senate Energy, Environment &
Telecommunications Committee:
> https://app.leg.wa.gov/CMD/agenda.aspx?mid=23828
>
>
> Some bill highlights:
>
> Financial responsibility for both covered vessels and facilities, including rail (note that Sec. 3 does not
specifically address oil spill damages to federal lands, tribal treaty rights/resources, and private
properties. I've sent a follow-up question to Sen. Ranker about this):
>
> Sec. 1. (7)(c) For the purposes of oil spill contingency planning in RCW 17
> 90.56.210 and financial responsibility in RCW 88.40.025, facility also means a railroad that transports
oil as bulk cargo.
>
> Sec. 1 (21) "Certificate of financial responsibility" means an official written acknowledgment issued by
the director or the director's designee that an owner or operator of a covered vessel or facility, or the
owner of the oil, has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the director or the director's designee that the
relevant entity has the financial ability to pay for costs and damages caused by an oil spill.
>
> Sec. 2. (5) The certificate of financial responsibility is conclusive evidence that the person or entity
holding the certificate is the party responsible for the specified vessel, facility, or oil for purposes of
determining liability pursuant to this chapter.
>
> Sec. 3. An onshore or offshore facility shall demonstrate financial responsibility in an amount
determined by the department as necessary to compensate the state and affected counties and cities
for damages that might occur during a reasonable worst case spill of oil from that facility into the
navigable waters of the state. The department shall adopt by rule an
>
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From: Bonnie Gee [mailto:bonnie@cosbc.ca]
Sent: Monday, February 01, 2016 2:50 PM
To: Clare Frater
Subject: Chamber of Shipping Retirement Reception

Join us for a special
retirement reception

To: Clare Frater
Please join us on Friday, February 26th from 4:30 pm for a very special reception
recognizing the retirement of two staff members, Captain Stephen Brown and Mrs. Rose
Bray, from the Chamber of Shipping.

Stephen Brown will semi-retire from the Chamber of Shipping after joining
us in 2007 as a member of the Board, then Chairman in 2007-08, and finally
President from 2008 – February 2016.

Rose Bray will also leave us after 19 years as the Executive Assistant to our
last three Presidents - Ron Cartwright, Rick Bryant and Stephen Brown.

Preceding the retirement reception is our 2015 Annual General Meeting that starts at
3:00 pm and features a presentation by Jonathan Whitworth, CEO of Seaspan, on
“Seaspan Shipbuilding: from North Vancouver to Istanbul.” You are welcome to
participate in our AGM as well.
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Jonathan Whitworth, CEO of Seaspan,
Seaspan Shipbuilding from North Vancouver to Istanbul

Event details
Date:

Friday, 26 February 2016

Time:

15:00 - 16:30 Annual General Meeting
16:30 - 19:00 Reception

Location:

Vancouver Convention Centre - West Building
Room 223/224
1055 Canada Place, Vancouver, BC

To RSVP and/or register for the AGM
Visit our webpage: COS AGM and Reception Registration
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From: Lovel Pratt [mailto:lovelpratt@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2016 12:02 PM
To: Peter Luckham
Cc: Clare Frater
Subject: Centerm expansion project moving forward

Hi Peter,
I want to be sure that you and the Islands Trust Council are aware of the preliminary comment
period for the Centerm expansion project. The deadline is February 12th:
http://www.portmetrovancouver.com/working-with-us/permitting/project-and-environmentalreviews/status-of-applications/centerm-expansion-project/ and
http://porttalk.ca/centermexpansion
This is an important opportunity to inform the scope of the technical and environmental studies
for the project application.
I’m sorry I didn’t catch this sooner.
All best,
Lovel
Lovel Pratt
Mulno Cove Consulting
360.378.7172
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Study concludes costs outweigh benefits of bridge to Gabriola Island | BC Gov News
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British Columbia News

Study concludes costs outweigh benefits of bridge to Gabriola
Island
https://news.gov.bc.ca/10149
Monday, January 25, 2016 2:30 PM
Nanaimo - Results of the Gabriola Island Fixed Link Feasibility Study conclude that while a
bridge appears to be technically feasible, it would not be a cost-effective alternative to
the current ferry link.
Because of this, the Government of British Columbia will not consider a fixed link to Gabriola
Island at this time.
“There is simply not enough compelling evidence to proceed with further work on a fixed link to
Gabriola Island,” said Transportation and Infrastructure Minister Todd Stone. “Our goal is ensure
coastal communities are connected in an affordable, efficient and sustainable manner. This study
shows that continuation of a coastal ferry service for Gabriola Island residents is the best way to
achieve that goal.”
The study examined alignments, road connections, construction cost, operation and maintenance
costs, travel time, reliability and flexibility for potential users. It also includes a high‐level
assessment of the socio-economic and environmental impacts of such a connection. Feasible
options were evaluated against the existing ferry service.
The study confirms that a number of combinations of possible road and bridge options exist,
ranging in cost from $258 million to $520 million. The average estimated project cost is $359
million, on which the business case was based. However, the costs outweigh the measured
benefits.
Beyond the business case, the study notes there are other significant considerations for
government if the project were to proceed, including archaeological and environmental conditions.
The report was prepared for the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure by CH2MHill.
Learn more:
The Gabriola Island Fixed Link Feasibility Study is available on the ministry’s website:
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/18C0E9F4D7AF4EBA8E96F10D10B37FD3
Media Contacts
Media Relations

Government Communications and Public Engagement
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
250 356-8241
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PART 1 - Executive Committee Work Program Top Priorities
Top
Date
3
4
Priority
Description
Origin
Summary of Activity to Date
Owner
2
Initiated
No
TC Prep, Strategic Planning, Org. Improvements, TC Policy & Bylaw Development, Management Liaison, Governance(EXEC)
Project
1
No

EX-15-05

1

CAO Transition
Planning/Orientation

2015 05

EX-15-02

2

Islands Trust Transition Plan and
Adaptation Strategy

2015 06 25

TC

2015 01 15 Initial orientation complete
2015 11 initial orientation planning
underway
2015 12 08 TC approved (in principle)
Principles and Objectives for Adaptation
Strategy
2015 12 09 Draft Annotated ToC and
Charter to TC
2015 12 01 Meeting with CRD staff
2015 11 18 Draft ToC and Charter to FPC
2015 11 05 Draft ToC provided to
ministry
2015 10 21 Draft Table of Contents (ToC)
prepared for EC comment
2015 10 20 Council workshop report
completed
2015 09 15 Council workshop/ministry
discussions
2015 08 19 Briefing and Council Session
prepared
2015 07 Mgmt Team discussions
2015 06 25 TC resolution
2015 06 04 Draft RFD to Trust Council
2015 05 01 Initial research re consultants

Target
Completion
Date

Status

SP

5

PS

6

ToR

LA/RH

June 2016

In progress

N

N

Y

RH

Mar 2016

In progress

Y

N

Y

1

Numbered chronologically by group, year and next consecutive number
Date of originating resolution – in the case of policy, provide date of policy
3
TC=Trust Council; EC=Exec Committee; R=resolution; P=policy; ITA=Islands Trust Act; L=litigation/legal
4
Summarize activity to date, in reverse chronological order
5
SP = Referenced in current Trust Council Strategic Plan
6
PS = Referenced in Islands Trust Policy Statement
7
ToR = Consistent with Executive Committee Terms of Reference of policy assignments
BOLD = non-discretionary (required by litigation, legislation or Trust Council policy)
2

1
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Project
1
No

EX-15-04

Top
Priority
No

3

Description

Amend Provincial Protocol re
municipal incorporation

Date
2
Initiated

2015 06 25

Origin

TC

3

Summary of Activity to Date

4

2015 04 22 Meeting scheduled with J.
Schlosar to discuss
2015 03 Letter received from J.Schlosar
2015 09 Briefing to TC and BIM
2015 08 17 Draft amendments sent to
MCSCD for review
2015 07 Discussions with ministry staff
2015 06 RFD to TC to initiate
amendment process

Owner

RH

Target
Completion
Date

March 2016

Status

In progress
- awaiting
Ministry
input

SP

5

PS

Y

N

Y

N

6

ToR

Y

Communications, Advocacy, Policy Statement, Protocols, Inter-agency and Public Relations (TAS)
1

TA-12-01

2

TA-14-03

3

Draft guidelines and procure gifts
for First Nations special events

Propose revisions to the protocol
agreement and letters of
understanding with the Province of
British Columbia relating to
interests in Crown Land.

Oil spill and shipping safety
advocacy

2015-08-25

EC-R

2012-04-12
2014-06-19

EC
TC

2014 04

TC

Further research needed following
th
briefing to Oct 28 EC meeting
2015-06-01 TPC approved project
charter
2015-04 BC, BIM and IT staff agree on
draft project charter
2015-03 BIM agrees on involvement.
FLNRO, BIM & IT Staff meet to complete
project charter.
2015-02 TPC added to work program
2014 09 10 TC received RFD and added
this topic to the strategic plan.
2014 06 TC asked EC to review resources
needed to review protocol
agreements/letters of understanding
with the Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations.
2016 – draft letter for Chair encouraging
Canadian oil spill response agencies to
coordinate spill response strategies with
American counterparts (per strategic
plan T.2.3.3)
2016-02-10 Staff report to EC proposing
AVICC/UBCM resolution requesting
Transport Canada assess the cumulative
risks and impacts of increased shipping in
the Salish Sea and develop an innovative
20-yr mitigation plan.

2

2016

Next draft
to EC Feb
10

LG

Draft to Trust
Council in 2016

Delayed

LG

2018

In progress

Y
2.3
3.1

N

Y

Y
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Project
1
No

Top
Priority
No

Description

Date
2
Initiated

Origin

3

Summary of Activity to Date

4

Owner

Target
Completion
Date

Status

SP

5

PS

6

ToR

2015 12 18 Chair sent letter to Transport
Minister re anchorages
2015 11 20 Staff attended workshop on
proposed provincial spill regime
2015 11 04 Islands Trust hosted
stakeholder meeting re anchorages
2015 10 06 EC established Anchorage
advocacy as top priority for October
2015.
2015 09 28 Staff and trustees attended
Mayne Island Conservancy oil spill
workshop.
2015 08 18 Submitted letter of comment
re Trans Mountain pipeline.
2015 07 15 EC directs staff to work with
Pacific Pilotage Authority to organize
community meetings re proposed
anchorage near Gabriola and the
Plumper Sound anchorage.
2015 07 Staff submitted comments on
working group comments to EAO re
Woodfibre LNG application
2015 07 15 EC authorized staff
participation in TC Regional Advisory
Council on oil spills
2015 06 25 TC directs EC ‘to consider
supporting staff attendance at one
meeting to listen, respond as necessary,
and report back to the Executive
Committee’.
2015 03 23 Chair letter responds to
Woodfibre LNG application.

3
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Project
1
No

Top
Priority
No

Description

Date
2
Initiated

Origin

3

Summary of Activity to Date

4

Owner

Target
Completion
Date

Status

SP

5

PS

6

ToR

March 2015 – Staff submitted working
group comment on Woodfibre LNG
application
2015 02 25 EC directs staff to provide
briefing/RFD re Chair letter to Ministers
re Woodfibre environmental assessment
process.
2014 10 21 Staff attended Transport
Canada consultation about possible
improvements to the regional Canadian
Marine Advisory Council consultation
method.
2014 08 26 EC directed staff to represent
Islands Trust on BC EAO Working Group
reviewing Woodfibre LNG.

Administration (ADMIN)
n/a

LTC Assistance (LPS)
2015 11 25 EC reduces scope of database
to exclude trustee access.
2015 09 First Nations Database – under
development. Updates as required on
progress.
LT-12-01

1

Improve First Nations relations

2012-07-03

Begin work on project charter to
research roles and jurisdiction to consult
with First Nations.

EC

DM

August 2015

In progress

June 2017
June 2016

In progress
In progress

Y
5.1

N

Y

2015 08 Project Charter for development
of First Nations database. Development
Request for Proposal
2015 07 Further work on TC FUAL actions

Legislative Services, Procedures, Administrative Fairness (LS)
LS-15-02
LS-15-01

1
2

TC electronic meeting procedures
Staff support to CAOHC

2015 09
2015 05

TC
EC

2015 11 25 Briefing to EC re options
Meeting minutes and agendas for

4

CT
CT

Y
N

N
N

Y
Y
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Project
1
No

Top
Priority
No

Description

Date
2
Initiated

Origin

3

Summary of Activity to Date

4

Owner

Target
Completion
Date

Status

SP

5

PS

6

ToR

Target
Completion
Date

Status

SP

PS

ToR

7

CAOHC meetings

PART 2 - Executive Committee Work Program Long List
Long List
Date
Priority
Description
Origin
Summary of Activity to Date
Owner
Initiated
No
TC Prep, Strategic Planning, Org. Improvements, TC Policy & Bylaw Development, Management Liaison, Governance(EXEC)
Project
No

EX 12

4

Litigation Defence

2012

TC/EC

EX-12-01

5

Seek legislative change regarding
TFB name change

2012 09 12

TC-R

2015 11 Ongoing instructions to counsel
re Ellis/Stoneman
2015 09 Instructions to counsel re
Ellis/Stoneman and re Channel Ridge
2015 09 Instructions to counsel re
Ellis/Stoneman
2015 09 Instructions to counsel re
Channel Ridge
2015 08 18 Meeting with legal counsel re
Channel Ridge claim
2015 08 Instructions to legal counsel re
Channel Ridge claim
2012 -2015 Convey instructions to
lawyers, communications (weekly input)
2015 11 03 Meeting with Minister
2015 06 29 Seek status from ADM
2015 05 12 EC Meeting with ADM
2015 03 26 Draft outline prepared re
ADM meeting
2015 02 04 EC to seek meeting with ADM
2014 09 10 several minister meeting
requests made – no response
2014 08 27 Minister meeting request
completed
2014 07 21 CAO mtg with ADM
2014 05 30 Advice sought re timing of
minister meeting
2013 09 10 Chair letter to Minister
2013 Chair letter to Minister
2012 Initial discussion with ministry staff

5

RH

2015

On hold

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

1.4.1
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Project
No

Long List
Priority
No

Description

Date
Initiated

Origin

EX-14-01

6

Trust Council and Executive
Committee orientation programs

2014 02 04

EC

EX-14-02

7

Manage Hwlitsum litigation case

2014 11 10

L

Summary of Activity to Date
2015 08 05 EC review of own orientation
schedule and materials
2015 06 15 EC review of own orientation
schedule
2015 05 13 Chair training session
finalized
2015 03 26 Briefing to EC re Chair
training session
2015 03 10-12 Orientation re community
planning, strategic planning, First
Nations, ethical conduct
2015 03 Finalize toolkits and
print/distribute
2015 02 04 EC orientation discussions
and finalize toolkits
2015 01 27-29 LGLA sessions
2015 01 26 EC orientation schedule
revised
2015 01 23 EC orientation toolkits
finalized
2014 12 19 EC orientation materials and
schedule developed
2014 12 3 Trust Council orientation
2014 11 13 Final TC orientation materials
prepared
2014 10 18 EC review of draft TC
orientation materials
2014 10 07 EC review of TC, EC and
Planning Team orientation schedules
2014 08 12 EC review of past orientation
materials and trustee feedback
2014 07 29 EC endorsement of
development schedule
2014 07 29 EC review of orientation
development schedule
2014 02 04 EC review of 2011 TC
orientation schedule and trustee
evaluations
2015 11 on-going instructions to Counsel
2015 07 06 Instructions to Counsel
2015 05 Verbal update to TFB
2015 04 01 Verbal update to EC

6

Owner

RH

Target
Completion
Date

2015 04

Status

In progress

SP

N

PS

N

ToR

Y
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Project
No

Long List
Priority
No

Description

Date
Initiated

Origin

Summary of Activity to Date

Owner

Target
Completion
Date

Status

SP

PS

ToR

2015 01/03 Instructions to lawyer
2014 12 05 Update to Trust Council
2014 11 12 Legal advice sought
EX-12-06

8

EX-15-05

9

EX-12-05

10

EX-15-06

11

Documentation about prep of RFDs
and briefings
Provide advice about amendments
to Policy 2.2.1 (RFDs)
Policy/procedures regarding
litigation defence
Improve format for Director’s
reports to Trust Council

RH

2015

Delayed by
other
priorities

N

N

Y

EC-R

RH

2016

Not started

N

N

Y

2012 12 08

EC-R

RH

2016

Not started

N

N

Y

2015 11 15

EC-R

RH

2016

Not started

N

N

Y

LG

March

In Progress

Y

Y

Y

LG

2016

In progress

Y
2.5

N

Y

LG

Feb 2016

Almost
completeconsider

Y

N

Y

2012 12 08

EC-R

2015 02 15

2014 08 06 Staff workshop held

Communications, Advocacy, Policy Statement, Protocols, Inter-agency and Public Relations (TAS)
4

Communications tasks

Ongoing

TC

Focus on budget consultations and
media training
2015 12 01 Chair wrote to AAA
welcoming opportunity to meet
2015 11 25 EC directs Chair to welcome
meeting with AAA even if staff research
is incomplete.

Shellfish Aquaculture Advocacy /
Improve Engagement with First
Nations

TA-14-01

5

2015 10 06
2015 11 03 EC meets with Minister who
encourages EC to meet with the AAA.

2014-2018 strategic plan item 2.5
asks EC to advocate to reduce the
negative impacts of shellfish
aquaculture practices in 2017/18.

EC / TC

Item #6.1 asks EC to improve
relations with First Nations
2014 03

BC Ferries advocacy
TA-14-04

6

2014

2015 10 06 EC assigned TAS Director to
do research with other ministries before
drafting a Chair letter responding to the
Aboriginal Aquaculture Association’s
(AAA) letter asking for a meeting.
2014 03 14 EC decided this topic was
highest priority advocacy topic. Staff
attended Senate committee hearing on
aquaculture, drafted letter for Integrated
Geoduck Management Framework and
attended AVICC Deep Bay educational
session on shellfish aquaculture.
2016 02 – Draft Chair letter re FAC
proposed schedule changes

Council to meet with BC Ferries CEO

7

4.2
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Project
No

Long List
Priority
No

Description

Draft letters to:

The Province to request
report on service
reduction impacts

Date
Initiated

Origin

Summary of Activity to Date

Owner

Target
Completion
Date

2015 11 25 Chair letters to FACs and to
Minister Stone

SP

PS

ToR

deletion
after Feb
10 2016
meeting

TC
2015-10-15 Chair letter to Select
Standing Committee on Finance and
Government Services

2009-10-14

Status

2015-09-24 Chair and two Vice-Chair met
with Minister Stone
2015-06-03 EC received consultant
report supporting 25% far roll-back.
Campaign underway.
2015-05-20 TC RWM re new position on
25% reduction in fares successful.
2015-05-13 Staff briefing to EC re impact
of 25% fare reduction.
2015-05 EC invited CEO to June TC (staff
to prepare for visit incl protocol item
below)
2015-04 AVICC session re BC Ferries
complete.
2015-02-17 TPC requests EC to seek
report on impact of service cuts and fare
increases. Staff reported to EC that this
information is not available. Trustees
could ask CEO at June TC.

BC Ferries protocol agreement

2015 – Staff to recommend amendments
before June TC (June 23 EC)
2010-08 Drafted letter to BC Ferries re
protocol agreement

TA-11-01

7

Video project

2011-11-12

EC

2014 10 03 BC Budget letter out
2014 09 10 TC calls upon the province to
recognize coastal ferry service as a
crucial part of provincial transportation
infrastructure by providing the funding
to address identified socioeconomic
impacts of fare increases and service
cuts.
2015-05-13 EC confirms low priority

8

LG

N/A

On hold

N

N

Y
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Project
No

Long List
Priority
No

Description

Date
Initiated

Origin

Summary of Activity to Date

Owner

Target
Completion
Date

Status

SP

PS

ToR

2015-04-22 EC approves low priority
2014-05-06 – EC postpones to next term
2013 11 – EC postpones to 2014
2013 07 - Trustees Hancock and Luckham
to collaborate with staff to revise terms
of reference and procurement process
before returning to EC.

Administration (ADMIN)
n/a

LTC Assistance (LPS)
LT-12-02

2

LT-12-04

3

LT-12-03

4

LT-14-01

5

Review and report on process for
development of RD/LTC protocol
agreements
Provide advice re application
sponsorship policy re sponsorship of
gov. bodies
Review and report on provincial
process regarding tenure referrals
Industry Canada – Cell Towers –
advise TC whether action required
re LTC policy.

2012 08 12

EC

2012 11 20
2012 08 12

2014 03-06

Work to begin in July and complete for
August EC meeting.

DM

Not started

N

N

Y

EC

DM

Not started

N

N

N

EC

DM

Not started

N

N

N

TC

LPS staff / LPC assessing whether the
Industry Canada release of Client
Procedures Circular 2-0-03 should result
in changes to Trust Council’s letter of
understanding with Industry Canada.

DM

Not started

N

N

N

EC-R

2015 09 PPMRT meeting
2015 07 PPMRT meeting
2014 10 16 – Policy and Procedures
Manuals Review Team (PPMRT) meeting.
New Table of Contents and New
template for operational procedures in
development.
2014 09 Mgmt team meeting – new
Table of Contents developed for
integrated policy and procedures
manual
2014 07 Mgmt team review of procedure
manual
nd
2014 06 20 2 draft of policy
development framework prepared
2013 08 27 First draft of policy
development framework prepared

CT

In progress

N

N

Y

Legislative Services, Procedures, Administrative Fairness (LS)

EX 12-04

3

Improve policy and procedure
development process

2012 12 08

9

2015
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Project
No

Long List
Priority
No

Description

Date
Initiated

Origin

Summary of Activity to Date

Owner

Target
Completion
Date

Status

SP

PS

ToR

2013 04 staff training plans started
2013 04 internal discussions and
research
Notes:
1. Tasks assigned by Trust Council, either by resolution (R) or policy (P) (e.g. Annual Report development) should normally appear as the highest priority projects from the date of initiative until
complete, unless variance approved by EC resolution.
2. Cyclical tasks with defined deadlines (i.e. Preparation of Trust Council agenda package or orientation materials) will occasionally displace discretionary projects.
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